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ENERGY 2012

Foreword

The Second International Conference on Smart Grids, Green Communications and IT Energy-aware
Technologies (ENERGY 2012), held between March 25-30, 2012 - St. Maarten, Netherlands Antilles,
continued the inaugural event considering Green approaches for Smart Grids and IT-aware technologies.
It addressed fundamentals, technologies, hardware and software needed support, and applications and
challenges

There is a perceived need for a fundamental transformation in IP communications, energy-aware
technologies and the way all energy sources are integrated. This is accelerated by the complexity of
smart devices, the need for special interfaces for an easy and remote access, and the new achievements
in energy production. Smart Grid technologies promote ways to enhance efficiency and reliability of the
electric grid, while addressing increasing demand and incorporating more renewable and distributed
electricity generation. The adoption of data centers, penetration of new energy resources, large
dissemination of smart sensing and control devices, including smart home, and new vehicular energy
approaches demand a new position for distributed communications, energy storage, and integration of
various sources of energy.

We welcomed technical papers presenting research and practical results, position papers addressing the
pros and cons of specific proposals, such as those being discussed in the standard forums or in industry
consortia, survey papers addressing the key problems and solutions on any of the above topics short
papers on work in progress, and panel proposals.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ENERGY 2012 technical program
committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
that dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to ENERGY 2012. We truly believe that,
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

We hope that ENERGY 2012 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results
between academia and industry and to promote further progress in energy-aware technologies.

We are certain that the participants found the event useful and communications very open. The
beautiful places of St. Maarten surely provided a pleasant environment during the conference and we
hope you had a chance to visit the surroundings.

ENERGY 2012 Chairs
Pascal Lorenz, University of Haute Alsace, France
Petre Dini, Concordia University - Montreal, Canada / China Space Agency Center - Beijing, China
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Analysis of Performance of CCHP Systems for Large Hospitals 
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Abstract—Hospitals are large public buildings that have a 
significant impact on the environment because they use large 
amounts of energy and water and produce large amounts of 
waste. For these reasons, hospitals are natural candidates for 
sustainable design.  The design of heating ventilation and air 
conditioning (HVAC) plants for large hospitals must aim to 
some top priority objectives: improve their energy efficiency, 
forecast the use of clean innovative technologies of self 
production of energy, reduce both the operating costs of 
HVAC plants and polluting impacts on environment, 
guarantee the continuity of energy supply from every case of 
critical states and black-out of electrical energy or natural gas. 
In the context of cooling/heating efficient energy, we illustrate 
the benefits obtained by means the use of a system of 
“Combined Cooling Heating and Power” for the San Marco 
Catania’s Hospital. This paper shows in what way is 
guaranteed the continuity of energy supply for any possible 
critical state, the economic gain through the auto-production of 
energy that reduces of about 1.000 M€ the operating cost of 
HVAC plants, the environmental benefits due to the reduction 
of about 25 Mtons of carbon dioxide equivalent. 

Keywords-HVAC systems; saving energy; CCHP; 
greenhouse emissions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Hospitals are large public buildings that have a 

significant impact on the environment and economy of the 
surrounding community. They use large amounts of energy 
and water and produce large amounts of wastes so they are 
natural candidates for sustainable design. In today’s 
expanding energy hungry world, sustainability is no longer 
an option, it has become the design standard for design 
professionals. 

The Combined Cooling Heat and Power (CCHP) plant 
provide cooling alongside heat and power from the same 
energy source into a ‘tri-generation’ scheme.  

CCHP plants have a higher efficiency than systems that 
producing only heating or power because CCHP system 
uses waste heat from electricity generation to produce steam 
for heating and cooling. Fig. 1 shows a typical scheme of 
CCHP plant. 

The performance of CCHP systems has been studied 
before [1][2][3]. The CCHP plants are particularly useful for 
buildings, like hospitals, that have large amounts of air 
conditioning needs.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.  Typical CCHP system  

Because CCHP uses waste heat to produce thermal 
energy for heating and cooling, hospitals equipped with 
CCHP systems are more energetically efficient.  

Hospitals are ideal candidates for CCHP systems 
because they work 365 days for year and require round the 
clock energy. In the world, the number of hospitals using 
CCHP systems has grown steadily in recent years. 
Combined systems enable hospitals to reduce energy costs, 
increase reliability on energy availability and improve 
environmental performance.  

With less fuel consumed, greenhouse gases (GHG) and 
air pollutants (nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxides) are 
reduced [4]. Resources saved could be redirected to improve 
patient care [5]. Moreover, hospitals must perform critical, 
life-saving functions even when a widespread disaster 
interrupts their supply of natural gas and electricity from the 
utility grid. CCHP systems can be designed to maintain 
critical life-support systems, operate independently of the 
grid during emergencies and be capable of black start (the 
ability to come online without relying on external energy 
sources). Blackout of electrical national grid or further 
possible negative happenings (terrorist outrages, oil crisis 
caused by war events in oil producing countries, and so on) 
directs people efforts to have more sources of energy 
supplying and reach the maximum possible of energetic 
independence of the hospital. Because of they are already up 
and running, CCHP systems can offer a seamless, reliable 
power alternative than traditional emergency generators.  

The CCHP systems, however, are not automatically 
configured for backup capability; hospitals must ensure that 

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-189-2
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the systems have automatic transfer capability and that the 
energy output can be matched with energy demand.  

The CCHP systems are not always advantageous for all 
typologies of hospitals: their cost-effectiveness needs to be 
evaluated on a case by case basis. In determining a CCHP 
system’s viability, there are several important 
considerations: interconnection agreements, site issues, and 
permits all should be discussed with the partnering utility. 
Local and national incentives including direct financial 
grants, tax incentives, and low interest loans should be 
determined. The type of driving unit and cooling device 
distinguish different kinds of CCHP systems. A CCHP 
driving unit module can be a steam turbine, a gas turbine, a 
reciprocating engine, or a fuel cell. A turbo or absorption 
chiller generally produces the cooling energy from a CCHP 
system, the choice depends on the required output power 
and operating regime [6]. 

Designers must choose equipment that best fits the 
hospital’s thermal and electrical loads and power quality 
requirements. The CCHP systems often can be installed for 
less cost upfront than renewable energy options such as 
photovoltaic systems of a similar scale. When matched to 
suitable loads, some CCHP systems can provide a simple 
payback in the five to ten year range, depending on system 
size and energy costs [7]. 

This work provides a quantitatively analysis of the 
significant benefits that can be brought by the CCHP 
systems. 

The paper has the following structure: Section II 
describes the main characteristics of the building complex; 
Section III reports the main energy flow and the financial 
advantages obtainable by the CCHP system. We conclude in 
Section IV. 

II. THE SAN MARCO HOSPITAL 
The “San Marco Hospital and Orthopedically Institute of 

Excellence” is located in the metropolitan area of Catania 
city, close to many facilities as like as airport, harbor and 
link roads with Sicilian motorway as Figure 2. It takes up an 
area of about 230.500 m2, the buildings of whole complex 
cover a surface about 28.500 m2 and the total buildings 
cubature is about 405.000 m3.  

 
Figure 2.  San Marco Hospital and Orthopaedical Institute of Excellence 

with Building Area in evidence  

Figures 3 and 4 show some views of hospital’s 
buildings. San Marco Hospital is an ideal candidate for a 
CCHP system because it operates 365 days for year and 
requires round the clock energy. A combined system could 
enable the hospital to reduce energy costs, improve 
environmental performance, and increase energy reliability. 
During the Italy blackout of electrical national network of 
28 September 2003, many hospitals had failures in their 
backup power generators. Blackout of electrical national 
grid and further possible negative happenings (terrorist 
outrages, oil crisis caused by war time events in oil 
producing countries, anomalies in national electrical 
distribution system, and so on) directs people efforts 
towards design of HVAC plants in such a way both to 
render energy supplying not dependent by an unique source 
and to reach the maximum possible as regard to energetic 
independence of the hospital. 
 

 
Figure 3.  San Marco Hospital and Orthopaedical Institute of Excellence  

 
Figure 4.  San Marco Hospital and Orthopaedical Institute of Excellence  

A. Hospital’s energy needs 
The Hospital’s thermal needs (cooling, space heating, 

domestic hot water, steam, and ventilation) have been 
calculated using the MC4 software [8], which is a multi-use 
software program that calculates load and energy efficiency 
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for any type of building. The electrical needs (lighting, large 
medical equipment, distributed medical equipment & plug 
loads) have been calculated in function of the electric power 
of all the utilities operating simultaneously. 

The calculated power peak loads are shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.  DATA OF PEAK DEMAND  

Thermal power (Winter) kW 
Domestic Hot Water 1.425 
Space Heating and Ventilation 5.607 
Hot Water Separated Circuits 1.415 
Various Utilities  1.650 

General Amount 10.097 

Steam needs (Summer) kg/h 
Domestic Hot Water 2.052 
Absorption Chillers 18.400 
Ventilation  1.346 
Various Utilities  2.376 

General Amount 24.174 

Electrical power (Summer) kW 
Ventilation 815 
Indoor Lighting 350 
Outdoor Lighting 60 
Electro-medical Equipments 1.200 
Chillers 670 
Operating Theatres 560 
Various Utilities  936 

General Amount 3.366 

Cooling power  (Summer) kW 
Space Cooling, Ventilation 10.392 
Cold Water Separated Circuits 679 

General Amount 11.071 

B. Architecture of the energy system 
Hospitals have to be able to generate their own base load 

power, in conjunction with or as a backup for the main 
electricity in the event of an unexpected loss of electricity 
and/or emergency. System energy supply has been designed 
to operate independently of the grid during emergencies, 
and to be able to come online without relying on external 
energy sources maintaining the critical life support systems. 
For these reasons, designers have foreseen to utilize three 
distinct energetic sources: 
- Natural gas, to feed the gas turbine during normal service 
and, in case of emergency or for request of peak loads , 
three steam generators  
- Electric energy coming from national network during 
periods of maintenance or out of order of turbine. 
- Gas oil to feed in emergency (lack of natural gas) three 
steam generators. 

The architecture of the energy system feeding to the 
various machines and equipments of HVAC plant is shown 
in Figure 5. 

A turbine using natural gas produces electric power. Gas 
turbine produces high quality exhaust heat that can be used 
in CCHP configurations to reach overall system efficiencies 
(electricity and useful thermal energy) of 70 to 80 percent 
[6][9]. 

Another essential directive has been design and built a 
power plant that as far as possible would be compatible with 
the environment, by drawing on the best available 
techniques for the production processes and the process 
machinery. 

Based on the calculations to satisfy the energy demand 
of hospital, the designers have forecast the machines and 
equipments as following summarized: 

 
Figure 5.  Architecture of System 

- gas turbine, able to produce 5.250 kW of electric power   
- unfired heat recovery steam generator that produces 

12.750 kg/h of steam at 10 bar used into a  thermal loop 
for hospital space heating during winter months or to 
feed single effect absorption chillers that provide cooling 
power during the summer 

- electric power  generators, able to produce 600 kW of 
electric power 

- three steam generators, each one able to produce about 
5.000 kg/h of steam, that is about 2.780 kWt 

- Two electric chillers, each one able to produce 4.079 kW 
of cooling power 

- Two absorption chillers, each one able to produce 4.037 
kW of cooling power 
For standard operating conditions, the energetic 

demands will be satisfy as shown in Table II. 

TABLE II.  POTENTIAL OF SUPPLYING  

Peak Demand Machines Supply % 

Thermal (kW) Heat recover steam generator 8.850 87 
10.097 Steam generator 2.730 23 

  Total 11.580 kWt 100 

Steam (kg/h) Heat recover steam generator 12.750 53 

3Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-189-2
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24.174 Steam generators (n.3) 15.000 47 
  Total  27.750 kg/h  

Cooling(kW) Absorption chillers (n.2) 8.174 74 
11.071 Electric Chiller (n.1) 4.079 26 

 Total 12.253 kWf 100 

Electric (kW)     
4.591 Turbo-alternator 5.125 kWe 100 

 
The plant has supplemented by other machines and 

equipments like: Air Treatment Units (ATU), cooling 
towers, compressors, pumps, tanks, vessels, heat exchangers 
and so on. The Gas Turbine is able to produce about 5,25 
MWe at steady state condition, and, in meantime, to 
discharge a flow of about 87.840 kg/h of exhaust gas at 
500°C.  

The thermal energy contained in exhaust gas is utilized 
to feed the heat recovery steam generator able to generate 
about 12.750 kg/h of superheated steam in is turn utilized to 
feed subsequent thermal exchanges : 
- heat exchangers to produce hot water at 80°C for the 

heating utilities;  
- heat exchangers to produce hot sanitary water  at 48.5 °C, 

whilst the temperature forecasted in hot water storage tank 
is about 62°C 

- the two absorption chillers  
- post heating exchangers of air treatment units (ATU) 
- various utilities ad equipments of hospital 

C. Critical States of Energy Supplying 
There are three possibilities to have critical state for the 

supplying of energy to systems: 
- Critical state n.1: blackout in national electric network.  
- Critical state n.2: ordinary or extraordinary maintenance of 
the gas turbine  
- Critical state n.3: blackout for the grid distribution of 
natural gas  

For each one of previous critical states, thanks both to 
three possibilities of energy supply and to all the machines 
and equipments foreseen, the hospital system will be always 
able to offer health services to the users. The strategies to 
solve the problem of energy supply, caused by previous 
critical states, are shown in Table III. 

TABLE III.  ENERGY SUPPLY IN CRITICAL EVENTS 

Critical 
State 1 

 

Peak 
Demand 

MW 

Machines and 
Equipments 

avalaible 

Available 
Power 
MW 

% of  
backup  
 

Blackout 
in 

National 
Electric 
Network 

Thermal 
load 

Heat recovery 
steam 

generator 8,85   

10,10  n.1 Steam 
generator 2,73 100 

   11,58    
Cooling 

Load 
n.2 Absorption 

chillers 8,17   

11,07 n.1 Chiller 4,08 100 

  12,25    

Electric 
Load    

11,07 Gas Turbine 5,12 100 

    

Steam 
load  

Heat recover 
steam 

generator 12,75   

24,17 t/h 
n.3 Steam 
generators 15,00 100 

   27.750 t/h  

     
Critical 
State 2 

 

Peak 
Demand 

MW 

Machines and 
Equipment 

 

Available 
Power 
MW 

% of  
backup  

 

Gas 
Turbine 

Maintenan
ce or fault 

10,10 
 

n.3 Steam 
generators 

8.340 kWt 
 82 

11,07 n.2 Absorption 
chillers 

8.158 kWf 
 74 

11,07 
National 
electric 
network 

4.591 kWe 
 100 

 
14,47 t/h 

 
n.3Steam 
generators 

15,0 t/h 
 

100 
 

     
Critical 
State 3 

 

Peak 
Demand 

MW  

Machines and 
Equipment 

 

Available 
Power 
MW 

% of  
backup  

 

Blackout 
for Gas 
Supply 

(only Gas-
oil storage  
60.000 l) 

10,10  

n.3 Steam 
generators 
 (Gas-oil  
feeding) 

8,34  82% 
 

 
11,07 

 
n.2 Chillers 

 
8.158  

 
74% 

 

4,59 
 

National 
electric 
network 

4,591  
 

100 
 

17,66  t/h 

n.3 Steam 
generators   
(Gas-oil  
feeding) 

15,0 t/h 85% 
 

 
The storage tank of design containing about 60.000 l of 

Gas oil will be able to satisfy energetic demand of critical 
states reported in Table III for 60 hours; that is one period of 
time quite enough to eliminate the cause of critical state. 

 

III. ENERGY FLOW AND FINANCIAL ADVANTAGES  
CCHP often can offer financial advantages over power 

purchased from a local utility or produced by other energy 
systems. Moreover, CCHP system creates an additional 
revenue stream by allowing hospitals to sell surplus 
electricity back to their utilities. A hospital’s ability to do this 
depends on the net metering and rate policies of its utility. 
Typically, “selling back” during off-peak hours is not 
profitable for a hospital, but, given the right circumstances, it 
can be a revenue generator during peak hours.  

The baselines of Italian rules starts up the so called 
“Green Certificates Market” that allows to producers of 
electric energy by alternative sources to sell their Green 
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Certificates to producers that do not make use renewable 
sources.  

In accordance with Italian legislation [10][11][12], on the 
efficient use of fuels, the CHP plants can obtain incentives, 
like exemption from having to buy Green Certificates and 
priority dispatching of the electricity it produce, if the 
Energy Recovery Index (ERI) and the Thermal Limit (TL) 
are, respectively, at least 10% and 15%. 

The Energy Recovery Index quantifies the saving of 
primary energy achieved by a section of cogeneration 
compared to the separate production of the same quantities 
of electrical and thermal energy.  

The Thermal Limit quantifies the amount of useful 
thermal energy produced annually compared to the total 
production of electricity and heat.  

Another verification is request for the Energy Index (Ien) 
and it fixes the smallest values (0,51) to identify CCHP as 
renewable source; 

The Energy Recovery Index defined by Decree No. 
79/99, corresponding to the PES (Primary Energy Saving) 
introduced with the European directive 2004/8/CE that fixes 
the “high efficiency of plants” if it is verified a PES more 
than 10%. More punctual technical definition of previous 
indexes are reported in Italian Regulation previously 
referred.  

The design of plants has been developed with the aim 
even to produce yearly excess of electric energy in relation to 
that one strictly necessary to satisfy the demand of the 
hospital. In this way it is possible to market the energy 
surplus and to have yearly economic benefits. 

Table IV shows the values of main energy indexes of 
designed CCHP compared with that one required by 
technical manager of the Hospital. The value obtained by 
designers confirms that the CCHP system may be 
considered, in force of Italian regulation, as a renewable 
source. Table IV shows the value of main energy indexes of 
designed CCHP in relation to that one required by terms of 
contract by technical manager of Hospital Enterprise. The 
value obtained by designers confirms that the plants may be 
considered, in force of Italian regulation, as renewable 
sources. 

TABLE IV.  ENERGY INDEXES  

 by Contract by Design 

Ien 0,51 0,63 

TL 0,50 0,65 

ERI/ PES 0,25 0,28 
 

On the basis of these indexes values, the works council of 
Hospital will be able to accede in Green Certificate Market 
to sell that amount of electric energy yearly produced but 
none self-consumed. 

People have calculated the monthly financial fluxes 
shown in Table V. The reported data have calculated  
considering the energy fluxes, reported in Fig.6, and the 
average prices of free market both for natural gas (source 

A.S.E.C. S.p.a: €/m3 0,48) and electric energy (source Enel 
€/kWh 0,09 average over 24 hours ). 

The CCHP systems give also considerable results in 
terms of respect of environment. In fact these systems have 
higher whole system efficiency than systems that split 
heating and power generation. With less fuel consumed, 
GHG and air pollutants (like nitrogen oxides and sulphur 
dioxides) are reduced more than 25,000 tons per year. 

TABLE V.  MONTHLY FINANCIAL FLUXES 

Month 

Costs for 
natural 

gas 
supply 

(1) 
 
€ 

Costs 
savings 

for 
Electric 
Energy 

 (2) 
€ 

Revenues 
for Sales 

of 
Electric 
Energy 

(3) 
 
€ 

Financial 
fluxes 

 
(4=2+3-

1) 
 
€ 

January 272.237 246.297 161.001 135.061 
February 246.340 222.461 130.848 106.969 
March 189.064 158.910 32.350 2.196 
April 263.937 238.352 191.290 165.705 
May 272.734 246.297 182.958 156.521 
June 264.204 238.352 15.566 -10.286 
July 454.848 351.800 123.263 20.215 

August 454.848 351.800 189.134 86.086 
September 104.928 238.352 81.437 214.861 

October 142.642 175.937 50.716 84.011 
November 175.887 175.937 61.694 61.744 

Total 
Yearly 3.114.404 2.820.432 1.270.973 977.001 

 
Figure 6.  Monthly Trend of Electric Energy  

IV. CONCLUSION 
The CCHP technique can be utilized in large public 

buildings with considerable results in terms both of energy 
saving and financial advantage.  

The architecture of the proposed CCHP system allows 
guaranteeing 100 percent redundant power source for 
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inpatient areas and will provide the continuity of energy 
supply during every critical state. The following percentage 
of supplies have been calculated in function of “peak 
demands”: in the worse case (blackout in natural gas 
feeding), the system will be able to guarantee the 82% of the 
power thermal demand, the 74% of the power cooling 
demand and the 100% of power electric demand. The study 
predicts a large potential for financial savings, 
approximately €1,00 M€ year. 

By enabling hospitals to supply their own power, CCHP 
systems also provide a hedge against the rising cost of 
electricity. 

The technique gives also considerable results in terms of 
respect of environment: CCHP systems have higher whole 
system efficiency than systems that split heating and power 
generation. With less fuel consumed, greenhouse gases and 
air pollutants (nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxides) are 
reduced more than 25,000 tons per year of carbon dioxide 
equivalent.  
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Abstract—Todays energy companies mainly use generalized
demand sets to predict the required amount of energy of their
customers on a high aggregation level. This is sufficient in
an energy consumption oriented power grid, having enough
resources to produce and transmit the requested and produced
amount of energy. With the increasing amount of renewable
energy sources, the power grid evolves from a purely consumption
controlled supply network to a production controlled grid. In
that environment the need for detailed short term energy demand
predictions increases. A first step to predict the demand of energy
is to find generalizable patterns within the energy consumption
data that can later on be used for early predictions on real time
data. To study the possibility to predict energy patterns nearly
real-time, we created an environment, where metering data is
collected every second and used for real-time pattern matching.
We developed and implemented pattern recognition algorithms
that use the abilities of in-memory databases with the collected
metering data in order to detect energy consumption patterns.

Keywords-energy pattern recognition; machine learning; in-
memory database;

I. INTRODUCTION

In industries energy expenses can make up to 43% of all

operational expenses. Many companies monitor their energy

usage on a detailed level and reduced their energy consump-

tion, for example by 58% in the aluminum industry since

1975 [1].

A study by the US department for energy has shown

that 71% of private households changed their energy usage

behavior after they got the possibility to monitor their energy

consumption based on in-home displays, even if the expected

savings are only between 5 to 15% [2], [3].

Today’s energy companies use generalized demand sets to

forecast the required amount of energy for a given period

of time. The amount of data recorded within an Advanced

Metering Infrastructure (AMI), that is expected to collect

metering data every 15 minutes, would enable more detailed

energy demand predictions [4]. In contrast, short-term demand

prediction based on real-time smart metering data is not used

to reduce the gap between demand and supply of energy. That

gap comes with high costs and can lead to bankruptcies of

energy companies in extreme cases [5]. One of the reasons

is the amount of data produced within an AMI, where each

smart meter produces more than 35,000 meter readings per

year.

We evaluated how a new trend in the database market helps

to handle the amount of data produced by an AMI: in-memory

databases. In-memory databases offer the possibility to run

analytical workloads on transactional data within seconds, the

used column-oriented data layout is not optimal by default for

write-intensive workloads like the smart grid [6]. To enable a

high transactional throughput, like it occurs within an AMI, in-

memory databases use techniques like write-optimized buffers

and bulk loading [7].

In this paper, we will focus on short-term pattern recognition

of manufacturing machines. Short-term pattern recognition in

that case means, that we are able to detect usage patterns

within real-time enabling the energy provider to adjust their

energy production for the remaining period of the pattern.

A completed consumption pattern describes an energy usage

pattern that occurs when a machine creates a product. There-

fore, we have installed a metering infrastructure that enables

us to collect energy usage data from several devices within

a one second interval. In our scenario we use the energy

consumption data created by a fully automated coffee machine,

as well as several other devices. We detect the consumption

pattern of that machine and forecast its future short-term

energy demand based on historically recorded data within the

in-memory database. This coffee machine is able to produce

different types of coffees creating a more or less unique energy

footprint during its production period. The goal is to detect the

produced coffee as soon as possible and to predict the amount

of energy required within the remaining production time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section V

presents related work in the area of energy data pattern recog-

nition The used pattern recognition and prediction methods

are presented in Section II, while the experimental setup is

described in detail in Section III. The evaluation of our pattern

recognition algorithms is presented in Section IV followed by

the conclusion and outlook in Section VI.

II. PATTERN RECOGNITION

In general, the field of pattern recognition is associated

with the automatic discovery of similarities in data, which is
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achieved through machine learning. Pattern matching can be

used for regression analysis and classification [8]. Regression

analysis models a function from a set of data points in order to

interpolate and extrapolate between this data set. Classification

decides to which of n classes a given data set belongs.

We use supervised learning methods, a technique that takes

a training set of patterns for learning and undertakes to

generalize from this training set to also identify untrained

patterns [9]. Given an input vector X the algorithm calculates

an output vector Y . The actual class of X is called the

target vector T . In supervised learning the algorithm goes

through a learning phase, where it is given a set of training

vectors X = {X1, X2, ..., Xi} with the corresponding target

vectors T = {T1, T2, ..., Ti}. The algorithm then tries to

find a function yk = Y (Xk) so that the deviation of the

output vector for each x is minimal. During our project, we

implemented multiple pattern matching algorithms from which

we chose three to present within this paper: inter-quartile

range coverage (IQRC), a multi class support vector machine

(MCSVM) and a k-nearest neighbor (knn) algorithm.

A. Inter-Quartile Range Coverage

We developed the IQRC pattern matching algorithm for our

scenario to classify recorded patterns. Given a set of training

vectors we calculate the upper and lower quartile for each

dimension of all Xi that have an identical target vector Tk,

which means they lie in the same class. The range between the

upper and lower quartile is called inter-quartile range (IQR).

Given an input vector X , we sum up the dimensions of X

that lie in the IQR of the same dimension in the training

patterns. This is done for each classifier and compared against

a threshold. If the threshold of classifier i is exceeded the

algorithm identifies the input series as product i.

For classes with a high deviation amongst vectors the IQR

will be larger than for classes with a small deviation. To take

that into account, the value of a dimension lying in the IQR of

a class is 1
1+‖IQR‖ , rating the values that lie in smaller IQR

higher than values that lie in a greater IQR.

This step is done for each of the products. Our algorithm

will output the product that exceeds its threshold the most.

The algorithm can be formalized as follows: Let X =
(x1, x2, ..., xn) be the input vector and jki be a vector with

all values from the training patterns of class k in dimension

i. δ(k) denotes the threshold of class k.

y(x) = argmaxk∈Classes

(

(

n
∑

i=0

w(xi, j
k
i ))− δ(k)

)

(1)

where w(xi, j
k
i ) =











1
Q.75(jki )−Q.25(jki )+1

, if xi ∈ IQR(jki ),

0, else.
(2)

and IQR(jki ) = {w|w ∈ jki ∧ Q.25(j
k
i ) < w < Q.75(j

k
i )}
(3)

If more than one beverage has an IQRC above a certain

threshold, we chose maximum overstepping. Due to the rel-

atively high warp amongst patterns, it is difficult to find a

threshold that is exceeded by all positive but by none of the

negative examples.

To optimize the thresholds we use a modified hill climbing

algorithm [10]. The threshold for all products are initially

chosen so high that none of the training patterns are recognized

at all. We then order the beverages descending by the number

of their occurrences in the training set and start to decrement

their threshold until the overall matching performance reaches

a maximum. This threshold is then fixed for the product

and we continue with the next product. After processing all

products, we start again with the first one. Contrary to the the

first pass, the threshold of all other products are now at a fairly

good value. We do this until all thresholds stay constant for

one round that is, the optimum does not change anymore. In

our scenario that happens after four iterations.

B. Multi-Class Supported Vector Machine

We also implemented a Support Vector Machine (SVM)

algorithm inside the database management system [11]. Nor-

mally a SVM only separates between two classes, but there

are approaches that extend the original SVM to solve multi-

class classification problems as well. The most common ap-

proach is called one-versus-all [12]. Given there are n classes

c1, c2, ..., ci, ..., cn we will create a binary SVM that is trained

with all patterns from c1 for its first target and with the rest

of the patterns for the other target. This is repeated with all

of the n classes. In matching an incoming pattern is passed to

each SVM. Ideally only one machine detects a positive result.

If there is more than one SVM classifying the input as ci, the

one with the largest result vector is used. If there is no SVM

classifying the input as ci the one with the smallest negative

result vector is chosen. Assuming n classes this approach

needs n iterations.

C. K-Nearest Neigbor

We have seen that patterns we collected have a considerable

variance for the same target vector. The clusters of each

classifier are therefore rather big and overlapping. Nonetheless,

since irregularities seem to be the rule, we might find the

corresponding class by looking for the pattern that is closest

to the input pattern. This way even in a subspace with many

patterns of class A, a pattern of class B varying from the others

might still be found. This is what the knn algorithm does. In

our case k is set to 1. Given an input vector X , knn returns

the classification y from the trained vector X̄ for which the

squared distances d(X, X̄) is minimal [13].

An advantage of the nearest neighbor algorithm is that it

requires less computational power than the other algorithms,

because the calculation of squared distances is not expensive.

The training phase only creates value series and does not

involve learning.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup as FMC block diagram

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To be able to perform short-time energy demand prediction

detailed data like voltage, current and power consumption is

necessary. These information need to be collected and stored in

a database where further processing takes place. This section

gives a detailed overview about the experimental setup, the

data collection and energy demand prediction.

A. Data Collection

In smart grids, the (AMI) is expected to be applied for

collecting necessary data. It is a multi-level architecture, where

smart meter readings are transmitted from smart meters over

concentrators to a central system, meaning a database. In order

to detect the short energy usage patterns of our coffee machine,

we increased the measuring granularity. In our experiment, we

assume that every installed device can be measured indepen-

dently from each other. This might not yet be the case in

private households, but companies typically install multiple

smart meters in order to monitor different consumers like

air conditioning, lightning, office and manufacturing devices

independently.

Because it is nearly impossible to get self-measuring de-

vices, we used an Emerson Network Power Rack Power

Distribution Unit (PDU) with a Liebert MPX control module

which is capable of measuring the voltage, current and rating

of every single power plug [14]. Depicted in Figure 1, to

the PDU, we connected several devices, the PDU in turn is

connected to a local area network and can be queried via the

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). There are in

total 18 devices connected to the PDU. This setup results in

an approximately 16,000 times higher data volume than the

AMI proposes.

The data collector queries the PDU as often as possible

to collect the current data for each device. This data is

then transferred into the in-memory database. Table I depicts

the used table schema for device_readings. Detected

patterns in the stream of readings are written into the table

pattern_recognition. The resulting transmission inter-

val from PDU to database is between 0.5 and 2 seconds

depending on the current network load.

Table I
SCHEMA OF THE TABLES USED FOR PREDICTION

DEVICE_READINGS

DEVICE_ID : INTEGER
DATETIME : INTEGER
VALUE : DOUBLE

PATTERN_RECOGNITION

DATETIME : INTEGER
VALUE : DOUBLE
PRODUCT : VARCHAR

B. Data Processing

1) Hardware Setup: We use an instance of SAP’s in-

memory database with a column-oriented data layout that is

best suited for analytical workloads [6]. Our implementation

uses the GNU R interface of the databases development

version [15]. The database is installed on a HP ProLiant

DL580 G7 series server that is equipped with four Intel

Nehalem X7560 CPUs and 256 GB main memory at 1066

MHz. The server runs a 64-bit version of openSUSE 11.2

(kernel 2.6.31.14).

2) Data for Training and Testing: In order to match patterns

amongst the monitored energy consumption we use a set of

features of that data to perform our matching algorithms on.

Beside the raw data for electronic power consumption in watt

hours [Wh], we also use the following more abstract features

of the gathered data:

• Number of peaks

• Greatest delta

• Total amount of energy used

• Pattern duration

• Gradients values

• Moving average, and

• Histogram

3) Precision Benchmarking: We divide the pattern set into

two parts, a training set with input and target vectors and a set

with input and target vectors used for testing the performance.

We use a cross validation technique to achieve reliable results.

The pattern set of each product is split into five parts. In each

iteration of the algorithm, we use four chunks for training and

one for testing purposes. The overall performance is calculated

by taking the average of all iterations. This technique is called

leave-some-out cross validation [16].

4) Performance Benchmarking: For the daemon, we cal-

culated the average time for one cycle in the algorithm over

multiple hours of operation. When we repeated the measure-

ment for the different algorithms, we measured the same time

slots on different days. We define one cycle as querying the

database for new data plus the time used for matching given

there is a pattern detected.
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Algorithm Shortest duration Longest duration Average Duration

knn 3ms 806ms 9ms
SVM 3ms 1116ms 10ms
IQRC 3ms 1547ms 13ms

Table II
ITERATION TIMES AND THEIR DEVIATION DURING REAL-TIME DETECTION

IV. EVALUATION

A. Real-Time Performance

For interactive applications the critical limit for interaction

response is two seconds [17]. Therefore, queries that are

triggered by the real-time matcher have to be answered within

this time interval. Real-time matching is implemented as a

daemon. Although there is no critical time limit for this

daemon, having as many matching cycles as possible allows

discovering the patterns really close to their occurrences.

When the machine is idle, one cycle takes about three

milliseconds. If the coffee machine is currently producing, it

still takes less than a second. Table II shows the cycle times

for the different algorithms. We can see that nearest neighbor

matching performs best. Matching with Support Vector Ma-

chine takes about 30% percent longer. IQRC matching needs

about twice the time compared to nearest neighbor. The reason

is that we have to optimize the thresholds for all products

individually in each cycle as they depend on the pattern length.

Still, all algorithms have satisfying performance, as they are

below the critical limit of two seconds.

B. Bulk Pattern Recognition

In addition, we analyzed the performance for bulk

pattern recognition. Figure 2 shows the execution times

of the MCSVM algorithm, implemented as a GNU R

function, depending on the number of readings in the

device_readings table for different numbers of used

cores using nearest neighbor matching. The values represent

the averages of ten measurements with a standard deviation

of 11%. The execution times for support vector lie within the

standard deviation of the execution times for knn. Therefore,

we conclude that both algorithms perform equally well.

The comparison shows that the bulk matching scales linearly

for more than 1000 values. This is not surprising, since we

are iterating over device readings, which gives the algorithm

a complexity of O(n).
The rminer package, which is used in the GNU R imple-

mentation does not parallelize its computation, therefore we

parallelized the execution by distributing the available input

values among the number of processors. Each of the n cores

could then independently work on 1
n

th of the total values.

We also laid focus on parallel execution, utilizing all cores

of our target system. As we can see, the usage of multiple

CPUs decreases the execution time. However, this speedup

is not linear as we might expect, because of the massive

parallelization. According to Ahmdal’s law the speedup is

determined by the serial fraction of the algorithm [18]. In

our case, this fraction is determined by the initialization
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Figure 2. Comparison of execution times for bulk pattern recognition
depending on the number of reading for different number of CPU cores

of the matcher and the merging of different parts of the

device_readings table. We found out that the merging

of one part of the list for a total of one million datasets took

10 to 20 ms. Although we tried to parallelize the merge, the

jump from eight to 32 processes, increases the execution time

for less than 200,000 value. The overhead in the merge is not

outrun by the smaller number of device readings, each process

has to analyze. However, 32 cores outperform eight cores for

200,000 readings. With an increasing number of readings, the

gain from executing the computing expensive operations in

parallel increases.

C. Precision Results

Fig 3 shows the hit rates for all features using the presented

inter-quartile range coverage, k-nearest neighbor and Support

Vector Machine algorithms. For the IQRC we were not able to

perform the benchmark with the histogram feature, because all

patterns of one product result in one histogram. They do not

have any deviations or quartiles. The lower boundary for the

matching performance with eight different products is 12.5%

which would be the accuracy of chance. The PDU, which was

used for measuring the consumption data, has an accuracy of

±10% for its measurements [14].

As we can see in Figure 3, the multidimensional features

consumption, gradient and moving average perform equally.

They are also the best performing features in total. The more

dimensions are available, the more information can be used

for classification, which lead to higher hit ratios.

One dimensional features perform significantly worse than

multidimensional features.

The histogram feature could only be implemented for knn

and SVM. Though it performs slightly better than the pre-

sented one dimensional feature, it is still noticeably worse than

the multidimensional features. Reason is that the measured

values hardly differ in size the histogram has a lot of different

values with low frequencies.
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Figure 3. The comparison of three algorithms with different data features

If we compare the algorithms with each other, we can

see that the knn performs slightly better than the other two.

It performs about 5 - 10 % better than the other in all

features except for the greatest delta and sum feature. For

multidimensional features the IQRC algorithm has the same hit

rate as SVM. Nonetheless, IQRC outperforms SVM slightly

considering the number of peaks and duration features. SVM

on the other hand has the strongest results for the greatest

delta and sum criteria. The implementation of multi-class SVM

using one-versus-all is susceptible to misclassification if all

machines calculate a negative result [19]. Due to the high

deviation amongst patterns in our scenario, this case occurs

more often. Therefore the overall accuracy of SVM is not as

high as expected.

D. Short-Term Energy Consumption Prediction

If a pattern is detected, its subsequent values can be used

for predicting the future consumption of a device. The earlier

we recognize the product that is currently produced, the result

gets more useful because the predicted remaining interval gets

longer. Early matching has to be performed on incomplete

consumption data and is therefore not as accurate as matching

after the complete consumption. Fig 4 shows the accuracy of

the knn and SVM algorithm depending on the length of the

patterns. If we pass a pattern with length n we cut all training

patterns down to that length and apply the algorithms.

We consider a hit rate of 0.5 to be sufficient in order to speak

of successful pattern recognition. There are eight possible

beverages, a hit rate bigger than 50% would be four times

better than chance. As we can see, we break the 0.5 accuracy

line at approximately 20 seconds. This means approximately

one third of the pattern are sufficient for pattern recognition. If

we transfer that finding to industrial manufacturing processes

that take multiple hours, this forecasting range is valuable for

utility companies, as it is sufficiently long for trading e.g. at

the EEX spot market [20].

After twenty seconds of production we are able to identify

the product. This means we can predict the succeeding ten
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Figure 4. Hit rate depending on the length of the input vector

to seventy seconds using the information from our trained

patterns. The easiest way to predict values for the short term is

to take the nearest neighbor and predict its course for the next

values. We decided to use the knn approach for short term

prediction also because its accuracy outruns the SVM’s in the

long run. An SVM approach could be implemented using the

values of the closest support vector of the corresponding class

as a prediction.

When we predict the subsequent consumption of a pattern

after 20 seconds, we have an average deviation of 25%. After

40 seconds the deviation falls below 20%. This accuracy

might not be convincing at first sight. Considering that the

consumption values of the coffee machine even under load

lie between 0.1 and 0.8 watt seconds, a predicted value that

only differs by .01 watt seconds may lead to a deviation

of 10%. Therefore we would have to predict three decimal

places correctly to fall below that number. If we subtract

measuring errors of the PDU [14], we end up with a deviation

around 10%. For high performance industrial machines, the

consumption is higher than for the coffee machine. Therefore

the precision in industrial use cases is expected to be higher.

V. RELATED WORK

Smart grids are considered as the continuation of the

classical power grid in the information age [21]. In order to

avoid different conflicting standards amongst its participant

countries, the European Union has instantiated the Smart

Meter Coordination Group (SMCG) [22]. OPENmeter is a

project that is financed by the European Union and has

proposed the AMI to be used for the smart grid [23]. On top

of that manufacturers found a platform called Open Metering

Systems that collaborates with SMCG and also assumes the

AMI [22], [24]. Regardless of its changes, our experimental

setup is comparable to this AMI.

Collected smart meter data can be used to to optimize

consumer contracts [25]. More detailed monitoring of power

data implies, that the energy consumption of current machines

used in a data center highly depend on the computed task [26].
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Predicting the energy consumption for medium and shorter

terms has been done using artificial neural-networks [27], [28].

Related work has been focussing on comparing different algo-

rithms for efficient pattern matching over event streams [29].

The Support Vector Machine is one of the most popular

algorithms used in machine learning. It was introduced by

Vapnik in 1992 and has proved to provide significantly better

classification performance than other algorithms in most use

cases [11], [8]. SVM can solve binary classification problems

by finding an n-dimensional function that is able to distinct

all data points of one class from another. A discussion on the

various multi-class implementations of SVMs is done by Duan

and Keerthi [12].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In our experiment we have shown, that it is possible to

determine the type of coffee, that is produced by a coffee

machine only based on a series of smart meter readings. We

used those readings from a small dataset to train our different

pattern recognition algorithms. The used in-memory database

has shown that it is indeed able to process the collected amount

of data, which was approximately 471 million tuples within

the device_readings table and match it with the pre-

calculated patterns in real time, meaning running a complete

detection cycle below two seconds.

We have shown, that bulk pattern recognition can be scaled

to multiple CPUs to enable an energy providing company with

the possibility to cluster and aggregate the consumption data

of multiple customers at a time. In the future unsupervised

learning algorithms need to be applied to automatically create

patterns from the energy consumption data. Thus, clustering

customers in multiple groups helps companies to optimize

their energy rate offers.

If a manufactured good can be determined by its energy

footprint, those pattern recognition techniques might also be

used to detect an early machine break down in the area of

predictive maintenance. This can reduce the costs caused by

unscheduled machine downtime within a productive environ-

ment.

Future work will include revalidating the results with dif-

ferent types of manufacturing machines, consuming a higher

amount of energy and producing different energy usage foot-

prints.
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Abstract—The Unit Commitment Problem (UCP) is an im-
portant category of power planning problems. The purpose of
UCP is to determine when to start up and shut down the
generator units and how to dispatch the committed units to
meet the electricity demands, ancillary services requirements and
security constraints. In this paper, we improve the traditional
Lagrange Relaxation (LR) approach and analyze the effectiveness
of using parallel computing in solving large unit commitment
problems with wind penetration and investigate the potential
of combining parallel computing with a rolling horizon scheme
to improve the solution quality when a large amount of wind
power is present. In particular, we first formulate a security
constrained unit commitment problem by taking into account
power generation costs, ancillary costs, wind power and a variety
of security constraints employed in real New York State day-
ahead power market. We then propose a parallelized version of
the LR method to solve the problem in a single step, analyze
the scalability issue of parallel computing, and investigate the
impact of increased wind energy penetration. Finally, whena
large amount of wind power is present, we further propose an
approach that combines parallel computing with a rolling horizon
technique to solve the UCP online.

Index Terms—unit commitment; ancillary service; wind power;
parallel computing; rolling horizon.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The goal of unit commitment problems is to find the optimal
production schedule for the power generation units and the
production level of each unit over a short term period in order
to minimize the operational cost of the power grid [1]. To
maintain the security of the electric grid, a variety of security
constrained, for example, reserve constraints and transmission
constraints, are enforced, and the resulting problem is usually
called Security Constrained Unit Commitment (SCUC) prob-
lem. In New York State, UCP is solved by New York Inde-
pendent System Operator (NYISO) in the day-ahead power

The research of Eugene Feinberg was partially supported by NSF grants
CMMI-0900206 and CMMI-0928490. The work of Jiaqiao Hu was sup-
ported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant
FA95501010340, and by the National Science Foundation under Grants
CMMI-0900332 and CMMI-1130761.

market based on the generation and ancillary service bids,
which give generation and ancillary service cost of each power
generator, from Independent Power Producers (IPP), Loads bid
from Load Service Entities (LSE) and Security Constraints set
by NYISO and other power regulation authorities. Because of
the importance of UCPs, broad and intensive study has been
carried out in this field, and many methods have been proposed
in literature and used in practice [2].

Depending on the system configuration of a power grid,
different optimization objectives and security constraints are
considered. For the basic UCP formulation, the objective is
simply to minimize the power generation cost subject to the
electricity demand. However, as the liberalization of the elec-
tricity markets and advancement of optimization techniques,
more and more elements are introduced. In [3], a security
constrained unit commitment problem (SCUC) with trans-
mission constraints was tackled using a lagrangian relaxation
approach, where the transmission and reserve constraints were
relaxed to form a dual problem and subsequently solved using
subgradient methods. The test result showed that the proposed
direct method can reduce the generation cost over the indirect
method that does not consider transmission constraint in the
dual optimization process. The algorithm was improved in [4]
to address the feasibility issue, and a unit de-commitment step
was added to achieve a better solution. The AC constraints
were considered in [5], and Bender’s decomposition technique
was used to solve the problem. Furthermore, ancillary ser-
vices has been gradually introduced into the unit commitment
process. In [6], Z. Li and M. Shahidehpour used Lagrangian
Relaxation technique to solve the security constrained UCP
with the ancillary service constraints and costs; moreover, they
also calculated the market clearing price of both generation
and ancillary costs. Their work is important because there is a
conflict between generation service and ancillary service when
a generator is turned on. Additionally, some environmental
elements, such as carbon tax, were introduced into the UCP in
the past two years [7]. Because of its complexity, it is unusual
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for ISOs to solve the problem in a single step. Instead, a
multi-step approach is often adopted. For example, in the New
York State, different constraints are added at different steps to
decrease the complexity of the problem [8]; however, this will
decrease the solution quality. Therefore, how to solve a SCUC
problem in a single step with a certain time limit becomes a
challenging problem.

The presence of renewable energy sources such as wind
power can further increase the complexity of the unit com-
mitment problem, and a common method to handle this is
to use the scenario tree technique [9] to simulate the un-
certainties and dynamics of wind power. However, to make
the problem computationally tractable, only a very limited
number of scenarios can be used. Many research projects
proposed to use a rolling horizon optimization scheme rather
than the traditional day-ahead scheme; see for example, the
Wilmar project [10][11][12]. An alternative method is to
use a probability measure to set up a probability level to
limit the probability of power outage within the prescribed
threshold [13]. To meet these probability requirements, one
needs to set the operation reserve based on the variability
of wind power. A rolling horizon approach can also be used
to dynamically locate the operation reserve when new wind
forecast information is available. Note that the rolling horizon
approach is more computationally demanding as compared to
traditional UCPs in day-ahead scheduling, as decisions need
to be made at every time step in an online manner and every
decision requires solving a nonlinear optimization problem
involving both continuous and discrete decision variables.

In this work, an improved Lagrangian Relaxation (LR)
method, which is adapted for parallel computing, is proposed
to solve a large scale SCUC problem. Because linear genera-
tion cost functions are used, a greedy algorithm is proposedto
optimize the generation and ancillary service when a generator
is on. By using the proposed algorithm, we expect to solve the
large-scale SCUC in a single step and dramatically reduce the
computational time. A system based on the features of power
system of New York Control Area (NYCA) is simulated to
test the significance of our algorithm.

To address the variability of wind power, we follow the
idea of [13] and use a probabilistic reserve constraint to
describe the uncertainty of wind power. Since the wind power
forecast is more accurate over shorter time periods [14][11],
the probabilistic reserve constraints method is combined with a
rolling horizon scheme to dynamically update the reserve con-
straints when more accurate wind forecast becomes available.
the computational time issue is addressed by implementing
our proposed solver on a parallel computing facility, and the
research results show that parallel computing has the potential
to satisfy this computational speed requirement of Rolling
Horizon Scheme.

The organization of this paper is as follows. A security
constrained unit commit model is formulated in Section II,
and a solution algorithm is given in Section III. Section IV
gives the probabilistic formulation of reserve constraints and
the method used to handle the constraints. In Section V,

we provide case study to illustrate the performance of our
algorithms. The nomenclature is given in the Appendix at the
end of this paper.

II. FORMULATION OF SCUC MODEL

In this work, a SCUC model is formulated based on the
realistic problem solved in New York State. Both generation
service and ancillary services, including reserve services and
regulations services, are optimized to minimize the total op-
erational costs. Realistic security constraints, including bal-
ance constraints, ancillary service requirement, load capacity
constraint, transmission constraints, etc, are considered in this
research. Unlike some other research, which is based on
benchmark problems with up to 100 generators and limited
security constraints, this work is trying to solve large-scale
problem with more than 600 power generators and realistic
security constraints enforced in daily power planning process
in New York States. The formulation is given in the subsec-
tions below.

A. Objective Function

In this work, the total operational cost, including both the
power supply cost and ancillary services cost are optimized.
The power supply cost includes power generation cost and
start-up cost. The ancillary service cost includes reserveser-
vice cost and regulation service cost. Moreover, reserve service
is divided into spinning service and non-synchronous service.
The formulation is given in (1).

cost =

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

T
∑

t=1

(Fm,im,t(pm,im,t) + Sm,im,t(zm,im,t))

+

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

T
∑

t=1

(Rm,im,t(rm,im,t)) (1)

+

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

T
∑

t=1

(CRegm,im,t(regm,im,t)),

where
rm,im,t = (r10sm,im,t, r10nsm,im,t, r30sm,im,t, r30nsm,im,t).

The first line in equation (1) includes power generation
function, which is formulated as a piecewise linear function,
and a startup function, which is formulated as a stepwise linear
function. The second line includes the reserve cost function,
which is a linear function with respect to the 10-minute and
30-minute spinning reserves and non-synchronous reserves.
The third line is the linear regulation cost function. It should
be noted that a generator can provide spinning reserve or
regulation services only when it is turned on, and provide
non-synchronous reserve service only when it is turned off.

B. Load Balance

In this work, we assume that wind power can be integrated
at no additional cost, and that there is no wind curtailment.
Thus, wind power will always be delivered to customers. Then,
wind power can be considered as negative load in this research.
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Here we define the term “net load” as the difference between
the electricity demand and the predicted wind power, i.e., the
load that needs to be supplied by the traditional generators,
including steam generator, gas turbine and hydro power. In
day-ahead planning, the hydro and thermal plants should meet
the sum of net loads of certain control areas. The mathematical
formulation is given in equation (2).

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

pi,im,t =

M
∑

m=1

(dm,t − wm,t), ∀t (2)

C. Ancillary service requirements

For the entire control area, there are three kinds of re-
serve requirements: 10-minute spinning reserve, 10-minute
total reserve, and 30-minute total reserve requirements. The
mathematical formulations are given in (3), (4), and (5),
respectively.

M
∑

m=1

IM
∑

im=1

r10sm,im,t ≥ Res10spin, ∀t (3)

M
∑

m=1

IM
∑

im=1

(r10sm,im,t + r10nsm,im,t) ≥ Res10t, ∀t (4)

M
∑

m=1

IM
∑

im=1

(r30sm,im,t + r30nsm,im,t) ≥ Res30t, ∀t (5)

In real power market, a control area is often divided into
several individual areas, which are usually called “zones”. And
for certain collection of zones, there are several locationbased
reserve constraints. LettingΛj be thejth collection of zones,
the location based reserve constraints are given by (6), (7),
and (8).

∑

m∈Λj

IM
∑

im=1

r10sm,im,t ≥ ResLBj,10spin, ∀t (6)

M
∑

m∈Λj

IM
∑

im=1

(r10sm,im,t + r10nsm,im,t) ≥ ResLBj,10t, ∀t

(7)

M
∑

m∈Λj

IM
∑

im=1

(r30sm,im,t + r30nsm,im,t) ≥ ResLBj,30t, ∀t

(8)
In a control area operated by an ISO, those collection of

zones are called “super-zones”. Equations (6), (7), and (8)
should be satisfied for all those super-zones.

Additionally, due the fluctuation of power demand and wind
power, ISOs has certain requirements for regulation services,
which are expressed in (9).

M
∑

m=1

IM
∑

im=1

r10sm,im,t ≥ Regt, ∀t (9)

D. Transmission constraints

Transmission constraints between different zones are also
considered. The modeling of transmission constraints follows
the method used in [4], and is given in (10).

M
∑

m−1

Γl,m(

Im
∑

im=1

pm,im,t + wm,t − dm,t) ≤ Traml,max, ∀l, t

(10)
whereΓl,m is the line flow distribution factor for the trans-
mission linel due to the net power injection of zonem.

E. Single generator capacity constraints

A generator that has been turned on might provide genera-
tion and reserve simultaneously. In practice, the sum of these
services should be within the maximum power output limit.
These requirements are given in (11), (12), (13), and (14).
When a generator is off-line, it might be used to provide non-
synchronous reserve services, the sum of which should also be
within the maximum output limit. The formulations are given
in (16), (17), and (18). In addition, regulation service should
also be within a certain limit, which is given in equation (15).

pm,im,t+r10sm,im,t+r30sm,im,t ≤ pm,im,maxzm,im,t, ∀m, im, t

(11)

pm,im,minzm,im,t ≤ pm,im,t ≤ pm,im,maxzm,imt, ∀m, im, t

(12)

r10sm,im,t ≤ r10sm,im,maxzm,im,t, ∀m, im, t (13)

r30sm,im,t ≤ r30sm,im,maxzm,im,t, ∀m, im, t (14)

regsm,im,t ≤ regsm,im,maxzm,im,t, ∀m, im, t (15)

r10nsm,im,t+r30nsm,im,t ≤ pm,im,max(1−zm,im,t), ∀m, im, t

(16)

r10sm,im,t ≤ r10sm,im,max(1− zm,im,t), ∀m, im, t (17)

r30sm,im,t ≤ r30sm,im,max(1− zm,im,t), ∀m, im, t (18)

F. Other constraints

Some other constraints such as minimum up time and down
time constraints are also considered in our model. The detailed
formulation can be found in, e.g., [15] and [16]. In addition,
the maximum number of stops will be considered in our
model, which means that a generator can only be turned off
for a limited number of times on a single day. This constraint
has never be considered in previous studies.
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III. SOLUTION ALGORITHM

As proposed in [4], a direct method is used to solve
the SCUC problem. Compared with the work in [3], we
introduced the ancillary service costs in the objective function,
and single generator capacity constraints are added to the
model. Moreover, a parallel computing scheme is developed
to enhance the computational speed.

A. Lagrangian Relaxation Algorithm

To solve this problem, Lagrangian Relaxation method is
used to relax the demand, reserve, transmission, and regula-
tions constraints. A dual problem is thus obtained, and its
objective function is given in equation (19).

Dual Cost = Cost+

T
∑

t=1

{

λd,t[

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

pm,im,t −

M
∑

m=1

(dm,t − wm,t)]

+ λ10s,t[
M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

r10sm,im,t −Res10spin]

+ λ10t,t[

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

(r10sm,im,t + r10nsm,im,t)

−Res10t]

+ λ30t,t[

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

(r30sm,im,t + r30nsm,im,t)

−Res30t]

+

J
∑

j=1

{λj,10s,t[

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

r10sm,im,tI(m ∈ Λj)

−Resj,10spin]

+ λj,10t,t[

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

(r10sm,im,t + r10nsm,im,t)I(m ∈ Λj)

−Resj,10t]

+ λj,30t,t[
M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

(r30sm,im,t + r30nsm,im,t)I(m ∈ Λj)

−Rest,10t]}

+ λreg,t[

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

regs−Reg10spin]

+
T
∑

t=1

L
∑

l=1

{λtran,l,t[Tranl,max

−

M
∑

m=1

Γl,m(

Im
∑

im=1

pm,im,t + wm,t − dm,t)]}, (19)

where “Cost" equals the cost function in equation (1).
The second line of the equation (19) is due to the
relaxation of demand constraints; lines3 − 7 are due to

the relaxation of reserve constraints of the whole control
area, while lines8 − 13 are due to the relaxation of
location reserve constraints, line14 is due the relaxation or
regulation constraints, and lines15 − 16 are the relaxation
of transmission constraints.λd,t, λ10s,t, λ10t,t, λ30t,t,λj,10s,t,
λj,10t,t, λj,30t,t, λreg,t, and λtran,l,t are the corresponding
lagrangian multipliers. For simplicity, we defineλt =
{λd,t, λ10s,t, λ10t,t, λ30t,t, λj,10s,t, λj,10t,t, λj,30t,t, λreg,t}.
The dual problem is to findmaxλt

[min(Dual Cost)]. A
single generator problem is defined in equation (20).

DualCostm,im =

T
∑

t=1

{Fi,im,t(Pm,im,t) + Sm,im,t(zm,im,t)

+Rm,im,t(rm,im,t)

+ CRegm,im,t(regm,im,t)

− pm,im,t(λd,t +

L
∑

l=1

λtran,l,tΓl,m)

−r10sm,im,t[λ10s,t+λ10t,t+

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)(λj,10s,t+λj,10t,t)

− r10nsm,im,t[λ10t,t +
J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,10s,t]

− r30sm,im,t[λ30t,t +

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,30t,t]

− r30nsm,im,t[λ30t,t +

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,30t,t]

− regm,im,tλreg,t (20)

Then the dual cost can be express as follows.

Dual Cost =

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

DualCostm,im + Extra (21)

whereExtra is the difference between equations (19) and
(21). It could be seen that the termExtra does not depend
on the status of power generators, and is a constant if the
values of multipliers are given.

A subgradient method is used to solve the dual problem.
The value ofλt is initialized first, and its value can be used
to minimize dual cost function. Because the termExtra is a
constant, we just need to minimize the termDualCostm,im

individually. Dynamic problem is used to solve the single
generator problem. To calculate the one-step reward, we need
to optimize the allocation of generation services and ancillary
services when a generator is on or off. When a generator is on,
it could provide generation services, spinning reserve services,
and regulation services. The one-step cost optimization prob-
lem (22) should be solved subject to constraints (11), (13),
(14), and (15). On the other hand, when a generator is off, it
could provide non-synchronous reserve services. Another one-
step cost optimization problem (23) should be solved subject
to constraints (17) and (18).
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min{F (pm,im,t) +Rm,im,t(rm,im,t)

+ CRegm,im,t(regm,im,t)

− pm,im,t(λd,t +

L
∑

l=1

λtran,l,tΓl,m)

− r10sm,im,t[λ10s,t + λ10t,t

+

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)(λj,10s,t + λj,10t,t)]

− r30nsm,im,t[λ30t,t +

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,30t,t]

− regm,im,tλreg,t (22)

min{Rm,im,t(rm,im,t)

− r10nsm,im,t[λ10t,t +

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,10s,t]

− r30nsm,im,t[λ30t,t +
J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,30t,t] (23)

General linear programming techniques can be used to solve
these two problems; however, it is time consuming. Since
piecewise generation cost functions and linear ancillary service
cost functions are used in this work, we propose to use a
greedy algorithm, which can significantly reduce the compu-
tational time. Let

F (p) = b0+



















b1p a0 ≤ p < a1

(b1 − b2)a1 + b2p a1 ≤ p < a2

...
∑K

k=2
(bk−1 − bK)ak−1 + bkp aK−1 ≤ p ≤ aK ,

where we haveb1 < b2 < ... < bk and0 = a0 < a1 < ... <

aK . We can transform it into another formula

F (p) = G(x1, x2, ..., xK) = b0 +
K
∑

k=k

bkxk,

where p =
∑K

k=1
xk, 0 ≤ x1 ≤ a1 − a0 and 0 ≤ xk ≤

(ak − ak−1) · I(xk−1 = ak−1 − ak−2), k ≥ 2. The ancillary
service costs are formulated as below:

R(r) = rc10s · r10s+ rc10ns · r10ns

+rc30s · r30s+ rc30ns · r30ns

CReg(reg) = creg · reg,

whererc10s, rc10ns, rc30s, rc30ns, and creg are constant
cost coefficients. Then equation (22) can be equivalently
written as follows.

minF ′

m,im,t(pm,im,t)+R′

m,im,t(rm,im,t)+CReg′m,im,t(regm,im,t)
(24)

where

F ′

m,im,t(pm,im,t) = G′(x1, x2, ..., xK)

= b0 +

K
∑

k=k

(bk − λd,t −

L
∑

l=1

λtran,l,tΓl,m)xk

R′

m,im,t(rm,im,t) = [rc10sm,im,t − λ10s,t − λ10t,t

−

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)(λj,10s,t + λj,10t,t)] · r10sm,im,t

+[rc30sm,im,t−λ30t,t−

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,30t,t)]·r30sm,im,t

CReg′m,im,t(regm,im,t) = (cregm,im,t − λreg,t) · regm,im,t

and equation (23) is equivalent to (25):

minR′

m,im,t(rm,im,t), (25)

where

R′

m,im,t(rm,im,t)

= [rc10nsm,im,t−λ10t,t−

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,10t,t]·r10nsm,im,t

+[rc30nsm,im,t−λ30t,t−

J
∑

j=1

I(m ∈ Λj)λj,30t,t)]·r30nsm,im,t

When a generator is “on", the greedy algorithm works as
follows:

1) Initialize the power generation and ancillary service
levels to0.

2) Sort the linear cost coefficients, including those in gen-
eration cost functionF ′ and ancillary cost functionsR′

andCReg′, in equation (24), to form a non-decreasing
list {ch}, where h ∈ {1, 2, ...,K + 3}.

3) Let pm,im,t = pm,im,min.
4) Fromh = 1 to h = K+3, consider the following cases:

a) ch is a generation cost coefficient; ifch > 0, stop;
else,ch should be the generation cost coefficient
of the kth segment and

ak + r10sm,im,t + r30sm,im,t ≤ pm,im,max,

thenpm,im,t = max(ak, pm,im,min).
b) ch is a 10-minute spinning reserve cost coefficient;

if ch > 0, stop; else,

r10sm,im,t = min(r10sm,im,max,

pm,im,max − pm,im,t − r30sm,im,t).

c) ch is a 30-minute spinning reserve cost coefficient;
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if ch > 0, stop; else

r30sm,im,t = min(r30sm,im,max,

pm,im,max − pm,im,t − r10sm,im,t).

d) ch is a regulation cost coefficient;
if ch > 0, stop; else,r30sm,im,t = regm,im,max.

When a generator is “off ”, a similar algorithm can be applied:
1) Initialize ancillary service levels to0.
2) Sort the linear cost coefficients of ancillary cost function

R′ to form a non-decreasing list{c1, c2} .
3) For h = 1 or 2, consider the following cases:

a) ch is a 10-minute non-synchronous reserve cost
coefficient;
if ch > 0, stop;
else,

r10sm,im,t = min(r10nsm,im,max,

pm,im,max − r30nsm,im,t).

b) ch is a 30-minute non-synchronous reserve cost
coefficient;
if ch > 0, stop;
else,

r30sm,im,t = min(r30nsm,im,max,

pm,im,max − r10nsm,im,t).

B. A Parallel computing scheme

In the LR algorithm, the dual problem is decomposed into
identical single generator problems. Therefore, it is natural
to assign those problems to individual CPU’s and solve
them simultaneously. In every iteration, the root CPU will
“broadcast” the values of lagrangian multipliers to the branch
CPU’s, where the single generator sub-problems are solved,
and the solutions are “collected” to the root CPU to update the
value of the multipliers. The computing scheme is illustrated
in figure III-B. Suppose there areN power generators, then the
computational time required to solve the dual problem can be
estimated by equation (26) if the computational load is equally
distributed to each branch CPU.

tdual ≈ (
N

# of CPUs
×tsingle+tupdate+tcomm)×niteration

(26)
wheretdual is the computational time needed to solve the dual
problem,tsingle is the computational time in solving a single
generator problem,tcomm is the communication time between
the root CPU and branch CPU’s, andniteration is the number
of iterations in the subgradient search process.

IV. PROBABILISTIC UNIT COMMITMENT MODEL AND

ROLLING HORIZON (RH) SCHEME

For simplicity, we only consider the probabilistic reserve
constraints. Without loss of generality, we can replace the
reserve constraint in Section II-C with the following constraint
(27).

Figure 1. Parallel Computing Scheme to Solve UCP

P{

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

pm,im,t +

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

resm,im,t

≥
M
∑

m=1

dm,t −
M
∑

m=1

wm, ∀t} ≥ 1− α, (27)

where resm,im,t is the general reserve service level. Using
Bonferroni’s inequality, we can transform equation (27) to
another equation (28).

P{

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

pm,im,t +

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

resm,im,t

≥

M
∑

m=1

dm −

M
∑

m=1

wm,t, } > 1−
α

T
(28)

Here, we assume thatwm,t follows a normal distribution
N(µw

m,t, (σ
w
m,t)

2). Thus, the above equation can be written
as (29).

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

pm,im,t +

M
∑

m=1

Im
∑

im=1

resm,im,t

≥

M
∑

m=1

dm −

M
∑

m=1

µw
m,t + z1− α

T

M
∑

m=1

σw
m,t (29)

Equation (29) may not accurately describe the reserve require-
ment, because the wind power in different zones are in general
correlated. Nevertheless, for simplicity we assume that they are
independent, and the general correlated case will be considered
in our future research. This reserve constraints is very similar
to the constraints in Section II-C, and a similar LR algorithm
can be applied to solve the problem.

If we assume that wind power forecasts are updated every
hour, we can update equations (2) and (29) and solve the cor-
responding UCP on a hourly basis. The RH scheme considers
the updated wind power information in both unit commitment
and economic dispatch processes, while in traditional day-
ahead scheme, the updated wind power information is only
considered in economic dispatch process. Thus, by involving
more accurate information in the optimization process, we
expect to get better solutions with decreased operational costs.
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V. CASE STUDIES

A. New York Control Area

To study the effectiveness of our approach on large scale
problems, we simulated a SCUC problem based on the char-
acteristics of New York State control Area. NYCA is divided
into 11 sub-zones with transmission interface between adjacent
sub-zones. The detailed zone map is given in figure V-A.
One feature of power grid in New York State is that most
of the electricity demand comes from the southeast area of
New York state, i.e., Long Island and New York City, while
a large portion of the power resources are located in the west
and north parts of the state. Additionally, in the near future,
most of the power farms will be located in zonesA−E [17],
and will bring more burden to transmission lines. This uneven
distribution of power generation sources and power demand
makes transmission constrained unit commitment an important
problem in NYCA. Moreover, locational reserve requirements
are enforced to maintain the safety operation of the power
grid.

We follow the practice of NYISO and divide NYCA into
two super-zones, where west super-zones include load zones
A−E and east super-zones include zonesF −G. Additional
reserve requirements are enforced for east super-zones. In
addition, similar reserve requirements are also enforced on
zone K, which is Long Island. The reserve requirements can
be formulated in the forms of equations (6), (7), and (8). The
transmission constraints are formulated in the form of equation
(10).

In accordance with the day-ahead power market in New
York State [18], piecewise linear generation cost functions and
stepwise startup cost functions are used. Each generation cost
function can have up to 12 pieces. A total of 641 power gen-
erators, including nuclear plants, hydro plants, steam plants,
and gas turbines, are simulated in this work. The net load
for each zone is calculated by subtracting the forecasted wind
power from the forecasted electricity demands. Four different
wind penetration level cases are used:1275MW , 4250MW ,
6000MW , and8000MW . According to the penetration level,
the regulation requirement is adjusted as proposed in [17].A
single day (24 hour period) in August is used for the study.
Because currently, the report [17] by NYISO indicates that the
current reserve level is enough for the8000MW penetration of
wind power, so we will not consider the probabilistic reserve
level management in this case.

The LR algorithm was coded in C++ and implemented on
New York Blue Gene, a distributed-memory supercomputing
cluster. Up to 50 nodes were used, while each node has
two 700MHz PowerPC processors and1G DDR memory.
Figure 3 shows the computational time required to execute
the algorithm v.s. the number of CPUs used. The minimum
computational time is around180 seconds, which is much less
than the1600 seconds computational time when1 CPU is
used. The total operation costs, which is the sum of generation
costs and ancillary costs, are given in table I. It is interesting to
note that the costs are all negative. This is reasonable because

Figure 2. New York State Control Area
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Figure 3. Computational time in secondsvs number of CPU’s for NYCA
case

for some IPP’s, they want to assure that some plants will be
selected for generation, for example, nuclear plants and some
coal steam plants. Because whatever they bid for generation,
they will be paid by the positive market clearing price. Thus,
they have the incentive too keep those cheap power sources
online. From the table, it is obvious that high penetration
of wind power will save money for the New York control
area. The plots for marginal regulation costs are given in
figure 4. Because the increment in regulation requirements,the
marginal costs for regulation generally increase. Becauseof
the location-based reserve services, different sub-zonesmight
have different marginal reserve cost services. Besides, we
note that the Lagrangian multiplier for transmission constraints
increases as the penetration level of wind energy grows. This is
reasonable for New York state because most of the wind power
resources in NYCA are located in north parts while most of
electricity consumption are located in southeast regions.Thus,
the increased power penetration will bring more pressure on
transmission lines in New York State.
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Penetration Level (MW) Operation Costs
1275 −1.12× 10

7

4250 −1.23× 10
7

6000 −1.27× 10
7

8000 −1.30× 10
7

Table I
TOTAL OPERATIONCOSTS FOR DIFFERENT PENETRATION LEVEL OF WIND
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Figure 4. Marginal Regulation Costs for different wind penetration level

B. Rolling horizon study

The proposed method has been applied to solving large
sized problems based on the ten-unit system of [19], which
has been repeated 100 times so that the problem comprises
1000 units. The generator parameters are slightly perturbed
because it is unrealistic to have so many identical generators.
The load profile is based on the System D in [20], which
has been multiplied by 100 accordingly. We assume25% of
wind penetration level, which is close to the8000MW case in
NYCA. Figure 5 shows that the computational time decreases
dramatically when the number of processors increases from 1
to 20, and the minimum computational time is about20%
of the sequential computational time. This result is not as
good as that for the NYCA case, which involves much more
constraints. For NYCA case, the computational time decreases
from 1600 seconds (around0.5 hours ) to 3 minutes, which
make it reasonable to restart the UCP solver every hour when
new information is available.

The result of rolling horizon approach was compared with
the traditional day-ahead planning method. In current market,
the stochastic problem was solved once every day, and only
dispatch problem was solved when the real data was available.
The operation costs of the next 24 hours of both approaches
were compared. The result is shown in Figure 6. A significant
reduction of cost is observed when applying rolling horizon
approach. For stochastic problem with wind energy, the cost
reduction (approximately3%) is more significant.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have formulated a security constrained
unit commitment problem by incorporating complex ancillary

Figure 5. Relationship between computational time (in seconds) and number
of CPU’s

Figure 6. Comparison between Rolling Horizon Approach and Day-ahead
Approach

services, security, and local reserve constraints, and applied
this model to the New York Control Area. We investigated
the impact of the increasing penetration of wind power on the
New York state day-ahead power market. Additionally, the test
results show that parallel computing can significantly reduce
the computational time, which makes it possible for rolling
horizon implementation of the algorithm. Our testing results on
a standard test system show that the rolling horizon approach
may lead to significant cost reduction over the traditional day-
ahead approach.
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APPENDIX

NOMENCLATURE

pm,im,t electricity output level of generatorim in zone
m at time periodt.

zm,im,t binary variable that is1 if generatorimin zone
m is on during time periodt; 0 otherwise.

Fm,im,t fuel cost function of generatorim in zonem
at time periodt.

Sm,im,t startup cost function of generatorim in zone
m at time periodt.

Rm,im,t reserve service cost function of generatorim
in zonem at time periodt.

r10sm,im,t 10-minute spinning reserve level of generator
i in zonem at time periodt.

r10nsm,im,t 10-minute non-synchronous reserve service
level of generatorim in zonem at time periodt.

r30sm,im,t 30-minute spinning reserve level of generator
i in zonem at time periodt.

r30nsm,im,t 30-minute non-synchronous reserve service
level of generatori in zonem at time periodt.

rm,im,t reserve service vector defined as
(r10sm,im,t, r10nsm,im,t, r30sm,im,t, r30nsm,im,t).

CRegm,im,t regulation cost function of generatorim in
zonem at time periodt.

regm,im,t regulation service level of generatorim in
zonem at time periodt.

dt,m prediction of electricity demand of time pe-
riod t in zonem.

wt,m prediction of wind power of time periodt in
zonem.

Res10s 10-minute spinning reserve requirement for
the whole ISO control area.

Res10t 10-minute total reserve requirement for the
whole ISO control area .

Λj super-zonej or the jth collection of zones.
ResLBj,10s,t 10-minute spinning reserve requirement for

sub control areaj at time t.
ResLBj,10t 10-minute total reserve requirement for sub

control areaj at time t.
pm,im,max maximum output when generatorim in zone

m is on.
pm,im,min minimum output when generatorim in zone

m is on.
Γl,m line flow distribution factor for the transmis-

sion line l due to the net power injection of zone
m

Trani,max maximum transmission capacity of transmis-
sion line l in designate direction.

Msim,m maximum number of times that generator
imin zonem is allowed to be shut down.
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Abstract—The old electricity network infrastructure has
proven to be inadequate, with respect to modern challenges
such as alternative energy sources, security, electricity demand
and energy saving policies. Moreover, ICT technologies devel-
opment seems to have reached an adequate level of reliability
and flexibility in order to support an entirely new concept
of electricity network - the Smart Grid. In this work, we
try to give a definition of what a Smart Grid is. Moreover,
we will analyse the state-of-the-art of Smart Grids, not only
in their technical details, but also in their management and
optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past 50 years, electricity networks evolved from
the ”local grid” networks of the beginning of the century, to
interconnected electric grids, based on generating stations
of notable scale (1000-3000 MW) distributing power to
major load centres, which divided energy to a large number
of individual consumers. The generating stations, or power
plants, were built in order to provide massive amounts of
energy, due to the nature of power generation technologies
in use (hydroelectric, coal, oil, and gas). By the end of the
20th century, however, this model proved to be unreliable
and inadequate. First of all, the demand forecast techniques
and the data processing technologies could not efficiently
provide the desired energy at the desired time; thus, power
distribution was based upon rough average classifications.
Moreover, the emerging environmental issues and the geopo-
litical interdependence of power sources limited the devel-
opment of economies of scale. The main challenges that a
modern electricity network has to face are: [1]

• Privacy issues between energy suppliers and customers
• Security threats from cyber attack
• National goals to employ alternative power generation

sources
• Significantly more complexity in maintaining stable

power with intermittent supply
• Conservation goals that seek to lessen peak demand

surges during the day so that less energy is wasted in
order to ensure adequate reserves

• High demand for an electricity supply that is uninter-
rupted

• Digitally controlled devices that can alter the nature of
the electrical load and result in electricity demand that
is incompatible with a power system that was built to
serve an analog economy.

These challenges require the development of an intelli-
gent, self-balancing, integrated electric network that makes
use of the modern ICT techniques to manipulate and share
data. The Smart Grid technology tries to answer these needs.

In this survey, we propose an overview of the main aspects
of Smart Grids development and implementation. In Section
II, we give some definitions of the smart grid concepts, from
different points of view. In Section III, we will analyse the
management process of the Smart Grid. In Section IV, we
will review its technical aspects. In Section V, we will see
how a Smart Grid can be optimized. In Section VI, some
conclusions are given.

II. WHAT IS A SMART GRID?

The Smart Grid is a complex system, and can be described
in various ways. Here, we report two different definitions.
The first one sums up the ”European” view of the Smart
Grid:

”A Smart Grid is an electricity network that can intelligently
integrate the actions of all users connected to it - generators,
consumers and those that do both - in order to efficiently
deliver sustainable, economic and secure electricity
supplies. A Smart Grid employs innovative products and
services together with intelligent monitoring, control,
communication, and self-healing technologies. Smart Grids
development must include not only technology, market
and commercial considerations, environmental impact,
regulatory framework, standardization usage, ICT and
migration strategy, but also societal requirements and
governmental edicts.” [2]

The second one, written in the Statement of Policy on
the Modernization of Electricity Grid of the United States
Government [3], characterizes the Smart Grids by means of a
list of achievements. The most relevant are: the use of digital
information to improve reliability, security and efficiency;
integration of distributed resources and generation; ‘smart’
technologies for metering, communication and automation;
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deployment of energy storage technologies (i.e., electric
vehicles).

According to [4] it is clear that both definitions combine
two dimensions: kWh and bytes. It is not argued the key
role of ICT in developing a smart grid, and both view-
points recognize the growing role of renewable technolo-
gies, distributed generation and energy storage. In addition,
both visions are focused on efficiency, but with different
objectives: the U.S. definition is more energy intensive (and
therefore less efficient) than the European one, which sets
mandatory targets mainly in energy consumption reduction.
The main differences consist in current and future business
models: on the European side, unbundling and retail com-
petition will be predominant; on the contrary, the U.S. side
will be predominantly characterized by vertically-integrated
monopolies. As a result, the European vision will lead to a
greater complexity in the definition of business cases, and
in a redesign of the industry value chain.

III. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

The development of a Smart Grid does not involve replac-
ing the existing electricity network. Such a process would
be impossible for technical and economical reasons. Instead,
the Smart Grid development is an enhancement of the
existing network, by means of implementing new services
and features, while maintaining, as much as possible, the old
physical infrastructure. We have to define what functions a
Smart Grid must provide. According to the United States
Department of Energy’s Modern Grid Initiative report, [3]
these functions are:

• Self-healing
• Consumer Participation
• High Quality Power
• Support for different types of storage and generation
• Higher efficiency
The Smart Grid Technology also changes radically the En-

ergy Market scenario: new actors may arise, such as Energy
Retailers and Traders, Distributed Generation operators, and
so on [5] (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Overview of transactions within the electricity market. [5]

In [6], authors describe three elements as the ”pillars” of
the Smart Grid. Those elements are:

• Smart Customer: the set of technologies that enable
consumers to observe and control their consumption

• Smart Utility: the utility that implements monitoring,
control and pricing, and demand response

• Smart Market: an economically efficient market struc-
ture to integrate technology, decision making and in-
formation

Authors also identify Real-Time Pricing (RTP) as a funda-
mental tool to realize the Smart Market, because it provides
consumers with a transparent way to control their energy
bill, and utilities with a rate flexibility that allows them
to increase their competitivity and implement Demand-Side
Management.

In this new scenario, the roles of producer and consumer
get closer. The consumer is now able to produce energy,
through distributed renewable energy sources. This new
emerging entity is called the prosumer, which is discussed
in [7]. Authors define it as an economically motivated entity
that:

1) Consumes and produces power
2) Operates a small or large power grid, thus transports

electricity
3) Optimizes the economic decisions regarding its energy

utilization
The prosumer may not be strictly a physical entity, but rather
a combination of components: energy sources, loads, an
electric grid, controls to operate his system, and a market,
or other economic decision making system.

This new market must be supported through a manage-
ment system that takes into account these new figures. An
example of a strategic approach for a complete energy man-
agement system is BEMI (Bidirectional Energy Manage-
ment System). [8] BEMI is an energy management system
designed for installation at Low Voltage grid connection
points. Its main task is to optimize the so-called Controllable
Distributed Electrical (CDE) units, which means locally
connected loads or generators. This optimization is done
accordingly to consumption and generation tariffs, set by
an energy service provider through a Pool-BEMI system.
BEMI supervisions the CDE unit switching and operation,
and also provides grid costumers complete information about
the variable tariffs, energy cost and device schedules. The
BEMI System is shown in Figure 2.

Another project worth to be mentioned is SmartGen [9],
an Italian project driven by several industries and two differ-
ent research institutes (University of Bologna and Genova).
This project aims at finding and implementing industrial
solutions for Smart Grid management. The authors propose
the definition of a DMS (Distribution Management System)
for each portion of the grid, able to control and optimize
power flows, distributed generation and load balancing. The
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Figure 2. BEMI System in the liberalized energy market. [8]

base function of a DMS can be divided into:
• Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA);
• Control Stations

The SCADA system provides specific monitoring and real-
time control operations, in an automated way, while the
Control Stations allow human operators to interact with the
system.

IV. TECHNOLOGY

In this section, we will review some technical aspects of
the implementation of a Smart Grid and its features.

A. Distributed Generation

Distributed generation (DG) is a driving factor for the
Smart Grid implementation. Its integration in the energy
network proved to bring many benefits [10] for customers,
energy efficiency, and network operation itself. This integra-
tion is enabled through a number of different technologies
[11], some of which are discussed in this survey:

• Advanced Metering Infrastructure (see Section IV-B)
• Energy Storage Systems (see Section V)
• Advanced Distributed Management Systems (see Sec-

tion III)
In [11], authors provide a methodology for integration of DG
in a Smart Grid Network. It is based upon the connection
of a distributed generator with a feeder, combined with an
Automatic Voltage Control (AVC) system and a Dynamic
Line Rating (DLR) function. In their study, they also provide
an economic feasibility study, as a series of steps, which may
be extended to a general project involving DG technologies.
The defined steps are:

• Define the installation, operation and maintenance costs
of the project

• Define additional financial parameters like electricity
rates, discount rates, inflation rate, etc.

• Quantify additional benefits brought to the network, in
terms of a premium to the electricity rate per output
unit

• Evaluate externalities, such as Greenhouses gases
(GHG) reduction, to add them as a benefit

• Calculate the economic parameters internal rate of
return (IRR) and net present value (NPV) to evaluate
the feasibility of the project.

B. Metering
In order to efficiently implement a Smart Grid, a smart

metering infrastructure is essential. Traditional metering
devices, provided by energy distribution companies for their
customers, typically measure energy consumption only in
terms of total energy consumed, thus not giving any informa-
tion about when and how it is consumed. This information
can lead to a more intelligent energy provision, finely tuned
to suit specific customer needs - and optimizing energy dis-
tribution over all the network. In this context, it is impossible
not to cite AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure). AMI
features include [12] [13]:

• Two way communication to the electric meter to enable
information interchange

• Self registration of metering points
• Auto-configuration after a failure in communications
• AMI system interconnection to utility billing, outage

management systems, and other applications
In [12], the authors name the integration between Smart Grid
and AMI as AGI - standing for Advanced Grid Infrastruc-
ture. The AGI has the following enhancements [12]:

• Outage: Improved Customer Service
Utilizing the AMI infrastructure, a utility can know
when an outage occurs. The AMI system can notify
the trouble call system automatically, facilitating rapid
crew deployment and reduced outage times.

• Loss Detection: Improved Network Operation
By connecting information nodes at key points of the
medium voltage distribution lines and distribution trans-
formers, it is possible to directly calculate the system
technical and non-technical losses. This enables better
tracking and efficiency on the distribution network.

• State Estimation: Integration of Renewable Sources
By utilizing information from the customer site,
medium voltage lines, and transformers, accurate load
models can be computed allowing accurate load estima-
tion on the distribution grid. This information is critical
to understanding the impact and benefit of connecting
renewable energy sources to the distribution grid.

Also in [14], a more detailed view of the AMI infrastructure
is given.

An open issue regarding metering is determining power
consumption of ICT equipment. According to [15], ICT
technologies have a relevant impact over power consump-
tion. Thus, the problem of finding precise models and figures
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to calculate and estimate this consumption has become a
priority for the professionals of the sector. In [16], authors
expose a case of study regarding the analysis of power
consumption data from a data center, in a time period of
about a year. The analysis was mostly focused on servers,
which represent the main ICT power consuming device in
these structures (if we exclude cooling and illumination).
This work has shown that, undoubtedly, software has a
relevant impact over servers’ power consumption (up to
10%). This means that, in order to correctly forecast ICT
power consumption, many factors have to be considered,
such as the usage profiles of the equipment.

C. Forecasting

Forecasting is a key functionality of a Smart Grid system.
Through forecasting, the Grid is able to balance loads,
optimize power distribution and handle failures. The main
problem of forecasting, in a modern electricity network, is
given by the Renewable Energy Sources (RES). The energy
produced by RES can vary, and its variation depends on
several parameters (climate conditions, source plant location,
etc.) In this sense, their contribute in terms of energy can
be difficult to predict, because the variables to observe are
too many. In this sense, it is worthy to cite the work of
Bertani et al. [17], where is presented a central dispatcher
with the following functions: short-term forecast of the
power produced by renewable energy sources (RES), short-
term load forecast and day-ahead load profile prediction,
distribution system state estimation, day-ahead economic
dispatching and on-line scheduling of the optimal distributed
resources’ operating conditions. The forecast algorithm was
based on a neural network. The results can be seen in Figure
3.

Figure 3. Example of forecasted vs. measured global radiation. [17]

D. Communication

A key issue for successfully realizing the future-oriented
energy system is integrating information and communication
on an Internet-based infrastructure,able to provide access
to energy information in a simple, quick and economic
way. This is because energy providers, either centralized
or decentralized, need a constant flow of real-time updates
regarding the energy demands, in order to provide the precise

amount of energy needed. Optimization of energy consump-
tion is based on integrated and near-real-time electronic
communication between producers and loads on all levels
of the grid.

This infrastructure will also be profitable for consumers.
In fact, by developing intelligent end devices, customers will
be able to monitor their actual power consumption in real
time, and consequently they can optimize the usage of their
devices in order to reduce costs. [18]

An example of integration between the Smart Grid and
the ICT is a solution proposed in [19]. In modern energy
distribution systems, generation and demand need to be
always matched in real-time. This means that the modern
grid is a real-time distributed system, thus it needs a precise
synchronization between its devices. Modern grid infras-
tructures realize several functions, such as protection test-
ing, fault detection, load balancing and scheduling through
synchronization. The authors propose a solution based on
the implementation of the Network Time Protocol (NTP)
over 802.11 networks along with an optimisation technique
to reduce the energy usage of a common Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) synchronisation protocol. [19]

The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides con-
cepts particularly suitable for an energy distribution network.
In fact, it decouples functionalities from implementation,
integrating them through message exchange protocols in a
dedicated Service Bus. Moreover, it is not needed to develop
interfaces between every application: each application only
needs to be interfaced to the integration platform.

The only issue of the SOA is finding the correct semantics
for data. Without open interface definitions and a standard
semantic structure for message exchange, it is not possible
to realize an efficient energy network.

Web Services are especially useful in the context of Smart
Houses. An Energy-Aware Smart House is a residential
building equipped with a Smart Metering system (see Sec-
tion IV-B) able to measure and control in real-time the
power consumption of every electrical device installed. In
[20], a Web-Oriented Application Framework for embedded
devices is presented. The framework is based on a RESTful
architecture.The embedded devices represent sensor nodes,
which may provide all sort of information (power consump-
tion, for instance). This solution has shown a response time
for querying each device lower than 60 ms, even with high
workload.

The suitability of Web Service architectures for the Smart
Grid/Smart Houses is also stressed in [5].

V. OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we will present how a Smart Grid network
can be optimized through new technologies and approaches.

A. Agents
A Smart Grid is, by itself, a decentralized network, where

intelligence is distributed across several devices. These de-
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vices may have to take autonomous decisions, in order to
react quickly and efficiently to changes in energy demands,
faults, and such events.

Thus, the Software Agents paradigm may provide a way
to implement a system like that. In fact, in this paradigm,
it is possible to design a distributed system with specific
functionalities through the cooperation of autonomous, in-
telligent components.

In [21], authors present a Multi-Agent System (MAS)
simulating a Smart City. The simulated entities were:

• Houses
• Appliances (Single devices, of different classes, in-

stalled into a house)
• Vehicles (Electric Vehicles able to store energy into

batteries)
• Cities
• Power Stations
The system was implemented using JADE (Java Agents

Development Environment). Each entity was represented
by a software agent. Then, an energy controller agent is
able to act in order to balance power demand and power
generation (for example, turning off some devices when
power consumption is too high). In Figure 4 are shown
the results of the balancing activity. The proposed scenario
involved 300 houses evenly divided into three cities, and a
total of 3840 appliances.

Figure 4. Consumption and generation chart [21]

MAS are often associated to electronic markets, com-
puting frameworks for distributed decision making based
on microeconomics and Game Theories. By applying this
paradigm to the energy distribution networks, we can make
use of the already developed techniques and methodologies
to realize the so-called Market-Based Control.

Several works following this idea have been proposed.
In [22], for example, a complex multi-agent architecture is
presented, composed of different components: : the Problem
Formulator and Attributes Evaluator (PROFATE), the Sce-
narios Builder, the Electricity Market Multi-Agent System
(EMMAS), the Decision Making Assistant (DMA).

Of these components, the most interesting is without any
doubt the EMMAS. In order to forecast market prices, both
at medium and long-term, accurate simulation models are
needed, able to react to structural changes. The EMMAS
realizes these models, by means of a complex taxonomy of
software agents that represent every actor in the transaction
process

Another example of a MAS designed for controlling
energy networks is PowerMatcher.

”The Power Matcher is a general-purpose coordination
mechanism for balancing demand and supply in clusters
of Distributed Energy Resources. These ’clusters’ might
be electricity networks with a high share of distributed
generation or commercial trading portfolios with high levels
of renewable electricity sources, to name a few.
Within a PowerMatcher cluster, the agents are organized
into a logical tree. The leafs of this tree are a number of
local device agents and, optionally, a unique objective agent.
The root of the tree is formed by the auctioneer agent, a
unique agent that handles the price forming, i.e., the search
for the equilibrium price. In order to obtain scalability,
concentrator agents can be added to the structure as tree
nodes.” [23]

B. Energy Storage

Another aspect that can substantially improve the effi-
ciency of a Smart Grid is the energy storage. Basically, it
is the problem of keeping energy available directly on the
grid, in storage components efficient enough to avoid energy
losses. In cases of energy production peaks, when there is
an overproduction of energy, having a distributed storage
system can increase the overall efficiency.

An agent-based solution is exposed in [24]. Basically, they
propose a game-theoretic framework, that analyses the Nash
equilibrium of an electricity network, and develops learning
strategies for agents that dynamically adapt to the energy
market. As regards storage devices, they embrace the so-
called Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) view, where the unused energy
is stored in the batteries of electric vehicles (EVs) or Plug-in
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs). Since this solution can
raise problems of peaks in energy demand, a Multi-Agent
System is adopted in order to optimise usage and storage
of electricity. In particular, the proposed system models a
situation where each device is represented as an intelligent
software agent, and every agent can try to ”buy” the needed
amount of energy at every time, meanwhile learning which
is the most profitable amount of energy to buy, according
to the specific usage. The authors claim that, implementing
their solution, a single consumer may save up to 13% on
his electricity bill. [24]

C. Unit Commitment Problem

One of the key objectives of a Smart Grid architecture is
dispatching energy from all the available sources in order to
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meet the electric load. In other terms, there is a problem
of coordination between energy demand and generation.
This problem has been formalized under the name of Unit
Commitment. Unit commitment (UC), also known as pre-
dispatch, is the problem of scheduling the production of
energy by generation units of a power system. The objective
is to minimize total production costs, while observing several
operating constraints. Thus, UC is a complex mathematical
problem, based on both integer and continuous variables.
In order to solve this problem, an optimized algorithm is
needed, because complete enumeration of all the possible
solutions would require excessive computation time. [25] For
this survey’s purposes, we analysed two possible solutions,
which involve different approaches for solving the Unit
Commitment Problem. In [26], authors propose a solution
based on Adaptive Dynamic Programming (ADP).

The solution presented by the authors focuses on a spe-
cific family of ADP: the Heuristics Dynamic Programming
(HDP).

”The implementation is divided into action network,
critic network and model network. The function of action
network is to determine the feasibility region of operation
of the power systems and to detect the emergency state with
corresponding violations under different contingencies. The
function of critic network is for post-optimization process,
evaluation and assessment of control options during contin-
gencies. And the function of model network is to read power
system parameters and obtain distribution function for state
estimation of measurement errors inherent in data, ascertain
and improve accuracy of data. The aim of all these kinds of
methods is to approximate the cost-to-go function which is
relative to the output of critic network.” [26]

Another approach for the UC problem is presented in
[27], where the authors introduce a solution using Genetic
Algorithms (GAs).

The application of the GAs to the UC problem included
encoding each solution with a simple binary alphabet. At
first, a number of initial binary-coded solutions (genotypes)
are produced randomly to form the initial population. Then,
a fitness value is given to each solution, calculated as a
sum of penalties for violating certain problem constraints.
Afterwards, a new offspring genotype (new solution) is
produced by means of the two basic genetic operators:
crossover (combining different solutions by mixing their
binary codes) and mutation (modifying randomly chosen bits
of the offspring genotypes. The above procedure is repeated
until a new set of genotypes is produced, which is considered
as the new generation of solutions. The new generation
totally replaces the parents. By also implementing some
adjustments to the fitness calculation, the GA technique has
proven to converge in the order of hundreds of generations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we surveyed the Smart Grid project from dif-
ferent points of view, analysing the efforts that the scientific
community is making to implement this infrastructure. We
presented complete management solutions, communication
systems, and different kinds of optimization techniques.

One of the facts that this survey has shown is that, from
a technological point of view, there are plenty of solutions
already available. Several management systems have been
tested and are ready for deployment. However, another fact is
evident: although many different standards exist, especially
for data communication and protocols, few of them have
been widely accepted for application in energy distribution
networks. To give an idea of the problem, below some of
the standard communication protocols are listed:

• Application Level:
– IEC TS62351 (data and communication security)
– IEC 62443 (safety)
– IEC 61968 (integration of applications into elec-

tricity supply facilities)
• Transport Level:

– IEC 61850 (Station automation)
– IEC 62055 (Electric Meter)
– ISO/IEC 14543-3(KNX)

• Communication Media Level:
– IEC 60255 (Protection Installation)
– IEC 81334 (PLC)

This can be an issue, because one of the keys to an efficient
energy network is interoperability between different energy
providers. A partial solution can be using Web Services
and system integration techniques, but there has to be a
standard definition for data structures and models in order
to enlarge the scope of the network. The biggest obstacle
to standardization, and in general to Smart Grid implemen-
tation in Europe, from our point of view, is given by the
complex situation of the European energy market, where
regulated and liberalized regimes still coexist. In regulated
markets, the main grid operator establishes a monopoly
business, that does not allow consumers to choose among
different technologies, as regards, for example, metering
services, forecasting, and so on. Also, energy retailers,
although present on the territory, are not able to assume
their innovative role in the Future Energy Market depicted in
Section III, in terms of demand response, consumer services
and network operation.

As far as it concerns the research activity, what should
be done is embracing a common view of the problem,
focusing on interoperability and supporting the creation
and affirmation of technology standards. In this way, the
development of solutions and optimization techniques can
be immediately followed by field testing and deployment,
speeding up the overall infrastructure realization process.
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Abstract—Power line communication is a candidate for

communication technology in electric vehicles and home area
networks of smart grid. This paper derives the error rate

performance of a QPSK-transmitted power line communication
system. The Nakagami-m distribution is used as the closed-form

background noise model, which was presented by a previous
work. We have evaluated the symbol error rate of QPSK

systems with both analytical values and computer simulations,
and verified its validity through computer simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Power Line Communication (PLC) has evolved so sig-

nificantly that it can support various services, ranging from

low-speed command and control to high-speed multimedia

transmission. There has been commercial deployment of

PLC technology, e.g., for Automatic Meter Reading (AMR),

in recent years [1]. The performance of AMR using PLC has

been analyzed by various researchers (e.g., [2], [3]). PLC

is also of great interest due to its possibility as a commu-

nication technology for smart grids. The requirements for

PLC are presented as an energy management and facility

automation systems in smart grids [4]. Furthermore, the

possibility of vehicle communications using PLC has been

studied. The channel characteristics of an in-vehicle power

line were measured and analyzed for PLC [5].

Despite the versatility of PLC, its channel is time-variant

and corrupted by unpredictable impulsive noises. Thus ex-

tensive research activities on effective channel modeling of

background noise, and impulsive noise have been conducted

[6], [7]. It was proposed that the amplitude of background

noise in power-line channel follows the Nakagami-m distri-

bution [8] [9]. In our previous work, a closed-form expres-

sion for the real part of background noise was derived [10].

Using this closed-form expression, we derived the Bit Error

Rate (BER) performance of (Binary Phase Shift Keying)

BPSK transmission over power line channels and verified

its validity by simulations [11].

This paper considers the Symbol Error Rate (SER) of a

quadrature-phase shift-keying (QPSK) system. The system

model for the QPSK system is presented in Section II. As an
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Figure 1. System model for QPSK transmission system

imaginary portion of the background noise is added to the

QPSK system, we derive the Probability Density Function

(PDF) of the imaginary portion of the background noise in

Section III. In Section IV, we analyze the SER of the QPSK-

transmitted signal for PLC with Nakagami-like background

noise. We verified the accuracy of the analyzed performance

by simulations in Section V. The conclusions are presented

in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 shows a conventional baseband system model

for QPSK transmission. There are in-phase and quadrature

channels that are used for the data transmission from the

component set, {±A}. As seen in Fig. 1, the QPSK system

can be observed as two BPSK systems. Thus, the data

recovery is performed in both BPSK systems in a parallel

manner. A simple comparison shows the transmitted data

has a threshold value 0. Between the transmission and the

decision, both channels have background noises, y and z.

We consider the background noise only for the ease of

analysis. Applying the channel model added by impulsive

noise remains as a subject for future work.

As introduced in the previous section, the amplitude spec-

trum of the background noise of power line can be modeled

as a Nakagami-m distribution. Nakagami-m distribution is

conventionally used to model a fading channel of wireless

communication due to its versatility [12]. From the random
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variable for noise amplitude, α, which follows a Nakagami-

m PDF,

f(α) =
2mmα2m−1

Γ(m)Ωm
e−(m/Ω)α2

, α ≥ 0 (1)

where Γ(·) is the Gamma function, m and Ω are parameters

defined as Ω = E[α2] = α2, E[β] = β denoting the

expected value of α and m =

(

α2

)

2

(α2−α2)2
> 0. Thus Ω is

viewed as the power of the amplitude, α. Eq.(1) is close to

white Gaussian (m ≈ 1) at high frequencies (about 25MHz),

whereas it becomes a one-sided Gaussian (m < 1) at low

frequencies (about 5MHz).

The noise amplitude can be divided into real and imag-

inary parts, y and z, respectively. Then, we apply two

components by θ, which is a uniformly distributed random

variable from −π to π, and we get two random variables as

y = α cos θ, (2)

z = α sin θ. (3)

In a previous work [10], we derived the PDF of the real part

of noise, y,
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for 0 < m < 1 and m 6= 1
2 . The confluent hypergeometric

function of the first kind, 1F1, is defined as [13, Chap. 9.2]

:

1F1(a, b, z) = 1+
a

b

z

1!
+

a(a + 1)

b(b + 1)

z2

2!
+

a(a + 1)(a + 2)

b(b + 1)(b + 2)

z3

3!
···

(5)

We derive the PDF for the imaginary portion of noise, z, in

a later section.

III. PDF FOR IMAGINARY PORTION OF NOISE

In this section, we derive the PDF for the imaginary

portion of noise, z, in Eq.(3). From Eqs.(1) and (3),

dz

dα
= sin θ, (6)

then, a conditional PDF of z subjected to θ, f(z)|θ , can be

expressed as

f(z)|θ =
f(α)

dz/dα

=
2mmα2m−1

Γ(m)Ωm
e−(m/Ω)α2 1

dz/dα

=
2mmz2m−1

Γ(m)Ωm sin2m−1 θ
e−(m/Ω) z2

sin2 θ

1

sin θ
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Ω

)m

e
mz2

Ω sin2 θ

(7)

using Eqs.(1), (3) and (6). From the fact that the θ is

uniformly distributed over [−π, π], the joint PDF for z and

θ, f(z, θ), is represented as

f(z, θ) =
2z2m−1

Γ(m) sin2m θ

(m

Ω

)m

e−
mz2

Ω sin2 θ

1

2π

=
z2m−1

πΓ(m) sin2m θ

(m

Ω

)m

e−
mz2

Ω sin2 θ .
(8)

The PDF of the imaginary part of noise, f(z), can be

obtained

f(z) =

∫ π

−π

f(z, θ)dθ

=

∫ π

−π
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πΓ(m) sin2m θ

(m
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e−
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= 4
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(9)

Letting sin2 θ = t gives dθ =
dt

2
√

t
√

1 − t
, then, Eq. (9) is

f(z) = 4

∫ 1
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2 e−
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(10)

which has same integration as that of the real part of noise,

f(y), in [10]; thus, we get a closed-form PDF as in Eq.(11)

for 0 < m < 1 and m 6= 1
2 . Then, we can conclude that the

amplitude noise of the power line shows the same statistical

behavior in both real and imaginary parts of noise.

IV. DERIVATION OF THE ERROR RATE PERFORMANCE

In this section, we derive the error rate performance of the

QPSK-modulated signal with noise as described in section

II. Fig. 2 shows the signal constellation for the QPSK signal

transmission. A transmitter sends the complex symbol, ±A±
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Figure 2. Signal constellation for QPSK

jA , according to the symbol set, {s0, s1, s2, s3} then, the

complex decision metric at the receiver, r, is defined as

r = ±A ± jA + y + jz, (12)

where I and Q channel data, ±A ± jA, are corrupted by a

complex Nakagami background noise, y + jz. We assume

that four signals are equally probable; thus, the optimal

threshold for decision is x and y-axes. For example, if signal

s0 is transmitted and a noise-corrupted received signal falls

in the first quadrant, then the decision is correctly made as

s0; otherwise, it fails.

When a symbol s0 is sent, the probability of symbol s0

is correctly decided, p(C|s0), and is represented by

p(C|s0) = p(y > 0|s0) p(z > 0|s0), (13)

which means a noise-corrupted symbol must fall on the first

quadrant. We get

p(y > 0|s0) = 1 −
∫ 0

−∞

p(y|s0)dy

= 1 −
∫ ∞

A

f(y|s0)dy

= p(z > 0|s0).

(14)
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Figure 3. Simulated and analyzed evaluations of P1 with various m values
(reprinted from [10])

The probability of s0 being correctly decided is

p(C|s0) =

(

1 −
∫ ∞

A

f(y|s0)dy

)2

= 1 − 2

∫ ∞

A

f(y|s0)dy +

(
∫ ∞

A

f(y|s0)dy

)2

.

(15)

Finally, the symbol error probability, Pe, is given as

Pe = 1 − p(C|s0)

= 2

∫ ∞

A

f(y|s0)dy −
(

∫ ∞

A

f(y|s0)dy

)2

= 2P1 − P 2
1 ,

(16)

where we can evaluate the integral part, P1, using the

result from [11] as Eq.(17). The simulated and the analyzed

evaluations of P1 are depicted in Fig. 3. The X-axis is a dB-

scaled Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) value, which is defined

as A2/Ω. For higher values of SNR, P 2
1 becomes very small;

then, Eq. (16) can be approximated as

Pe ≈ 2P1, (17)

which means that the symbol error rate is approximately

twice the BER of BPSK. The result is that the SER of QPSK

is poorer than that of BPSK in symbol error sense.
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Figure 4. Analyzed and simulated SER performances under Nakagami-like

background noise with m = 0.6

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The SER performance of QPSK is simulated with the

Monte Carlo method. 106 symbols are randomly generated

at the transmitter. The generated symbols are corrupted

by complex Nakagami-like background noise; then, the

demodulated symbols are decided by a threshold comparison

as presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows the analyzed and the simulated SER per-

formances for m = 0.6. The approximated analysis curves

obtained from Eq.(17). The simulation results match well

with those of the analysis. The accuracy of the approximated

analysis is credible for all SNR values. Fig. 5 shows the

analyzed and the simulated SER performances for m = 0.9.

We can observe that a similar accuracy exists between the

simulated and the analyzed performances.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzed and simulated the SER performance

of the QPSK-transmitted signal under Nakagami-like back-

ground noise. We derived the imaginary portion of the

Nakagami-like background noise. The derived result shows

that the statistical behavior of the real and the imaginary

parts of noise are the same. Next, we derived the SER

performance of the QPSK-transmitted signal. For higher

values of SNR, the SER performance is approximated to

twice the error rate performance of a binary transmitted

signal. Simulation was done for randomly generated 106

symbols through the Monte Carlo method. The analyzed

SER performances agree well with the simulations using

various values of m. The BER performance of the QPSK-

transmitted signal would be the focus of the future work.
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Figure 5. Analyzed and simulated SER performances under Nakagami-like

background noise with m = 0.9
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Abstract—Electricity networks require  a balance between 
supply & demand of power in order to maintain stability and 
to provide a good power quality. The growth of renewable 
energy sources makes obtaining balance more difficult, 
because of their intermittent power profiles. Financial 
incentives for producing ‘green electricity’ locally also increase 
complexity due to the larger geographical distribution of 
electricity generation. Not surprisingly, more sophisticated 
(distributed) control mechanisms for balance in (smart) 
electricity grids are being proposed. Some of these proposals 
attempt to solve the problem of balance by managing demand, 
and thus introduce the concept of sharing control of devices 
connected to the grid. However, sharing control could 
introduce imbalances in ‘societal’ power between governments, 
companies and consumers. We propose that all parties 
involved should consciously decide on what amount of control 
they want to share. We provide a framework for comparison of 
control sharing mechanisms.  

Keywords-Smart grid; control sharing; privacy. 

I.  INTRODUCTION: WHERE DOES IT SAY SHARING IN 

‘GRID CONTROL’? 

The concept of ‘control of an electricity grid’ can have 
different meanings. In this paper, we mean control with 
respect to obtaining balance between supply and demand of 
power in electricity grids. In an electricity grid, it is 
quintessential that the total consumption of power is 
continuously equal to the total production of power. If this is 
not the case, the quality of the provided power will degrade. 
In classic grids (as opposed to future ‘smart’ grids), control 
mechanisms are already put into place in order to deal with 
the variation in demand by power consumers. When 
consumers demand more power from the grid, power 
producing parties connected to the grid have to provide more 
power as a whole (group). In the future, more will be 
demanded from control mechanisms [11]. They have to be 
able to deal with the increase of more distributed and 
renewable power sources with variable output (wind, solar, 
wave, etc.).A solar cell or wind turbine cannot be powered 
down without wasting valuable energy. Also, wind turbines 
can not be immediately shut down by turning them away 
from the wind. Another problem is the fact that the power 

flow is changing from one way to two way. In the classic 
grid, there are a few ‘centralized’ large power plants and 
many distributed users. In future grids, there might be many 
distributed small power plants: home-owners with a wind 
mill, solar panels, geothermal installations, etc. that have a 
surplus in electricity production. This does not only reduce 
the accuracy of prediction the production of power – since it 
is now closely related to the weather–, but also the accuracy 
of the prediction of power transported across the grid, since 
locally generated electricity is consumed ‘first’ before more 
power is demanded from the grid. Another reason why more 
intelligence in the energy grid is needed, is that the rise of 
the usage of Plug-in (Hybrid) Electrical Vehicles (P(H)EV) 
seems to become a real challenge [12]. It is not unlikely that 
PHEVs will be plugged into the grid at almost the same time 
(when people come home from work). This will create a 
huge demand for power in a relatively short time, possibly 
resulting in a grid overload. The grid was not dimensioned 
with all this in mind. With the current grid it seems likely 
new control mechanisms have to be put in place.   

Currently, ‘Demand Response’ (DR) of devices 
connected to the grid is being used in several research 
projects as a new means of control [13]. Depending on the 
amount of power that is consumed by devices, it can make 
sense to switch devices on and off in order to attain balance 
in the grid. Since DR almost always requires somebody or 
something else than the owner of the device to 
(automatically) switch on or switch off the device, device 
owners are no longer fully in control. For example, when DR 
is applied at charging PHEVs, the charging process may 
have to wait for a signal ‘from the electricity network’ that 
tells the car to start charging.  

As a society, we should decide how much we want others 
to be in control of the grid-connected devices we own. For 
example, do we want to control our own devices in our own 
home, as we do now, or do we want having our devices 
controlled by some ‘entity’ in the electricity grid in order to 
have balance in the electricity grid? To make this decision 
we need a framework for comparison, which we provide in 
the remaining sections of this paper.  

In the next section, related research on this topic will be 
given. We will see that much research is done, however 
almost no research is done in comparing different solutions 
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with each other. After that, our problem description is given, 
followed by our contribution and methodology.  Section V 
describes our framework, which can be used to compare 
different demand response mechanisms. After that, the 
consequences of choices in the framework are explained in 
Section VI. As an example of the application of our 
framework to a real situation, Section VII compares two real 
systems with each other, and mentions their differences. In 
Section VIII we will draw our conclusions, and finally, in 
Section IX, the future work will be described. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH 

 
The main goal of our research was to be able to compare 

control mechanisms for the management of supply & 
demand in smart grids. The comparison should be useful for 
different stakeholders in society. We want them to be able to 
decide on the application of these control mechanisms, based 
on the consequences for their societal position. We did not 
find research (yet) on that specific subject.  

 
With respect to recent research on control mechanisms 

themselves we did find different approaches. First of all 
there is research with a focus on the control of the grid 
itself. In their description of a High Assurance Smart Grid 
(HASG) model Overman & Sackman put emphasis on the 
issue of admission control [1]. They describe a Smart Grid 
with ‘a control system architecture characterized by a 
distributed architecture that is designed to mitigate against 
widespread failures when control system components 
themselves are compromised’. More on this can be found a 
later paper from Overman et al., where  ‘a Three-Part Model 
for Smart Grid Control Systems’ is described [3]. They note 
that while “energy flow is now more interconnected and less 
hierarchical, the energy control system architecture is still 
largely hierarchical.” . Furthermore, they elaborate on a 
distributed control signaling architecture “such that some 
level of device collaboration can be done even when there 
are losses of control capability from the still dominant 
hierarchical control system architecture. This is a key 
feature required for a self-healing grid.”. We suspect that 
this will be an important aspect of future intelligent 
networks: distributed control, where no single entity has 
total control over the entire network. Not only because of 
the ability to deal with attacks on the network (which is an 
important aspect in the ‘three-part model’), but also because 
of the fact that one or a few central entities cannot handle all 
the dynamics of supply & demand with energy sources with 
an intermittent profile.  
 

Another example of what we think is innovative thinking 
in control of energy grids themselves, is described by 
Belkacemi et al. [6]. They use the concept of the Human 
Immune System (HIS) in order to “perform self-healing and 
control of the grid by automatic fault location and isolation, 
reconfiguration and restoration.” They see the HIS as a 
Multi-Agent System (MAS), which consists of many 

different agents that carry out separate tasks with a certain 
level of autonomy, in order to achieve a goal at a higher 
level. There is no single control entity which is directly 
carrying out all control tasks, but control tasks are distributed 
across nodes. In this paper, however, we want to focus on 
sharing control between stakeholders.  Grid stability and 
optimization is largely within the realm of a network 
operator. We also want to be able to take into account parties 
that the grid for ‘energy logistics’ and which (may) have to 
share control. There is also research carried out in this area. 
For example, an architecture for distributed control of power 
consuming and producing devices which are attached to the 
grid, is described by Tariq et al. [4].  They state that “the 
advent of renewable generation technologies has resulted in 
increased complexity, requiring more powerful EMS 
applications. Regulatory changes in market structures 
frequently require modifications to these applications”. 
EMS meaning ‘Energy Management Systems’. Next to 
stating this requirement, they “describe the elements 
required for implementation of a “Prosumer” based 
distributed control architecture for smart grid”.  In their 
description the authors describe four layers of control, that 
have no knowledge about the workings of the other layers 
and which only interact on the basis of interfaces between 
the layers: 
 
• Device Layer, concerned with the physical connectivity 

of electric components.   
• Local Control Layer, concerned with the control 

mechanisms of the devices. Examples named are the 
LTC control of a transformer and the battery charger of 
an electric vehicle. 

• System Control Layer. According to the authors 
Energy Management Systems (EMS) and Distribution 
Management Systems (DMS) applications are examples 
of systems control layer for Independent System 
Operator (ISO) and electric utilities. Also the authors 
see ‘corresponding’ system control layers at the level of 
microgrids, buildings, homes, etc.  

• Market Layer . Decision control processes at the level 
of available resources, where economic objectives are 
taken into account. This layer generates control actions 
for the system control layer or price signal for the 
external world, based on information from the system 
control layer, where market strategies are taken into 
account.   

 
We state that the concept of ‘layering’ allows for a 

necessary separation of concerns, which enables us to deal 
with the complexity of future smart grids. Another model for 
control with separation of concerns is described by 
Molderink et al. [7]. They present a “three-step control 
methodology….focused on domestic energy streams”. They 
refer to an important issue of sharing control from domestic 
environments: the comfort of residents. Different 
stakeholders in a smart grid have different goals and/or 
desires. While network operators might target at system 
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stability, domestic users may ‘just’ want to have their 
devices consume energy in order to provide comfort. At the 
same time a government might want to target at reducing 
CO2 emissions by increasing energy (use) efficiency. This 
requires a combination of local and (more) global 
optimization. In their paper the authors provide three steps: 
local prediction, global planning and local scheduling. 
Together, these steps form one iteration. In this way, the 
authors think it is possible to combine different goals at 
different levels of control.  

 
From a quantitative point of view one might state that 

controlling devices in a domestic environment will not be a 
real issue for the future since what amount of power can 
actually be shifted in time in homes? While this is an issue of 
debate (it also depends on the amount of electrification of 
heating and cooling equipment in homes), there is one 
development which certainly cannot be marginalized [10]. 
This is described by Erol-Kantarci et al. They state that the 
charging load of Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) 
can cause several problems if left unmanaged. To that, they 
discuss an admission control system [8]. If everybody with a 
PHEV plugs in their PHEV after work, the grid has to 
transport a lot of power at the same time. Current grids have 
not been designed with this in mind.  A (probably costly) 
solution would be increasing the capacity of the grid, another 
solution is to carry out some kind of ‘congestion 
management’ where PHEVs are charged ‘on-a-turn-basis’. 
This means sharing control, since the person wanting the 
PHEV getting charged is probably not the only one deciding 
on the time of charging if a congestion management 
mechanism is put into place. More on the important role of 
PHEVs or ‘gridable vehicles’ can be found in a paper from 
Venayagamoorthy, who talks about the complexity of Cyber-
Physical Energy System (CPES) [5]. He does not only see 
‘gridable’ vehicles as a consumer of power, but also as a 
possible producer. This adds an extra dimension of control to 
gridable vehicles, since this means two-way flow of power, 
making the control problem more complex. 

III.  PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

As stated at the beginning of Section II the main goal of 
our research was to be able to compare (distributed) control 
mechanisms for supply & demand management, based on 
consequences for ‘societal’ power. Our problem then became 
answering the question ‘what is an efficient and useful 
means of comparison – to be used by different stakeholders - 
with respect to sharing control of devices connected to the 
grid, when focusing on consequences for societal power?’  

Answering this question required a structured overview 
of what we call the ‘solution space’: what kind of variations 
in Demand Response Management can be distinguished with 
respect to consequences for sharing control of devices 
connected to the grid and thus for societal power. To that we 
needed a overview of what the consequences would actually 
be when choosing for a specific model of sharing control.  

IV.  OUR CONTRIBUTION &  METHODOLOGY 

At TNO we are involved at different research projects, 
ranging from technical pilots, simulation studies economic 
evaluation of multi-stakeholder analysis, legislative view. 
We carry out this research on behalf of different customers. 
What we describe in this paper is derived from the 
experience we have had in these projects. The demonstration 
case “PowerMatcher” is a technology which we use in 
several other projects. 

Our contribution in this paper is a framework for 
comparison, which contains a structured overview of the 
degrees of freedom for sharing control of devices connected 
to the grid. Also it contains a list of consequences caused by 
choices made with respect a certain degree of freedom. We 
arrived at this model by analyzing different (partial) Smart 
Grid designs from the viewpoint of sharing control, while 
focusing on consequences of design decisions. This resulted 
in the framework title ‘Degrees Of Freedom In Sharing 
Control’ (DOFISC) for Smart Grids (4SG). This approach 
resembles the approach we took in defining the DOFIS-4SG 
model, which was focused on ‘information sharing’ [1]. 

Like the DOFIS-4SG, the basic structure of the model is 
a set of axes. Each axis is a ‘degree of freedom’ and 
represents an aspect controlling a device or a group of 
devices of another owner. This means not all aspects of smart 
grid control are included. When control is within one domain 
of one owner (e.g. network operator), there is very little 
sharing going on, so these aspects are not taking into 
account. The aspects of sharing control we did include are 
related to differences in owner or user of a device connected 
to the grid. Just as with the DOFIS-4SG model, the basis for 
the included aspects was found in literature on Smart Grids 
and our experience with control architectures in other 
domains (i.e. telecommunications). We distilled the greatest 
common denominators and make additions where they were 
necessary in order to provide for making comparisons. And, 
once again, just as with DOFIS-4SG, this meant that we did 
not mathematically derive these aspects, but carried out a 
selection process based on the criteria 1) ‘relevant to control 
devices attached to the grid’ and 2) the axes being 
‘orthogonal’. For more information on the concept of 
orthogonal axis see [1]. We arrived at a list of possible 
consequences in a similar fashion. Currently, we suspect that 
the axes, their subdivisions and the list of consequences can 
be used to assess and compare aspects sharing control of 
devices connected to the grid.  Providing proof for this 
should be included in further research, just as it was the case 
with DOFIS-4SG, which is being evaluated at the moment.  

V. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION 

In this section, we present our framework, which can be 
used to classify and compare demand response management 
systems in smart grids. Our framework consists of 3 axes 
which are orthogonal to each other. An design choice on one 
axis does not influence an design choice on another axis. 
Before presenting the axes, we want to make a distinction  
with respect to different types of control of a device. We  
base this distinction on the three ‘modes of control’ of 
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devices by Overman et al. [3]. With respect to devices 
attached (i.e. not in) to the grid we see three types of control: 
  
1. manual control, A light that is switched on or off by 

home owners operating a switch. Another example is a 
electricity generator running on diesel. This type of 
control is difficult to share between parties which are 
not located at the location of the device.  

2. automatic control, A light that is switched on by 
movement (e.g. infra-red sensor). Another example are 
solar panels that produce electricity once the sun is 
shining. This type of control is difficult to share 
between the owner of and others, because the control 
depending on the solar intensity.  

3. remote control. A washing machine that is switched on 
by a control device outside the washing machine.  This 
type of control can be shared, especially because of the 
fact that it is ‘remote’.  

 
 Our focus in the framework is on remote control, which 

can be carried out from any location. Also, we understand 
sharing control to be the sharing of control between different 
persons and/or organizations. A network operator that uses 
distributed control mechanisms using multi-agent systems 
for ‘network stability’ does not automatically ‘share’ control 
with consumers. Only when the network operator has some 
(indirect) influence with respect to the control of power 
consuming devices, we consider this to be sharing control.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.  The three degrees of freedom 

A. Predictive window 

The predictive window is a time horizon of a controlling 
party. A controlling party has to make decisions and 
communicate them with others parties involved. It matters 
how far in advance the controlling party has to make its 
decisions. Some supply & demand designs prescribe a 
predictive window of 15 minutes, while others might have 
predictive windows of a day or even more. 

 
An important question with respect to the predictive window 
is how far in advance does the controlling entity need to 
plan? For example, in Figure 2, if the controlling entity has a 

predictive window of 1 hour, it does not know that turning 
the washing machine on in 15 minutes, will cause a heavy 
load in 2 hours, when the electric car starts loading. 
However, if a controlling entity has a predictive window of 
three hours, it can foresee that starting the washing machine 
in 15 minutes, will cause a heavy load in 2 hours. And 
therefore, the controlling entity could make another decision.  
 

 
Figure 2.  Distance in time 

 

B. Level of indirection 

The level of indirection determines the amount of 
freedom in control left after a control decision has been made 
by a controlling party. An extreme example is ‘direct  and 
total control’, where the controlling party directly controls a 
device connected to grid.  

There is a fundamental difference between direct control 
and indirect control. In case of direct control, the user is 
subjected to the control of the controlling party, and in case 
of indirect control, the controlling party gives directions with 
respect to power consumption. This can be in terms of 
constraints, within which is some freedom left to the 
consuming party to control devices connected to grid. Also a 
set point can be given as a direction, where the consuming 
party has to consume the specified amount of power. The 
controlling party does not specify which devices have to be 
switched on or off. An example of direct control is: a 
washing machine (2000 Watt) is turned on at 16:00, and the 
electric car (3000 Watt) will be loaded at 18:00. While an 
indirect example could be: the user will not be able to 
consume more than 3500 Watts. In both ways, the peak load 
is avoided, however in the indirect version, the user can 
chose to the order of the washing machine and the electric 
car.  While in the direct version, the consumer has no choice. 
In any design of a smart grid, a decision has to be made 
about which stakeholders is in charge of making which 
(in)direct control decisions. Note that different stakeholders 
can provide different constraints to each other. For example, 
a supplier of power can set a maximum for the amount of 
power and a network operator can set a maximum for the 
amount of power which can be transported. In Figure 3, this 
concept is shown graphically. Three examples of possible 
solutions are shown: 

 
• Red line: a supplier provides no constraints. The 

network operator is giving only high level 
constraints. And the direct control is given at 
device level. 
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• Blue line: a supplier is providing no constraints, 
the network operator is providing some 
constraints, the home environment provides 
more restrictive constraints, and finally, the 
direct control decisions are made at device level. 

• Black line: the supplier is providing some 
constraints, and the network operator takes 
direct control decisions.  

 

 
Figure 3.  Level of indirection 

C. Level of participation in control decisions 

The level of participation is an important part of the control 
space. In different smart grid architectures, there are different 
levels of participation of owners of devices connected to the 
grid in control decisions. It is theoretically possible that the 
owner has no say in the control decision at all. For example, 
in the current energy network, in the Netherlands, no one is 
allowed to consume a peak load of more then 16 amps on 
one group of devices (each house can have several groups of 
devices). This control decision is based on the infrastructure 
(the infrastructure supports no more than 16 amps), and a 
consumer has no say in this decision (unless he is willing to 
pay for a special connection to the energy network). Another 
extreme is a smart grid, in which all consumers publish there 
preferences, and a distributed algorithm makes a control 
decision, satisfying as much as possible participants.  

 
Figure 4.  Level of participation 

 

Note that a high level of participation differs from a high 
level of indirection. The level of indirection is about the 
decision itself (it is a property of the decision) While the 
level of participation is about the process of decision making.  

In Figure 4, a graphical overview of the possible degrees 
of participation is provided. One extreme is no influence 
from owners/users of devices connected to grid, and the 
other extreme is almost no influence from another 
controlling party with whom control could be shared.  

 

D. Applying the framework 

To apply the framework, an inventory of all control 
decisions - made in a particular smart grid design - has to be 
made. Important for this phase is to recognize that there can 
be many different kind of decisions with respect to the 
control of power in one and the same design, so the 
framework may have to be applied many times in order to 
compare different designs. For example, one can imagine a 
design where parties make (indirect) control decisions: a 
power supplier who makes a control decision about the 
minimal load which is to be delivered, a network operator 
who makes control decisions about the maximal load, and a 
consumer who makes the direct decision to turn on device 
like a washing machine. In this case, at least three types of 
control decisions are made here.  

 
 
To make things worse, a smart grid can have different 

ways to treat different devices. For example, to load an 
electric vehicle demand response management can be used, 
while for switching a lamp on and off, no demand response 
management is used. As a result, the framework may need to 
be applied multiple times to one architecture.  

 

VI.  CHOICES HAVE CONSEQUENCES 

Choosing a position on the axis in the framework has 
consequences. In this section, we discuss consequences that 
relate to societal aspects of Smart Grids. We do not claim 
that this list is exhaustive. 

A. Consequences for balance of societal power 

The choices, which are made on one of the axes of our 
framework, have consequences. One of those consequences 
is the impact on the balance of what we call ‘societal’ power. 
With that we mean the power to determine the behaviour of 
other people and/or organizations. In the current energy grid, 
that kind of power is distributed. Each consumer has the 
right to turn his own devices on and of, and the energy 
suppliers take care of the energy balance on the net. Demand 
response management will affect this balance. As soon as 
control of the end used devices is shared with the network 
operators, the network operates will have more societal 
power in the energy grid, and the end user will have less. We 
do not put any direct qualification to a shift in the balance of 
societal power. We do want to state that a distributed balance 
of societal power is a natural barrier to misuse of power. In 
Table I, an overview is made of the impact the three axes of 
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the frame work have on the balance of control. In this Table, 
it is shown how changing  the position on one of the axes 
will have consequences. 

TABLE I.  CONSEQUENCES FOR THE BALANCE OF SOCIETAL POWER 

Degree of freedom Impact on balance of control 

Predictive window 

The size of the predictive window has a 
small impact on the balance of control. It 
determines how long in advance the 
controlling party has to make its decisions. 

Level of indirection 

The level of indirection has more impact on 
the balance of power. The more energy 
consuming and producing devices are 
directly controlled by one party, the more 
direct control this party has on the entire 
smart grid, and thus the people connected to 
it.  

Level of participation 

With a low level of participation, the 
controlling party has a high level of control, 
while a high level of participation will 
result in a lower level of control. 

B. Consequences for network stability and  
optimization 

In general increasing the degrees of freedom may seem to 
result in less network stability, or at least more difficulty in 
obtaining it. When more demands and wishes have to be 
taken into account, more sophisticated decisions have to be 
made. Whether or not this will be the case depends on the 
interaction of the actual control mechanism and the power 
consuming and producing behaviour of the different 
stakeholders. In this paper, we cannot provide the reader 
with a general ‘rule-of-thumb’ in this area. We can state that 
if network operators have no control at all and energy 
suppliers and consumers do share control with respect to 
balance in supply & demand, a situation could occur where 
there is balance in supply & demand from an energy point of 
view, but which cannot be implemented physically, due to 
network constraints. Also, by sharing control with a network 
operator, it could carry out more network usage optimisation 
and thus minimize the transmission costs. In any case, a 
decision on whether or not to share control with a network 
operator influences the possible usage of Demand Response 
to optimize network usage.  

TABLE II.  CONSEQUENCES FOR THE NETWORK STABILITY AND 
OPTIMIZATION 

Degree of freedom Impact on stability and optimization. 

Predictive window 

In a larger predictive window there are 
more possibilities for an optimization 
algorithm to find a optimal solution. For 
example, with a distance in time of 1 hour, 
it will not be possible to find a solution 
which involves a decision about another 
devices which has to be turned on in 3 
hours. So, depending on the used algorithm 
for control, a large predictive window could 
result in a more stable and more optimized 
network. 

Level of indirection 
The impact of the level of indirection on the 
grid depends highly on the optimization and 

Degree of freedom Impact on stability and optimization. 

stabilization algorithms which are used. 
Some algorithms need a higher level of 
direction for a more stable and optimal 
network.  

Level of participation 

The higher the level op participation, the 
less influence of the optimization 
algorithms is used. Therefore, a higher level 
of participation will probably result in a less 
optimized and less stable network. 

 

C. Consequences for privacy 

The privacy discussion often focuses on the information 
which is gathered about the people. However, not only the 
information which is gathered about them influences the 
privacy. Also the amount of self-control influences privacy. 
In an extreme example: when all electricity is cut off after 
22:00, most people will be forced to go to bed early. As a 
result, people have less control about their own live, and are 
forced to apply to the rules given by the smart grid. The 
different axes in the framework have different impacts on 
privacy. In Table III those impacts are explained. 

TABLE III.  CONSEQUENCES FOR PRIVACY 

Degree of freedom Impact on privacy 

Predictive window 

A large predictive window forces a 
consumer to make decisions about his 
energy consumption early. For example, 
when the decision to use no energy after 
22:00 is made at 18:00, a consumer cannot 
change his mind at 21:00. 

Level of indirection 

The higher the level of indirection, the more 
choice the consumer has, so the lower the 
impact on privacy. For example, when the 
only control is that the consumer may not 
consume more than 3000 Watts, the 
consumer can decide for himself how he 
uses the 3000 Watts. However, when the 
grid decides that the consumer cannot watch 
TV, because he will be using the washing 
machine, there will be a huge impact on 
privacy. 

Level of participation 

When the control decisions are made by an 
external party, the owner of the device 
connected to the gird loses a lot of privacy. 
However, when the consumer is 
participating in the control decisions, the 
impact on privacy will be lower. The more 
participation there is in the decision making 
process, the more privacy with respect to 
self-control is left for the consumer. 

D. Consequences for green ‘intermittent’ energy 

Last but not least, we come to the consequences of 
sharing control for a driver behind ‘smart grids’: creating 
space for the integration of energy from renewable sources 
with an intermittent profile and limited prediction (wind, 
solar, etc.). When there is no sharing of control in the 
balance of supply & demand, attaining balance must be 
achieved by creating and or introducing other suppliers (e.g. 
more gas turbine based electricity plants) that can 
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compensate for the variation on the ‘intermittent’ renewable 
supply side.  Demand Response management (i.e. sharing 
control) reduces the need for extra flexible suppliers.  

TABLE IV.  CONSEQUENCES FOR ‘GREEN’  ENERGY 

Degree of freedom Impact on ‘green’ energy 

Predictive window 

A larger predictive window is difficult to 
obtain for power sources like wind and 
solar power plants.  

Level of indirection 

More or less indirection with respect to 
demand response management does not 
directly impact ‘green energy’. However, 
when consumers are allowed to tell which 
energy resources have to be used (‘green 
power’), direct control over the feeding of 
power to the grid does impact the use of 
green energy. 

Level of participation 

Sharing control for supply & demand 
management can be used to stimulate 
energy usage when renewable sources are 
‘at peak level’. However, a higher level of 
participation (be it consumers or produces) 
does not directly impact ‘green energy’. 

 

VII.  FRAMEWORK APPLICATION 

As a demonstration of how one could apply this 
framework, we now apply it in comparing the classical grid 
and a possible future smart grid with respect to sharing 
control of balancing supply & demand. For this grid of 
tomorrow we use the ‘PowerMatcher’ distributed control 
mechanism [9]. In a Powermatcher world there are so called 
consumer and producer nodes. They are represented by a 
'software agents’. The agents exchange ‘bids’ on electricity. 
They express to what degree an agent is willing to pay 
(consumer) or receive (producer) for which amount of 
electricity. This is done through a mechanism based on 
micro-economic markets in which bids are aggregated and 
the market clearing price is determined as the equilibrium 
where supply meets demand. The ‘market clearing price’ is 
returned as a response to a bid. Agents then have to follow 
the allocated energy profile. Note that in the classical grid (in 
the Netherlands) a kind of auctioneering mechanism also 
takes place (e.g. the APX) at the level of Program 
Responsible parties (the electricity providers and network 
operators) The huge difference of the PowerMatcher lies 
within the fact that in a ‘PowerMatcher world’ devices 
attached to the grid partake into the bidding through their 
agents. We can now compare these two situations using the 
framework and focus on the consequences. 

 
Predictive window. In the classical grid, consumers of 

power do not tell producers of their need for energy directly.. 
Only very large consumers have specific contracts with 
energy suppliers and network operators. For the mass of 
domestic and SME users statistics are used, where previous 
behavior is used to determine future behavior. In a 
PowerMatcher grid consumers do communicate their energy 
need – be it indirectly – by bidding prices for amounts of 
energy. The distance in time are market rounds. The distance 

in time is related to the time it takes for a market round to 
complete and if it is allowed to bid for market rounds in the 
future. 

 
Level of indirection. In the classical grid, the consumer 

has a certain level of indirect control of balancing supply & 
demand. The entire group of consumers of controls the entire 
group of producers by demanding energy through the grid, 
which the producers have to supply, as long as the 
consumers pay. Since the price of energy for consumers 
hardly varies (in time), the amount of control of balancing 
supply & demand the producer has is very little. In a 
‘PowerMatcher world’ there is more direct control from the 
producers: by demanding a higher price in the next market 
round, they can ‘push’ the agents of consuming devices into 
not consuming power. Or by lowering the price, they can 
‘push’ agents towards consuming, depending on the actual 
need for energy of course.  

 
Level of participation.  In the classical grid there is little 

participation in control with respect to balancing supply & 
demand by both consumers and producers.  The group of 
producers responds to a total predicted demand arriving at 
centralized markets (national, international). The group of 
consumers responds to prices on the market by energy 
providers. In a ‘PowerMatcher world’ the level of 
participation is increased significantly. Each consuming 
device influences the market (indirectly) by bidding and each 
producer influences the market by demanding a certain price 
for their electricity production. However, the amount of 
participation in a ‘PowerMatcher world’ is closely linked 
with the type of mechanism is used by the specific price 
determining agents used for determining the ‘market clearing 
price’. For example, when real money is used in an 
auctioneering type of mechanism, the consumer willing to 
spend the highest amount of money available has more 
influence than parties who have less to spend. Also, 
producers demanding the least amount of money for their 
electricity will probably have more influence.  

VIII.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented a framework for comparing 
(distributed) control mechanisms for balance of supply & 
demand, along three axes. The framework is focused on 
sharing control of ‘end-user devices’ in a smart grid. We 
saw that changes – along these axes - in the design of a 
control architecture for a smart will have consequences. We 
discussed these consequences with respect to issues of 
network stability, balance of ‘societal’ power, privacy and 
green energy. These issues are intertwined. For example, in 
an architecture, with a low level of indirection where energy 
suppliers can directly influence the usage of energy at 
consumers, a possibly unwanted consequence is the impact 
on privacy with respect to self-control. Increasing the level 
of indirection by having the energy suppliers influence the 
total amount of power instead of devices, the impact on 
privacy is less, but due to the shared influence of both the 
supplier and the consumer, there is more impact on network 
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stability and optimization. Due to the possible large impact 
of design choices, we also argue that these design decisions 
should not be taken lightly.  Future work 

Although we already use the framework for comparison 
of control mechanisms for the management of balance of 
supply & demand in smart grids, we do think there is room 
for improvement. As the reader might have noticed the 
framework is not as fine-grained as it might need to be in 
order to make efficient and useful comparisons. Future work 
will have to determine if this is the case. To that, we want to 
integrate framework on ‘sharing control’ with our earlier 
framework on ‘sharing information’. We will be doing so in  
‘Reference Model for Supply & Demand Management on 
Smart Grids’ (working title), which TNO is currently 
working on.  
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Abstract—We present multiple-input multiple-output 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) 
based broadband power line communication (BPLC) using 
antenna and fading diversity. We evaluate the proposed 
MIMO-OFDM system over multi-conductor power line 
channels, with or without cross-talk between the antenna paths. 
The proposed scheme employs maximum ratio combining 
(MRC) that effectively combines both the multiple antenna 
diversity gain and the multipath fading diversity gain over 3-
phase (2´2 MIMO, outdoor) power line channels. Simulation 
results prove that the proposed scheme improves the bit error 
rate performance over the existing schemes, irrespective of 
whether cross-talk exists. 

Keywords- MIMO; OFDM; broadband power line 
communication (BPLC); maximum ratio combining (MRC) 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Smart grid (SG) is a future power grid network based on 
regenerative green energy; it requires high-rate data 
transmission technology for bidirectional information 
exchange among electric power providers, electricity 
industries, and consumers. Broadband power line 
communication (BPLC) that allows a reliable high-rate 
transmission over power cables is available at a low cost 
because it does not require any additional infrastructure; 
further, it is ubiquitous because it is available anywhere 
where there is electricity and is easy-to-access with a plug-in 
power cable. Hence, a BPLC network is a promising medium 
for SG and its associated services such as advance metering 
infrastructure. Moreover, since an international BPLC 
standard, IEEE 1901 [1], was adopted in 2010, there has 
been a growing interest in various other BPLC applications 
including home networks, high-speed Internet, and 
emergency backup networks. 

A BPLC signal transmitted via an electric power cable 
experiences severe channel distortions such as multipath 
fading and impulse noise. In this study, we use the 
Middleton class A model [2] for handling the impulse noise 
and the Zimmermann frequency model [3] for handling the 
power line multipath fading.  

In the case of a 3-phase 4-wire power cable, we implement 
a 2×2 multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) BPLC with 
maximum ratio combining (MRC). A recent literature search 
revealed several MIMO-OFDM BPLC schemes [4-6] that 
use antenna MRC (AMRC) for obtaining the spatial diversity 
gain. In particular, the authors in [4] first introduced a space 
frequency (SF)-coded MIMO-OFDM over power line 
channels. The authors in [5] implemented a space time (ST)-
coded MIMO-OFDM for outdoor multi-conductor power 
cables and performed an experiment showing the capacity 
loss caused by antenna coupling. The authors in [6] 
compared the simulation results of SF-, ST-, and space time 
frequency (STF)-coded MIMO-OFDM over indoor power 
line channels and demonstrated the superiority of STF 
coding.  

Contributions. The contribution of this paper is a novel 
SF-coded MIMO-OFDM scheme employing antenna and 
fading MRC (AFMRC) that effectively combines both 
multiple antenna and multipath fading diversity. Through a 
computer simulation, in this study, we prove that a coupling 
effect is not negligible with respect to the performance of a 
MIMO system. Simulation results also verify that the 
proposed scheme is superior to conventional schemes, 
irrespective whether cross-talk between antenna channels 
exists. The proposed scheme improves the bit error rate 
(BER) performance not only in the 2×2 MIMO system via a 
3-phase 4-wire power line but also in the single-input single-
output (SISO) system via a single-phase 2-wire power line; 
note that the SISO system uses fading MRC (FMRC) instead 
of AMRC. We also evaluate the system design parameters 
by comparing the BER when the impulse noise index A is 
varied. 

Organization of the paper. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows: Section II explains the power line 
channel characteristics including impulse noise and 
multipath fading and presents the proposed MIMO-OFDM 
BPLC system model over multi-conductor power line 
channels. Section III presents the simulation results of the 
proposed scheme, which are compared with those of the 
existing schemes. Finally, concluding remarks are given in 
Section IV. 
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II. SYSTEM MODEL 

A. Impulse Noise and Fading Channel in BPLC 

A BPLC channel can be characterized by both impulse 
noise and multipath fading owing to the multiple signal 
reflections caused by a power line impedance mismatch. 
First, for handling the impulse noise, we use the Middleton 
class A model [2], whose pdf (probability density function) is 
defined as 
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the impulse index. 

Second, for handling the multipath fading, we employ 
the Zimmermann frequency PLC channel model [3], 
whose transfer function at the jth antenna path is expressed 
as 
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where L is the number of fading paths. α0, α1, and u are the 
power line cable parameters, and |gj,l | ≤ 1 is the weighting 
factor of the jth antenna and the lth fading path [3]. dj,l/vp is 
equivalent to the corresponding path delay τj,l (where dj,l 
represents the path length) as follows: 
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where εr is the non-insulation dielectric constant of the cable 
and c0 is the speed of light. Typically, each OFDM 
subcarrier has flat (constant) frequency channel 
characteristics because of its narrow bandwidth; hence, the 
frequency selective fading transfer function of (2) can be 
translated (digitized) and approximated as follows: 
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where fc is the carrier frequency (which is herein assumed to 
indicate the lower limit of the OFDM bandwidth (BW)), Df is 
the subcarrier spacing, and the frequency index k = 0, 1, …, N 
- 1. 

B. MIMO-OFDM BPLC System 

In this study, we design a MIMO-OFDM system that 
contains I (transmit antennas) × J (receive antennas). In the 
OFDM transmitter, the kth subcarrier modulation signal, 
S(k), experiences the following inverse fast Fourier 
transform (IFFT) 
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where s(n) is the nth (= 0, 1, …, N-1) time sample and N is 
the number of subcarriers. 

In a MIMO BPLC system, a pair of electrical wires is 
converted into a single antenna channel; hence, the number 
of transmitting and receiving antennas is typically limited to 
two for a 3-phase 4-wire power line and one for a single-
phase 2-wire power line. Therefore, MIMO-OFDM is used 
either indoors or outdoors with a 3-phase 4-wire power line, 
whereas SISO-OFDM is mostly used indoors with a single-
phase 2-wire power line. Fig. 1(a) shows the block diagram 
of a 2×2 MIMO-OFDM BPLC system that uses a 3-phase 4-
wire power line (Fig. 1(b) shows its cross-cut interior 
structure). This 2×2 MIMO system has two antenna paths 
that consist of a single antenna path formed by C1 and C2 
and another single antenna path formed by C3 and C4; C0 
assumes the role of a ground connection [4]. An SF encoder 
is used for reducing the error probability caused by the 
interference in the MIMO channel. The following two SF 
encoder vectors S1 and S2 are formed by arranging the same 
subcarrier signal samples in an appropriate order (i.e., vector 
S2 is the circular-shifted version of S1 [4]) for this SF 
encoder.  
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where S1[k] = S2[k], (k = 0, 1, …, N-1) and (×)T refers to the 
transpose of (×). S1 and S2 are respectively converted to the 
corresponding time sample vectors, s1=IFFT{S1} and 
s2=IFFT{S2}, through the IFFT process (see (4)) and then 
transmitted to the receiver via each antenna path. In the 
system shown in Fig. 1(a), this transmission process occurs 
at the signal encoder and modulator, and the corresponding 
receiving process is processed at the linear combiner and 
detector. A cyclic prefix (CP) is added to the OFDM 
modulated sample vectors (s1, s2) before their transmission to 
prevent inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by the 
multipath delay. The signal received via the fading channel 
undergoes the SF decoding process, i.e., fast Fourier 
transform (FFT), an inverse circular-shift operation, and then 
the MRC process, to recover its data stream after the removal 
of the added CP. 
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1) MRC without Cross-Talk 

For simplifying the simulation, we assume that there is no 
coupling between the two antenna paths (this assumption is 
practically reasonable for the carrier frequency fc < 25 MHz 
[6].).  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1.   (a) 2×2 MIMO-OFDM PLC system block diagram; (b) 3-phase 
4-wire power line interior structure. 

The diversity gain of a conventional system that uses 
AMRC is obtained by multiplying its optimum weight to the 
different spatial antenna paths. The system proposed in this 
paper employs AFMRC, a combined technique of AMRC 
and FMRC. The proposed system has one receiver per fading 
path to achieve the FMRC gain. Assuming the same transmit 
signal via the jth antenna L fading paths, i.e., Sj(k) = Sj,1(k) 
= Sj,2(k) = … = Sj,L(k), we can write the jth (j = 1,2) 
antenna received signal Yj(k) at the kth subcarrier as  
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where Es represents the average energy of the transmit 
signal. Xj,l(k) represents the jth antenna path and the kth 
subcarrier noise component, that is the result of the FFT 
operation of the time axis impulse plus Gaussian noise 
signal xj,l(n) with the variance σ2 (see (1)). In this study, we 
assume ideal fading channel estimation to simplify the 
simulation [7]. 

In the application of the proposed MRC (AFMRC) to 
the single-phase 2-wire SISO BPLC (just using FMRC) 
and the 3-phase 4-wire 2×2 MIMO BPLC, we express the 
output Ŝ (detected signal) of the maximum likelihood 
(ML) receiver as 
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where (×)* refers to the conjugate of (×) and S indicates the 
signal constellation set. AFMRC improves the system 
performance as compared to the conventional MRC 

(AMRC), where 
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However, as shown in (7), the receiver complexity of the 
AFMRC-based SISO/MIMO system increases L-fold due 
to the addition of FMRC. Even in the case of the indoor 
single-phase 2-wire SISO channel, the proposed scheme 
has the FMRC diversity gain. 

2) MRC with Cross-Talk 

The proposed MIMO system, shown in Fig. 1(a), might 
have cross-talk (its capacity loss might not be negligible 
(but less than 16%), especially in the case of fc ³ 25 MHz 
[6].) between two parallel antenna channels; this cross-talk 
degrades the system performance. The 2×2 MIMO channel 
matrix H with non-zero cross-talk terms, indicating the ith 
transmit and jth receive antenna path gain ( )i

jH k ≠ 0 

(where i ≠ j), can be expressed as follows: 
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Let the channel capacity with and without the cross-talk be 
denoted as Cct and Cnct, respectively. The capacity-loss 
ratio (CR) estimated by using the cross-talk can be defined 
as [5] 
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of transmit antennas; SNR, the signal-to-noise ratio; and II, 
an identity matrix of size I. The output Ŝ of the proposed 
MIMO MRC receiver can be expressed as 
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

We simulate the proposed system model with the QPSK 
constellation under the power line channel conditions, and 
compare its uncoded BER results to that of a conventional 
system [6]. We assume a multipath fading PLC channel 
with L = 6, whose simulation parameters are the same as 
those given in Table I of [6]. For the sake of simplicity, we 
also assume the same fading channel parameters for the 
two antenna paths1). We set N = 1024, CP size = 120 
(unit: sample), fc = 25 MHz, Df (frequency spacing) = 1 
KHz, and BW = 1.024 MHz for the simulation; hence, the 
maximum data rate is approximately 1.83 Mbps. 

 

Figure 2.  BER Comparison of 2×2 MIMO PLC for different values of A. 

Fig. 2 presents a comparison of the BER of the 2×2 
MIMO BPLC system when the impulse noise index A is 
varied. For this experiment, we set τ = 0.1. While for a 
large value of A (³ 1), the noise channel characteristics 
approach those of Gaussian noise, for a small value of A 
(<1), they are similar to those of impulse noise. Hence, the 
BER decreases when the value of A increases, as shown in 
Fig. 2. For example, in the case of A = 10, we can obtain 
approximately 1-dB gain at BER = 10-5 as compared to the 
case of A = 1, 3-dB gain as compared to the case of A = 0.3, 
and 5.5-dB gain as compared to the case of A = 0.1. 
Practically, in the BPLC channel environment, A has a 
value within the range of 0.0001 to 0.35; hence, we choose 
A = 0.3 for the next experiment [6]. 

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the BER performance 
between the conventional AMRC and the proposed 

                                                           
1)  In the case of PLC channels using 3-phase 4-wire power line, the cha
nging of channel parameters between the antenna paths is almost neglig
ible in practice [8]. 

AFMRC in the SISO/MIMO-OFDM systems. First, in the 
case of the MIMO system, AFMRC results in a 
performance gain of approximately 1 dB at BER = 10-5 as 
compared to AMRC. Fig. 3 also shows a comparison of 
the conventional method (with no MRC) and the proposed 
method (with FMRC) in the case of the SISO-OFDM 
system; it shows a 1.5-dB improvement in the case of BER 
= 10-5 for the proposed scheme. Therefore, the simulation 
verifies that the proposed SISO/MIMO-OFDM system is 
more effective, in the case of both an indoor single-phase 
power line and an outdoor 3-phase power line, than the 
conventional SISO/MIMO-OFDM system. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Performance comparison of SISO/MIMO-OFDM with different 
MRC schemes (assuming A = 0.3). 

 

Figure 4.  Performance of MIMO-OFDM with cross-talk (assuming A = 
0.3). 

Fig. 4 shows the performance of an SF-based MIMO 
BPLC system with cross-talk. The proposed scheme has a 
gain of approximately 0.7–0.8 dB over the conventional 
scheme at the BER = 10-5. When the CR value increases from 
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1% to 15%, the BER performance of both schemes degrades 
by approximately 1 dB. As a result, it is observed that the 
effect of crosstalk on the performance of an MIMO-OFDM 
system is not negligible. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We proposed an MIMO-OFDM-based BPLC system 
with antenna and fading MRC (AFMRC) that effectively 
combines multiple antenna and multipath fading diversity. 
We evaluated the proposed MIMO-OFDM system over 
multi-conductor power line channels with or without cross-
talk between the antenna paths. The computer simulation 
verified that the proposed scheme was more efficient in 
terms of system performance in the case of both the indoor 
single-phase (SISO) and the outdoor 3-phase (MIMO) BPLC 
applications than the conventional schemes. 
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Abstract—The proposed research work represents a generic,
energy-efficient concept for the synchronised logging, pro-
cessing and visualisation of any kind of sensor data. The
concept enables a chronological coordination and correlation of
information from different, distributed sensor networks as well
as from any other self-sufficient measurement systems. Based
on the achieved relation between the several sensor sources, the
information quality can be increased significantly. Therefore,
the system-wide description of the monitoring scenario and
each data set is realised in XML. Accordingly, the aggre-
gated, heterogeneous sensor information are convertible into
multiple output formats. Dependent on the application specific
requirements for the visualisation, we are able to consider
additional meta-information from the test environment to
optimise the data representation. The definition of advanced
data fusion techniques and pre-processing mechanisms allows
a selective data filtering to shrink the network load. To
evaluate of basic usability requirements and the efficiency of
the proposed concept, an automotive sensor network represents
a capable test system for the proposed framework. Within
the demonstrator, the available on-board measurement systems
were extended by high-precision sensor nodes, which establish
wireless sensor network topology. Afterwards, the correlated
measurement information were converted and visualised for
several professional data analysis tools, e.g., jBEAM, Google
Earth, and FlexPro.

Keywords-Data Aggregation; Data Fusion; Data Synchronisa-
tion; Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network; Sensor Actuator
Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Actual research projects in the field of wireless sensor
networks operate on different, proprietary hardware plat-
forms and contain multifaceted types of sensors. Currently,
each measurement scenario consists of several application-
specific and independent operating processes for the data-
collection, -storage and -analysis.

It does not exist any uniform synchronisation techniques
between the autonomous sensor systems. Accordingly, a
detailed and target-oriented post-processing of the data sets
within a shared knowledge base is not feasible. In conse-
quence, we are not able to create unique relations between
the different measurement information. Due to these missing
relations, it is very hard to create a common primary index
for the given, heterogeneous sensor platforms.

Wissensbasis

Sensornetz 1

Sensornetz 2

Sensornetz 3

Sensornetz 4

Sensorsystem 5

Sensorsystem 6

Figure 1. GREASE - A synchronised data-processing framework allows an
efficient integration of different, autonomous sensor networks.

To solve this problem, we present GREASE - a
Generic Recon-figurable Framework for the Evaluation and
Aggregation of heterogeneous Sensor Data (see Figure 1).
In order to introduce this integrated data processing concept,
this paper is structured as follows: After this introduction,
section II provides an overview about heterogeneous, dis-
tributed sensor environments, the data processing flow and
respective challenges. The proposed GREASE framework
is introduced in Section III, including conceptual funda-
mentals, basic requirements, system parameters, and the top
level structure (Section IV). Accordingly, Section V provides
implementation details of the GREASE software architecture
as well as the overall application flow within the frame-
work. Section VI specifies the application scenarios with
all integrated components and the environmental conditions.
The respective data analysis is described and discussed in
Section VII. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary
and an outlook for future work in this research project.
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II. RELATED WORK

During the last two decades, a couple of commercial tools
for the measurement data recording and monitoring were
developed. Unfortunately, most of them have functional or
conceptual restrictions. Some of the vendors offer exclu-
sive, hardware-specific analysis tools, which require special
devices, predefined product series or vendors. Other sensor
systems do not have any special software tools for extracting
the measured data sets. There is no support for further post-
processing steps.

In consequence, LabView from National Instruments [1],
jBEAM from AMS [2] or FlexPro [3] offer multiple features
to enhance the restricted vendor tools, which only provides
a small set of general data recording an handling functions.
These applications allow the interpretation of offline data
from data bases or files as well as the live analysis of
a given data source. Both jBeam and LabView operates
platform-independent and all of these related tools sup-
port a lot of established data formats and communication
interfaces. Especially jBeam, which integrates the ASAM
standard (Association for Standardisation of Automation and
Measuring Systems) [4], enables an easy and modular ex-
tension with user-defined components. Furthermore, FlexPro
includes a lot of additional visual plugins and represents a
complete visualisation framework for the given measurement
data.

The very high system requirements of all the related
software applications represent a critical disadvantage. Ac-
cordingly, these tools are not capable for resource-limited
data recording environments. Thus, such frameworks have
to be used in a second data processing step on dedicated
workstations with sufficient hardware components. Hence,
small and energy saving hardware system, which are used
exclusively for collecting and storing multiple data from dif-
ferent sensor sources, are not able to use the data aggregation
[5] and visualisation features of these software frameworks.
Due to these circumstances, most of the ongoing sensor
system projects use proprietary software solutions to organ-
ise and synchronise the collected measurement data [6]. In
fact, there are many critical compatibility problems between
such software tools. In consequence, modifications of the
measurement scenario or the system configuration take a lot
time and bind important resources. In conclusion, the user
wants a universal software tool for collecting and analysing
the entire pool of sensor information in an application-
specific and resource-efficient way. Automated or semi-
automated data visualisation techniques represent further
essential requirements.

III. CONCEPT

We are now looking for generic utilities and standards
to route information from different sensor systems into
a common data processing unit in a synchronised way,

considering scenario-specific configuration schemes and sen-
sor parameters. Hereby, synchronised time stamps for the
heterogeneous sensor data sets are very important to allow
correct correlations in the common knowledge base. Fur-
thermore, such utilities allow us to define user-specific data
analysis procedures during the measurement runtime and
advanced data fusion techniques [7][8][9] to shrink the data
volume directly within the sensor nodes.

    Data ProcessingData Measurement Data Storage Data Analysis

Figure 2. GREASE - Integrated data processing flow for heterogeneous
measurement topologies.

To provide such features, GREASE represents a software
framework based on a capable and lightweight data manage-
ment concept, which is able to bypass the already mentioned
disadvantages. It combines advanced sensor network config-
uration features with resource-efficient operating parameters.
GREASE integrates the entire data processing flow in an
efficient way, including all stages like the data measurement,
the data processing, data storage and finally data analysis
tasks. Figure 2 illustrates this flow.

The concept focuses on resource-limited systems and has
to be feasible for a wide variety of application scenarios.
Thus, the primary objective is a dynamic and flexible
processing environment, which is adaptable to modifica-
tions in the configuration or in the analysis requirements.
Furthermore, the data processing core has to be separable
into two spatial, chronological and platform-specific operat-
ing modes. All components for the data measurement are
working within the first mode. All relevant modules for
the data analysis as well as possible visualisation plugins
operate independent within the second mode. Based on this
requirement, we are able to map different data processing
functions to predefined configuration scenarios. In contrast,
other related software tools do not separate the data handling
process into different phases in an efficient way.

GREASE deals with a standardised data transport and
definable synchronisation parameters for collecting informa-
tion from several distributed sensor components. Accord-
ingly, changes in the data analysis process have no effects on
the components of the data recording. This feature provides
significant benefits, especially for complex sensor systems
or inaccessible measurement environments.

In addition, all GUI (Graphical User Interface) actions,
which are accessible by the user, also have to be executable
and controllable in an automated or semi-automated way.
This feature represents another important difference to other
related software tools, which not provide any script-based
operating mode without GUI. But especially for continuous
maintenance-free sensor measurement scenarios, the script-
ing of user-defined activities is essential.
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All central requirements for an synchronised data logging,
processing and visualisation framework, specially in the field
of heterogeneous sensor network systems can be summarised
as follows:

• Synchronisation of different, autonomous sensor sys-
tems

• Modular extension with plugins and an easy modifica-
tion / adaptation

• Using XML ((Extensible Markup Language) as com-
mon data exchange format instead of proprietary data
types

• Offline and live data analysis from files, network file
systems or databases

• Graphical User Interface for configuration and mainte-
nance

• Automated or semi-automated data analysis and data
representation mechanisms

Based on the proposed concept, the developed framework
act as coordinator between application-specific components.
The framework itself operates as a generic coordinating unit
and includes no application-specific logic.

IV. STRUCTURE

As already mentioned, the structure of the proposed
concept is divided into two operating modes. The first
one encapsulates the data recording, synchronisation and
correlation. A second mode processes the data analysis and
generates a user-defined representation of the information
sets. Due to the modular operating concept, the sensor net
framework is completely independent from the given sensor
configuration. Therefore, the environment uses an end-to-
end communication design, called the hourglass architec-
ture, which enables maximum interoperability between the
several components. It means, that multiple sensor units
and corresponding data processing units are connected by
a dedicated SensorController. The sensor controller ensures
a specific, universal mapping of the sensor information into
a predefined format (see Figure 3). For the data output, the
SensorLogReader component provides different modules for
the information representation. The result is a very high
diversity on both data input and data output components. In
contrast, the binding middle part shows a strict uniformity.

Professur Technische Informatik
Prof. Dr. Wolfram Hardt

Sensornet-Framework

Aufbau des Frameworks

• Modularisierung sowohl der Datenaufnahme- als auch der 
Datenauswertekomponenten

• Nutzung von Datenbus-Konzepten

Zielsetzung • Aufbau des Frameworks • Komp. für BMW-Daten

Figure 3. Sensornet framework structure. The separation into two operation
modes for the data collecting (left) and data analysis (right) is described.

This structure fulfils the central requirement of a separated
data processing core for gathering and analysing the sensor
measurements. Hereby, the common XML representation of
the entire scenario is essential and allows us to transfer
the information for any kind of application. All internal
and external parameters of the environment as well as
special meta-information regarding the measurement scheme
are correlated together with the data sets. Accordingly,
researchers are able to reconstruct the whole test scenario
with synchronised data, time stamps and a detailed system
configuration. The reuse factor, for instance in the field of
automotive testing scenarios, increases substantially.

Furthermore, we have the ability to modify existing sensor
configuration in a time efficient way. The structure allows us
to add or remove single components without changing the
data flows within the overall monitoring system. In principle,
it is also possible to create a direct interconnection between
data collecting and visualisation. This increases the runtime
significantly and reduces the used resources. But without the
common XML representation, is not possible to capture the
entire measurement scenario in a reusable way.

V. IMPLEMENTATION & APPLICATION FLOW

To enable a platform-independent operation, the proposed
concept was implemented in Java. Thereby, the resulting
framework is also able to include external components,
which are written in another programming language. A
precondition is the common interface specification within
the SensorController. To provide such a feature, the proposed
framework implementation contains a central core library,
which encapsulates the entire data processing logic. This
library can also be used for the development of further
modules. The communication between the SensorController
and the SensorLogReaders with its set of modules uses
predefined protocols. All of these protocols are designed as
generic as possible to allow a universal usage. This flexibility
also simplifies the integration of third party modules and
ensures the compatibility during further developments [10].
Due to the fact, that the sensor configurations and all kinds
of scenario parameters are also transmitted within the XML
representation, possible enhancements for customer-specific
applications can be done in an easy way.

Regarding to the application flow, the initialisation of the
SensorController starts with loading a application-specific
configuration file. This file contains all information for the
actual project as well as the structure of all corresponding
SensorReader components. Accordingly, the SensorCon-
troller loads and activates all necessary sensor components
and starts the data recording. Each SensorReader mod-
ule operates simultaneous as a dedicated thread. When a
SensorReader receives a data set, one SensorDataObject
will be generated, which is predefined by the framework
configuration scheme. Additional meta-information, for ex-
ample physical measurement units or special indicators, are
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also included. Afterwards, the SensorController receives the
respective signal for the completed object. The object will
be transmitted. During the following data processing, the
controller analyses all correlations to information from other
SensorReaders. Finally, the correlated and classified data set
will be stored as an XML data structure.

If the SensorLogReader is reading and analysing an XML
log file in a reverse process, each data set will be converted
into a predefined, framework-conform object and accord-
ingly provided to the data analysis components. The data
sets can be reused for multiple representation or visualisation
output formats. An essential advantage of this framework
system is the fact that the data source is not restricted to local
log files. Also data base systems or network file systems can
act as data input for further analysis and post-processing
steps.

In respect of the communication tasks in the sensor
environment, we also have to discuss security features. Due
to the fact, that GREASE focuses on research & devel-
opment environments, we actually do not consider further
security aspects for the distributed handling and storage of
the sensor data. Within the different development stages of a
given system, engineers design and implement complex test
environments for getting valid and high-quality measurement
results. Accordingly, the risks, which result from general
communication threats are negligible. Anyway, we actually
cooperate with related German car manufacturers in regards
to this weak point. Several research projects focus on the
development of advanced, energy-efficient security features
for embedded, resource-limited sensor network topologies.
In this context, the main challenge is the maintenance of a
lightweight software architecture, which provides stable and
flexible modules for diversified application scenarios. Here,
advanced security mechanisms have a direct impact on the
data throughput and the resource consumption. Accordingly,
our goal is to find a good trade-off between runtime perfor-
mance and security capabilities within GREASE.

VI. APPLICATION SCENARIOS

The proposed concept was developed to manage several
sensor net scenarios at our computer engineering depart-
ment. To clarify functional aspect of the implemented frame-
work, we describe the data processing flow by a real-world
automotive measurement system [11]. For this monitoring
scenario, the existing sensor components of a given research
vehicle were upgraded with high-definition sensor nodes.
These nodes are placed at predefined positions to monitor the
entire environment and provide independent measurement
data about the current temperature, light intensity as well as
the acceleration in two axes and the magnetic field strength.
Thus, the established wireless sensor network provides
meta-information about the measurement environment and
external parameters. Figure 4 illustrates the measurement
scenario.

The wireless sensor communication infrastructure is based
on the IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee [12][13]. Additionally,
mobile sensor nodes are worn by the passengers. In order
to realise localisation features for these nodes, they are
equipped with nanoPAN ultra-low power network interfaces
[14], which provide RSSI-based (Received Signal Strength
Indication) distance information. Both communication tech-
nologies are using the 2.4 GHz frequency spectrum for
the data transmission. A multi-interface, multi-standard data
sink is able to handle both communication standards simulta-
neously. Robust communication stacks with adapted layer 2
and layer 3 protocols minimise interference-based influences
on the communication behaviour.

In addition, we integrated a high-resolution GPS (Global
Positioning System) sensor, which enables the correlation
between absolute positioning information, speed, altitude
and the available on-board vehicle data.

GPS

Sensor
NodeSensor

Node

Sensor
Node

Sensor
NodeSensor

Node

Sink

Figure 4. Measurement system - All data from the sensor nodes and the
GPS module are transmitted to the data sink in the vehicle, represented by
the proposed framework.

By providing a synchronised knowledge base of all sensor
information, a detailed analysis of specific driving situations
and the driver behaviour is possible. Thereby, the GPS data
allows a verification of these situation based on available
track information. Accordingly, we are able to calculated
and predict driver profiles. The results are used to adjust
and to optimise the characteristics of the entire vehicle, for
instance, the engine management system or the suspension
dynamics. Furthermore, an analysis of the wear measuring
quantity provides interesting statements about the vehicle
lifetime.

For this measurement environment, special SensorReader
modules for the data sink communication interfaces were
implemented. Incoming data from the sensor topologies are
classified and converted into abstract data objects, which are
transmitted to the controller. Another SensorReader module
implements features for the GPS data input. Thereby, the
NMEA 0183 (National Marine Electronics Association 0183)
protocol for the positioning data is required. Accordingly,
all kinds of GPS hardware, which supports the NMEA
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protocol and the serial port as communication interface, are
supported.

For the synchronisation of the several sensor data, one
specific SensorReader has to be predefined during the ini-
tialisation of the measurement scenario.

In our exemplary case, the system provides a high-
resolution GPS unit. Besides positioning information, this
sensor also provides an accurate time signal. In consequence,
the given time stamps from the GPS sensor represent the
global synchronisation master. Thereby, the framework is
not restricted for using a time stamp as master index.
Especially for the integration of multiple, autonomous sensor
systems and a missing central scheduling entity, a user-
defined choice for the synchronisation master provides im-
portant benefits.

VII. DATA ANALYSIS

For post-processing the collected data, two data analysis
components were implemented. The first one is an export
module, which prepares the sensor data sets for the storage
in a given database system and accordingly transmits the
chosen information. A second module is responsible for con-
verting the sensor data with dedicated visualisation plugins,
e.g., for Google Earth. Hence, the data output of this module
is a KML representation of all correlated sensor information.
Figure 5 describes the data flow.

Fahrerprofile, welche wiederrum 
der Optimierung der Fahrzeug-
charakteristik dienen. Abbildung 
3 verdeutlicht schematisch den 
Aufbau des Messszenarios. Ne-
ben dem GPS-Empfänger befin-
den sich im Fahrzeug fünf Sen-
sorboards an strategischen Positi-
onen. Alle Informationen fließen 
in einer gemeinsamen Datenbasis 
zusammen. 

Für das Auslesen der Sensor-
boards wurde ein herstellerspezi-
fisches SensorReader-Modul im-
plementiert, welches über den 
seriellen Port ankommende Daten 

klassifiziert und als abstrahierte Datenobjekte an den Controller übergibt. Gleiches gilt für ein 
separat implementiertes Modul für den GPS-Sensor, welches alle NMEA2 standard-konformen 
Geräte [6] unterstützt. Zur Synchronisation der Daten wird während der Versuchsinitialisierung 
ein ausgewählter SensorReader als Master definiert. Da der GPS-Sensor neben den reinen Posi-
tionsdaten auch ein exaktes Zeitsignal liefert, repräsentiert dieser im vorgestellten Szenario den 
globalen Taktgeber (Master) des Systems.  
Das Framework synchronisiert dabei nicht zwingend auf Basis eines Zeitsignals. Der Taktgeber 
des Systems ist durch den Anwender frei definierbar. Dies ist besonders für die Integration au-
tarker Sensoriksysteme ohne eigene Scheduling-Mechanismen interessant.  
 

 
Abbildung 4 Anwendung des Frameworks auf das beschriebene Szenario. 

 

Auswertung 
Für die Auswertung der ermittelten Daten wurden zwei Auswertekomponenten geschaffen. Da-
bei handelt es sich einerseits um ein Exportmodul, welches die Sensorwerte für die Einspeisung 
in die zentrale Datenbank vorbereitet und anschließend überträgt und andererseits um eine zwei-
te Komponente, die die Informationen für Google Earth aufbereitet. Dabei dienen die in die Da-
tenbank übertragenen Datensätze nicht nur der Archivierung, sondern können ihrerseits wieder 
in einen SensorLogReader eingespeist und somit durch andere Auswertemodule weiterverarbei-
tet werden. Die Auswertemodule müssen dabei nicht angepasst werden.  

 
2NMEA 0183……  National Marine Electronics Association 0183 - Standard für die Kommun-

kation zwischen Navigationsgeräten untereinander und mit Computern 

Abbildung 3 Versuchsaufbau - Die Daten der Sensorboards und des 
GPS-Sensors laufen in der Datensenke des Versuchs-
fahrzeuges zusammen. 

Figure 5. Application scenario of the proposed framework.

Within Google Earth, an additional 3D altitude track
extends the visualised measurement curves (represented in
Figure 6). The entire data processing flow integrates all
proposed features for the data recording, handling and visual
representation. All developed components are as generic as
possible. This also includes a high compatibility level for
both hardware and software environments [15][16].

Figure 6. Data visualisation in Google Earth.

Figure 7. Data visualisation in FlexPro.

Other commercial software tools, e.g., FlexPro, or jBeam
(see Figure 7, are able to import these information for the
database for advanced, sectoral data post-processing tasks.
Therefore, a dedicated CSV (Comma Separated Values)
export module ensures a universal exchange interface.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed research work described the implementation
of a comprehensive data processing environment for hetero-
geneous sensor systems. The basic concept provides generic
structures for many further research projects in the field of
novel data aggregation and data fusion techniques. For an
easy data collecting and data analysis process, we are now
able to synchronise and correlate the single data sets also
on resource limited and embedded computer systems. The
result is a common and extensive knowledge base, which
integrates all information sources into complex data sets.

In comparison to other related software tools, the pro-
posed framework fulfils essential requirements for a flex-
ible usage, a resource-efficient runtime behaviour as well
as a automated or semi-automated operating mode. The
presented framework is used for several wireless sensor
and actuator network projects at the Chemnitz University
of Technology. We developed a standardised process for
monitoring and archiving data from a heterogeneous sensor
network topology in a synchronised way. Besides storing
basic information from the sensor data sets, the system
also integrates meta-information from the environment to
increase the reuse factor of the measurement scenario. The
universal XML data representation and a modular plugin
system ensure a generic usage for all kind of sensor scenario.
Multiple data input and output interfaces provides a high
level of compatibility to other software tools and data
formats.

Regarding the presented automotive application scenario,
the proposed framework enables correlations between the
measured sensor data from the test track and specific
driver profiles. Accordingly, these information allow dy-
namic adaptations of the driving parameters within the
vehicle. This offers novel and interesting possibilities to
optimise a vehicle for the specific characteristics of its driver.
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Abstract—While widely endorsed, the increased provision of
electricity from renewable sources comes with the concern that
energy supply will not be as reliable in the future as it is today,
due to variations in the availability of wind and solar power.
However, fluctuations in energy supply also give rise to volatility
of the price for short-term energy procurement, and therefore
bear the opportunity to save costs through shifting energy
consumption to periods of low market prices. In a previous
work, we presented an evolution-strategy-based optimization
of production schedules with respect to day-ahead energy price
predictions, yielding good results, but – being a stochastic
optimization – not always arriving at the best solution. In this
paper, we extend our framework by agent-based mechanisms
for distribution and parallelization of the optimization, to
increase scalability and reliability of the approach.

Keywords-multi-agent systems; production planning; energy
efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, environmental-friendly production of en-
ergy and goods has gained more and more importance, with
both customers and governments demanding for “green”
production and increased provision of renewable energies.
However, critics claim that by relying more on variable and
volatile energy sources such as wind and solar power, the
future energy supply will not be as stable as today, with
variations in available energy over time [1].

However, these fluctuations in energy supply also give rise
to the volatility of the price for short-term energy procure-
ment, e.g., via the European Energy Exchange (EEX) [2],
taking into account the predicted feed-in of wind energy,
the current oil price and previous EEX results. This bears
the opportunity for manufacturing industries to decrease pro-
duction costs by shifting energy-intense production steps to
periods of high wind and solar energy availability – and thus
low energy prices – at the same time also fostering the use
of environmental-friendly renewable energy sources. Today,
demand-response mechanisms like this are only beginning
to be implemented in the industry, but are expected to gain
currency in some countries, as fluctuation of short term
energy price becomes more distinctive [3].

In previous work [4], we presented an approach for
optimizing a production schedule with respect to day-ahead

energy price predictions, using evolution-strategy. The op-
timization yields good results most of the time; but being
a stochastic algorithm, it does not always arrive at the best
solution, getting stuck in local optima instead. Thus, to find
the global optimum, the optimization needs to be run more
than once on a specific process graph. However, depending
on the complexity and granularity of the process graph, the
optimization can be a time consuming process, and with
the restricted time frame available between receiving energy
price forecasts and the end of the bidding period, it becomes
necessary to distribute and to parallelize the optimization
procedure.

In this paper, the optimization framework is extended
by agent-based mechanisms. Using a simple interaction
protocol, the optimization can transparently be distributed
to multiple servers to increase scalability and reliability, as
individual optimization runs are executed in parallel. As we
evaluated the results, we found out that even very few runs,
or “populations”, are sufficient to reliably arrive at a near-
optimal solution, without increasing the time to find these
results significantly.

We start this paper by outlining the principles of our
so far work (Section II) and proceed by describing on
how the multi-agent system paradigm can be used for the
purpose of manufacturing process optimization with respect
to dynamic energy procurement (Section III). We proceed
with the evaluation of the optimization framework (Sec-
tion IV) and subsequently compare our approach to related
work (Section V). Finally, we wrap up with a conclusion
(Section VI).

II. PREVIOUS WORK

In the following, we will provide a short recapitulation of
our work so far [4]. We start by presenting the production
process meta model and proceed with details on the simula-
tion and optimization algorithms. Subsequently, we explain
how the system has been implemented.

A. Production Process Meta-Model

In our approach, any production process is modeled as
a bipartite graph of activities and resources, similar to a
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Figure 1. Process meta-model [4]

Petri net [5]. Activities have input and output resources,
a duration of multiple atomic time steps, and a variable
energy consumption over this duration, which can also be
negative for energy sources and storage devices. Resources
have a minimum and maximum capacity and a current stock.
Resources are subdivided into primary resources (e.g., raw
materials, intermediate products), secondary resources (e.g.,
pressurized air, gas, waste heat) and inventory resources
(e.g., machines). The meta-model is shown in Figure 1.

Since electrical energy is the main concern of the opti-
mization, it is not modeled as a resource but treated sepa-
rately. Unlike other resources, electrical energy is available
in (for all practical purposes) unlimited quantity and at a
variable price, based on the energy market.

When an activity is executed, its input resources are con-
sumed and its output resources are produced, and it will add
to the overall energy consumption of the production process.
Primary and inventory resources are consumed/allocated in
the first step and produced/de-allocated in the last step of
the activity’s execution; secondary resources are produced
or consumed in every step of the respective activity.

Using this simple meta-model, a wide range of production
processes can be modeled. At the same time it facilitates the
simulation and optimization of energy consuming activities
in other domains, such as e.g., the utilization and charging
schedules of electric vehicles.

B. Simulation and Optimization

The purpose of the optimization is to find the best
possible production schedule for a given process model. In
the implementation at hand, cost optimization is conducted
mainly on the basis of day-ahead price forecasts, e.g., for
the EEX electricity spot market. The optimization consists of
three major steps: (1) The simulation of a given production
schedule, (2) measuring the quality of that simulated sched-
ule, and (3) finding the schedule with the highest quality.

1) Simulation: The simulation of a production schedule
keeps track of the resource stocks and the energy con-
sumption in each step of the simulation for the duration
of the process, checking which activities are to be started,
which activities are still running, and which activities are

to be ended in the current step, producing and consuming
resources and energy accordingly.

Concerning energy consumption and cost, two parame-
ters of the simulation can be adjusted to reflect different
determining factors: First, an energy price curve can be
provided, for instance from the day-ahead energy market.
Second, a base energy level can be specified, being the
amount of energy the facility acquires via a flat fee. Energy
consumption up to this level has already been paid for, so
the energy price curve does not apply for it.

2) Quality Measurement: The quality of a production
schedule p is determined by the inverse of its defect, which
is the weighted sum of the total energy costs (pe · we) and
the total over- and undershootings of the several resources’
capacities (pr,d · wr,d) over all steps of the simulation.

defect(p) = pe · we +
∑

r∈{p,s,i}

∑
d∈{l,h}

pr,d · wr,d

Different weights (wr,d) can (and should) be used for
resource stocks being too low and those being too high
(d ∈ {l, h}) and for the different kinds of resources
(r ∈ {p, s, i}).

Production schedules, which exceed the maximum or
minimum capacities of a resource are not discarded, but are
merely given a lower quality rating. For many optimization
algorithms this is necessary in order to overcome local
optima. For example, a schedule might be highly improved
by swapping two activities. During this swap, there may be
a phase in which the activities will both occupy a shared
resource, but the benefits of the new schedule may be big
enough to compensate for this temporary defect.

3) Optimization: For finding an energy- and cost-efficient
production schedule, making best use of a given energy price
curve, we use Evolution Strategy [6], which is similar to
genetic algorithms.

As the name implies, Evolution Strategy is inspired by
natural evolution: Using a (µ/ρ + λ) strategy, an initial
“population” of µ individuals is generated. In the system
at hand, each individual represents one production schedule.
Based on these µ “parents”, λ “offspring” are generated by
recombining a random selection of ρ parents and slightly
“mutating” the result. Finally, the quality of each of the par-
ents and offspring is determined and the µ best individuals
are selected to be the parents of the next generation. This
process is repeated until a satisfactory production schedule
is found.

The initial population is created by a very simple sched-
uler, aligning production activities as long as and as early as
the primary resources permit, or until a desired quantity of
products has been produced. In order to mutate an individual,
either a random activity is inserted into or removed from
the schedule, or one or more activities are moved to another
position in the schedule, thus being executed earlier or later.
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C. Optimization Framework and Tools

The approach is currently being evaluated using a pro-
totypical implementation, which can be used to design the
manufacturing process to be simulated, to configure and to
run the actual optimization, and to visualize the results.

The process meta-model and a simple graphical editor
for creating and configuring process models have been
implemented as an extension to the Eclipse development
environment. Following the usual notation for Petri nets,
activities are represented by rectangles and resources by
circles (see the example in Section IV).

Regarding the optimization, a generic optimization frame-
work has been created, which can be used for optimizing
different domains using different optimization algorithms.
The actual Evolution Strategy algorithm as well as the
process model domain have been implemented as plug-ins
for this framework, targeting the optimization of compa-
rably complex and heterogeneous industrial manufacturing
processes. With respect to other domains, such as charge
optimization of a large numbers of electric vehicles, other
algorithms may be expedient.

For the manufacturing domain, the system features a large
domain-specific area, providing controls for configuring the
simulation and optimization (e.g., the energy price curve to
use) and for showing the best production schedule found
so far in a Gantt-like diagram. Once the optimization has
come to an end, additional charts are available, showing the
energy consumption and stocks of individual resources over
the course of the simulation, as well as the development of
these charts over the course of the entire optimization as a
three-dimensional plot. Finally, the optimized process plan
can be saved to file.

III. AGENT-BASED OPTIMIZATION OF MANUFACTURING
SCHEDULES

While Evolution Strategy yields good results most of the
time, it is also possible, as with other stochastic local search
algorithms, that the optimization gets stuck in local optima.
To increase the chances of arriving at a solution close to
the global optimum, the optimization should be applied
on more than one “population”, and since the individual
populations are independent of each other, they can easily
be parallelized.

As described in the introduction, we combine the op-
timization framework with agent-oriented technologies to
distribute and parallelize the optimization, and find global
optima within reasonable time.

In the following we describe a simple interaction protocol,
which makes a number of optimization servers (i.e., agents
conducting the optimization) available to more than one
optimization client. Further, we explain how the protocol
was implemented using the JIAC V agent framework.

Figure 2. Interaction protocol used in the distributed optimization.

A. Interaction Protocol

Using the simple interaction protocol outlined in this
section, each of the populations of a (µ/ρ+λ) optimization
can be distributed to another agent. Since each run of the
optimization, or each population respectively, is independent
from the others, this does not introduce any noteworthy
communication overhead. An interaction diagram of the
protocol is shown in Figure 2.

The roles in the protocol are:
• optimization client, requesting an optimization
• optimization server, conducting the optimization
Obviously, there should be more than one optimization

server agent for the distribution to provide any benefit at
all, and there may be multiple clients, as well, sharing
those servers. In the following we will describe the several
interactions comprised in the protocol.

1) The protocol starts with a client broadcasting a RE-
QUEST message to all the servers.

2) Each server receiving the message checks whether it
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already has an “employer”, i.e., whether it is currently
running an optimization. If not, it replies with an
OKAY message.

3) The client received the OKAY message, and if it still
requires the server (i.e., if there have not been enough
replies from other servers yet), it replies by sending
the actual MODEL to be optimized to that server. The
number of remaining optimization runs is reduced.

4) On receiving the MODEL message, the server will
check again whether it already has an employer, as in
the case of multiple clients, it might have sent OKAY
messages to other clients, which may already have sent
their MODEL messages.
• If so, the server replies with a TOO LATE message.

The client received this messages and corrects the
number of remaining optimizations.

• Otherwise, the server accepts the client as its
new employer and starts the optimization run, and
finally sends a message holding the RESULT back
to the client.

• At any time, the client can send an ABORT
message, stopping the optimization.

5) The client continues sending out REQUEST messages
until the desired number of optimizations has been
conducted.

B. The JIAC V Multi-Agent Framework

JIAC V (Java Intelligent Agent Componentware, Ver-
sion 5) is a Java-based multi-agent development framework
and runtime environment [7]. Among others, JIAC features
communication, tuple-space based memory, transparent dis-
tribution of agents and services, as well as support for
dynamic reconfiguration in distributed environments, such
as component exchange at runtime. Individual JIAC agents
are situated within Agent Nodes, i.e., runtime containers,
which also provide support for strong migration. The agents’
behaviors and capabilities are defined in a number of so-
called Agent Beans, which are controlled by the agent’s life
cycle.

C. Implementation

The protocol has been implemented by means of two
JIAC Agent Beans, namely the Optimization Client Bean
and Optimization Server Bean. Just like the optimization
framework introduced in Section II, the Agent Beans were
kept generic so that they – and thus the protocol – can
just as well be used with domain-models other than the one
presented in this work, and even with different optimization
algorithms.

Using asynchronous messaging, the implementation with
JIAC (or a similar multi-agent framework) has some ad-
vantages over traditional approaches using remote procedure
calls or web services:

Figure 3. Example process: automobile construction (simplified)

• Both the Client Nodes and the Server Nodes can be
distributed to any computer in the local network, with
no need to configure IP addresses or ports.

• With each JIAC agent running in a separate thread, a
node with multiple agents can be deployed to a multi-
core server computer, and will automatically make ideal
use of the several CPUs.

• Optimization procedures can be aborted ahead of time
by sending the appropriate message. Similarly, the
servers can send back intermediate results, to provide
a trend for long-running optimizations.

Besides advantages over alternative means of distributed
systems, the agent-based approach performs as expected
with respect to previous local optimization. It yields good
results in reasonable time and the variability of results
decreases with an increased number of populations.

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluated our optimization algorithm and the benefits
of distribution and parallelization using a fictional process, a
production goal of five completed cars, a hill-shaped energy
price curve and an evolution strategy with µ = 3 and λ = 8.

A. Example Process

For the evaluation, a simple, fictional example process
inspired by automotive industry was used (Figure 3). The
process starts with two energy-intensive activities, which
induce lots of waste-heat besides their primary production
purpose: welding and painting the car chassis. Once the
paint has dried, some interior works are performed, and
finally the doors are attached to the chassis. For each of
the intermediate products, a specific primary resource is
created. The resulting production process graph is supple-
mented with utility activities and resources such as cooling,
on-site electricity storage and a gas-powered cogeneration
unit. The latter two elements can be used to temporarily
decrease the grid energy consumption, but costs for the
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corresponding increase in gas consumption will in turn add
to the production schedule’s penalty.

While the process surely is very simplified, it comprises
most of the aspects that can be realized in the process model,
for example
• the modeling of the basic production chain,
• one kind of machinery being used for two activities,
• the use of resources associated with a cost, or
• cooling facilities and other supporting processes.

B. Optimization Results

To asses the benefit of distribution and parallelization, the
example process was optimized several times with different
numbers of populations. The size of populations ranged
from one to thirteen, and ten runs of the optimization
were performed in each case. The results are shown in the
logarithmic plot in Figure 4.

As can be seen, using only one population, the quality of
the optimized process plan varies greatly. While there are
some results with near-optimal quality, many populations
apparently get stuck in local optima, and obtain a low
overall-quality. For up to four populations, results start to
look better, but are still noticeably scattered. For five and
more populations, the results become reliable, with almost
each optimization run resulting in near-optimal quality.

It may be noticed that the maximum quality reached –
around 0.05 – is still far from the theoretically possible 1.0.
The reason for this is that energy costs, no matter whether
they could be improved any further, still add to the defect
of the process. Thus, with minimum energy costs of around
20 (in no specific currency), the quality can not be much
greater than 0.05.

Also to be noted is the gap in quality between around
0.015 and 0.045. This gap separates results, which still have
resource conflicts, and those merely suffering from less-
than-optimal energy costs. In the evaluation, the weight of
resource conflicts was set to add greatly to the overall result’s
defect.

Further, we noted that there is little to none correlation
between the time an individual optimization run takes, and
the resulting quality (see Figure 4), i.e., a quick optimization
run can yield a very good result, while a long-running
optimization does not guarantee to bring a good result. Thus,
one possibility to improve the performance could be to start
a large number of optimization in parallel, and to abort the
remaining optimization runs once the first few results to
choose from have arrived.

V. RELATED WORK

Industry has long since discovered, that process optimiza-
tion is able to increase revenues significantly. As a result,
there are many sophisticated applications available today. In
this section we outline the latest optimization tools. Due to
the broad range of existing approaches we focus our survey

on works, which influenced us the most. We conclude this
section by discussing significance of our work against the
backdrop of contemporary applications.

Highly interesting for our work is the approach of Santos
et al. [8], as it puts focus on energy related criteria. Yet,
as opposed to our objective, the aim of Santos et al. is to
reduce energy consumption in general, while we try to adapt
our manufacturing schedules to a given objective function.
Bernik et al. [9] developed a similar approach, although they
do not account for energy criteria. The approach is capable
to propose manufacturing schedules, which are able to fulfill
a given production target. In addition to the manufacturing
schedule, resource requirements are calculated and assigned
to the production depots. Schreiber et al. [10] describe a
similar application, which optimizes manufacturing sched-
ules with respect to a specified given production target. As
opposed to the approach of Bernik et al., the application is
able to calculate so called lot-sizes, which are defined as
the number of pieces, which are processed at the same time
at one workplace with one-off (time) and at the same costs
investment for its set up [10].

In addition to the above mentioned academic works, there
are many commercial software packages available.

The Siemens Plant Simulation Software [11], for instance,
is a commercially available software, which facilitates the
optimization of production systems and controlling strate-
gies. Business- and logistic- processes may be supported
as well. Processes are captured in compliance with an
object oriented domain model. The SIMUL8 framework [12],
Arena [13] and GPSS/H [14] provide similar features and
are able to simulate entire production processes, from
warehouse capacities, to equipment utilization, to logistics-,
transportation-, military- and mining applications. Beyond
that, SIMUL8 additionally accounts for real life require-
ments, such as maintenance intervals and shift patterns.
Other types of software packages as for instance Simio [15]
and ShowFlow [16] do not explicitly focus on the opti-
mization of production processes, but on their visualization.
For this purpose, most of the mentioned applications apply
sophisticated 3D engines.

Thus far, the mentioned works are focused on the opti-
mization of production processes. Yet, over the last years,
the idea of general purpose frameworks emerged. Instead of
focusing on a particular domain or problem, general purpose
frameworks are able to optimize processes in general. Foun-
dation to these frameworks is a generic meta-model, which
is able to capture process structures.

PACE [17] and AnyLogic [18] for instance feature an
arbitrary level of detail for process design. While PACE
uses hierarchically arranged High-Level-Petri-Nets for this
purpose, AnyLogic applies an object-oriented meta-model
to capture process structures. SLX [19] takes a layered
approach to process modeling. Most commonplace pro-
cesses are handled in SLX’s upper layers, while unique
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Figure 4. Left: Correlation of number of populations to expected result quality. The graph indicates average quality values. Right: Correlation of time of
optimization run to result quality.

and more complex problems can be captured with SLX’s
lower layers. The Microsaint [20] package totally avoids
hierarchically structures and facilitates readability as well
as easy comprehensibility. The framework entirely relies
on flow charts as meta process language. In most analyzed
frameworks, process design is usually supported by visual
editing tools. The ADONIS framework [21] for instance
provides an impressive graphical editor for the design and
manipulation of the examined process system.

Finally, we analyzed tools which have been developed
for similar optimization problems, but for domains different
from manufacturing. Business processes for instance have
a striking resemblance to manufacturing processes and as
there are optimization frameworks for business processes,
we want to mention the most prominent members of this
realm as well.

To start with, ProcessModel [22] is a business process
optimization software, which supports optimization from
problem analysis to efficiency evaluation. The tool is able
to visualize many aspects such as money savings or the
efficiency of analyzed processes to serve customers. A
similar application is SIMPROCESS [23]. In addition to
the capabilities of ProcessModel, SIMPROCESS is able to
handle hierarchical process structures and comes along with
a set of sophisticated tools for the process design. Both
applications apply means of simulation in order to verify
optimized processes and to estimate their overall quality.

In this section, we gave a comprehensive overview on
state of the art concepts and applications. To sum up;
our idea of optimizing production with respect to dynamic
energy tariffs is adopted by none of the examined appli-
cations. Further, we can state that energy related criteria
are currently not comprehensively covered by state-of-the-
art solution, as only the approach of Santos et al. facilitates
such factors. We learned that evolutionary algorithms can be

used to increase the performance of optimization algorithms
and thus applied such principle [6]. Finally, the AnyLogic
framework convinced us to apply mechanisms of distributed
computing, namely the agent paradigm.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed the use of a multi-agent system
for the distributed process optimization with respect to
energy consumption. A set of software agents has been de-
signed and deployed to a physically distributed client-server-
architecture, implementing an interaction protocol for the
dynamic coordination of optimization processes and result
aggregation. Feasibility and performance of the system were
verified by using an exemplary manufacturing process. Re-
sults show that an increased number of parallel populations
significantly decreases the variability of simulation outcomes
and the probability of receiving a suboptimal result. Due to
parallelization, the duration of the optimization did not vary
noticeably with an increased number of populations.

In this study, only the distribution of many equivalent
optimization jobs to several agents is evaluated. However,
the agent-based optimization system is designed to accom-
plish variations between the individual jobs, e.g., using
different settings for the optimization. Furthermore, diverse
optimization strategies besides Evolution Strategy can be in-
troduced as plug-ins to the system. As an example, there may
be distinct independent sub-problems in the manufacturing
site’s overall process graph, such as the optimization of
manufacturing processes on the one hand and the charging of
forklift trucks on the other hand, where distinct optimization
algorithms perform better or worse.

Future work will be dedicated to the evaluation of quality
and performance gains through the aforementioned exten-
sions to the system; namely diversification of population
parameters (e.g., number of parents and offspring), diversifi-
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cation of optimizing algorithms, and breaking down process
graphs into sub-problems to distribute them among different
agents.

Further, it is our intention to exploit the agent-paradigm
stronger. In this work, we focused on the aspect of distribu-
tion and neglected other important characteristics of software
agency, as for instance autonomy, pro- or reactiveness. The
reason for this decision is simple, as we see the contribution
of this particular paper in the distributed structure of our for-
merly centralized solution. For the future, we want to use this
distributed structure as a basis for further extensions. Having
this objective in mind, we aspire an autonomous energy
procurement of additional energy and also an autonomous
brokering of energy surpluses, based on predicted energy
demands. In addition, we want to enhance our distributed
optimization by load balancing capabilities. Optimization
clients will be aware of the local load and be able to migrate
to machines with free capacity.
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Abstract—In the smart grid, smart meters play an important
role in keeping a real-time balance between energy production
and energy consumption. The advanced metering infrastruc-
ture is responsible of collecting, storing, analyzing and pro-
viding metering data from smart meters to the authorized
parties, and also carrying commands, requests, messages and
software updates from the authorized parties to the smart
meters. As such, advanced metering infrastructure is one of
the important components of the smart grid, and securing
it is a prerequisite for guaranteeing a large acceptance and
deployment of the smart grid. One step towards securing it is
to provide authentication, integrity and confidentiality services.
Another important step is to preserve the privacy of the end-
customer equipped with a smart meter, where all its related-
data (including metering data) are kept secret, such as energy
consumption, billing and which smart appliances are used in its
premises. In this paper, we propose an ID-based authentication
protocol for the advanced metering infrastructure, which pro-
vides source authentication, data integrity and non-repudiation
services, while preserving the end-customer’s privacy.

Keywords-Identity-based Cryptography; Key Establishment;
Data Source Authentication; Smart Grid; Advanced Metering
Infrastructure; Smart Meter; User’s privacy

I. INTRODUCTION

The term SM (Smart Meter) designs an advanced digital
utility meter (electricity, gas, water, heat, etc.) equipped
with a two-way communication interface. In the context of
the SG (Smart power Grid), a SM is installed at an end-
customer premises, and is able to communicate with the
utility (energy utility), by sending metering data (e.g., energy
consumed/locally produced, grid status, meter status, etc.),
and also by responding to messages from the utility (e.g.,
software update, realtime pricing, load shedding, energy cut-
off, etc.).

The SM is a key element in the AMI (Advanced Metering
Infrastructure), as shown in Figure 1. The AMI [1] is re-
sponsible for collecting, analyzing, storing and providing the
metering data sent by the SMs to the appropriate authorized
parties (e.g., energy provider, utility, SG operator, etc.).
The AMI is also responsible for transmitting requests, com-
mands, pricing-information and software updates from the
authorized parties to the SMs. Figure1 presents a simplified

view of the AMI as a part of the SG, where we differentiate
the following components[2]:

• End-customer’s HAN: this includes the SM, which
is the main component, in addition to SAs (smart
appliances), e-car (electric car) and local renewable
energy sources in a customer’s premises.

• GW (Gateway): the GW acts as an interface between a
set of SMs and the AMI head-end. The GW plays the
role of a concentrator, collecting data from several SMs
using a local short-distance communication infrastruc-
ture (e.g., ZigBee, Bluetooth, WiFi, PLC, etc.), then
sending them using a long-distance communication
infrastructure (e.g., Internet, GSM, WiMax, GPRS) to
the AMI head-end. It could also play the role of a
firewall, by protecting the end-customers HAN from
outside attackers. There may be several levels of GWs:
a GW per a residential building block (a set of HANs),
an upper level GW per a set of building blocks, etc.

• AMI Communication Infrastructure: in its simplest
form, this network provides a communication path from
the SM/GW to the AMI head-end, and reciprocally.

• AMI head-end: is responsible for two-way communi-
cation with SMs/GWs. Thus it serves as a gateway
between the end-customer’s HAN (mainly the SM) and
the AMI back-end.

• AMI back-end: the components in the AMI back-end
manage SMs, use data collected from SMs (for billing,
grid status estimation, consumption/production fore-
casting, outage management, etc.) and send data and
requests (software/firmeware update, real-time pricing,
load shedding, etc.) to SMs. The MDMS (Meter Data
Management System) [2] is responsible for storing all
the exchanged data with the SMs, then dispatching
them to the authorized receivers.

The well-functioning of the SG is based on the trustworthy
of the overall data flow(assuming authentic origin/source
and data integrity), including the data exchanged in the
the AMI [3]. Attacking the AMI will impact the utility
and the end-customer, and, as consequence, threaten the
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Figure 1. A general view of the AMI as part of the SG

security of the SG. An attacker could impersonate the SMs
and send false meter readings to the utility. This may
results on financial loss for the utility, unbalanced energy
production/consumption and may lead to power outages.
Moreover, an attacker could target the end-customers HAN,
by masquerading as the utility and sending fake commands
(e.g., disconnection or load shedding), fake pricing messages
(low price during peak period and high price during off-peak
period), resulting on financial loss for the end-customer.
The attacker could also impersonate the GW to which is
connected the SM and thus drop all messages sent from/to
the SM, impacting both the utility and the end-customer.
Finally, the attacker could also impersonate the SM to the
local SAs inside the end-customers HAN, making them to
operate during peak period .

Securing the flow of data in the AMI requires establishing
secure (end-to-end) communication channels between com-
municating parties in the AMI, providing the basic security
services: data source authentication, non-repudiation and
confidentiality [3], where:

1. Data source authentication allows the verification of
the identity that one party claim to have (origin au-

thentication), and that the data received from that party
was not altered en-route (data integrity). This service
protects the AMI from the following attacks: identity
impersonation, MITM (Man-In-The-Middle) [4] attack
and data injection/modification.

2. Non-repudiation prevents a sender from denying send-
ing a message. This service is required to avoid that a
SM (end-customer) deny sending some metering data
(energy consumption), or the energy provider deny
sending some real-time pricing. This service is useful
when responsibilities in case of dispute need to be
clearly identified.

3. Confidentiality protects data from being legible to unau-
thorized parties.

In our paper, we mainly investigate how to efficiently pro-
vide the two first security services. In addition, we consider a
third security service, which is related to the end-customer’s
HAN privacy. Information about the SAs inside the end-
customer’s HAN (e.g., identity, type, etc.) should not be
divulged, even when a SM and a SA need to mutually
authenticate.

In this paper, we present an ID(Identity)-based authen-
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tication protocol for the AMI, providing data source au-
thentication and non-repudiation services, and preserving the
privacy of the end-customer. In Section II, we review some
related works about authentication in AMI. In Section III,
we describe our motivation towards our proposal, give the
assumptions we made and summarize the notations we use.
Section IV presents our ID-based authentication protocol for
the AMI, and Section V discusses its security and gives a
brief comparison with the related works. Section VI gives
some perspective works and concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Several authentication protocols (APs) were proposed for
the SG and the AMI, all of them rely on the use of
one or more of the following cryptographic keying mate-
rials/schemes:

1. Using traditional PKC (public-key cryptography); cou-
pled with a PKI [5] (public key infrastructure), as in [6].

2. Using IBC (ID-based Cryptography) [7]; coupled with
a single trusted PKG (Private Key Generator), as in [8].

3. Using solely symmetric-key cryptography; coupled
with a single trusted KDC (Key Distribution Center),
as in [9] [10].

The proposed authentication protocols achieve authentica-
tion between two parties A and B, in one of the following
two ways:
• Prove the possession of a shared secret key (pre-shared

or established), that only both parties know/share. This
is typically done by generating/verifying a MAC (mes-
sage authentication code) using the shared key. How-
ever, MACs do not provide non-repudiation service,
since the used key is known to the two parties.

• Prove the possession of a private information (called
private key) without revealing it, that the other party
could verify using an authentic public information re-
lated to the prover (called public key). This is typically
done by generating digital signatures using the signer’s
private key, while the receiver uses the signer’s public
key to check the signatures. Digital signatures provide
non-repudiation service, if and only if the signer’s
private key is known to the signer only.

In [6], Fouda et al. investigate the authentication between
two parties A and B of the SG: mainly a SM and a GW.
Each entity possess a pair of self-generated private/public
keys, while the public key is certified by one of the CAs
(Certification Authorities) of the PKI. After verifying the
certificate of each others (is valid and not revoked), A and B
use the authenticated DH key establishment mechanism [4],
in order to securely establish a secret shared key KA B ,
that both use to provide data source authentication. If non-
repudiation is required, each party can use its private key to
generate signatures.

In [8], So et al. propose an ID-based encryption and
signature protocol for the AMI, based on IBC. The authors

Figure 2. Private/Public Keys generation in IBC System

assume the existence of a widely trusted PKG that possesses
a master private (SPKG)/public (PPKG) keys. The PKG
generates the ID-based private key of each entity A in the
AMI using IDA and SPKG, while A’s ID-based public
key could be easily derived from A’s identity IDA (see
Figure 2). Again, to provide data source authentication, A
uses its private key to generate signatures over the messages
it sends, while a receiver B uses IDA to derive A’s public
key, then checks the authenticity of the messages received
from A. Since the protocol is based on IBC, certificates are
not used. The authenticity of A is implicitly checked if its
signature is successfully verified, which means that A owns
the right private key issued by the PKG.

In [10], Ayday et al. investigate authentication in end-
customer’s HAN, where each HAN contains: a GW, a SM,
and a set of SAs. The authors assume that the utility plays
the role of a widely trusted KDC in the SG, and that each
GW possesses a unique IP address (serving as its ID) issued
by an ISP (Internet Service Provider). The KDC shares a
long-term unique secret key LTKA with each entity A. Two
entities A and B, with corresponding unique identifiers IDA

and IDB , trying to establish a secure communication for
the first time, send first an authenticated key-establishment
request carrying both IDA and IDB , to the KDC. The KDC
serves the requests as follows:

• The KDC checks that the messages are authentic using
LTKA and LTKB .

• If the requests originate from a SM and a GW and
are authentic, the KDC first uses the service of a
third party providing localization information, to make
sure that SM and GW are collocated (belong to the
same HAN). Mainly, the KDC knows the location
LocSM of SM due to the billing address of SM, then
sends IDGW and LocSM to the ISP (internet service
provider) of GW, which could determine whether or
not LocGW=LocSM . In this way, the KDC avoids a
wrong/malicious key-establishment between a GW and
SM of different HANs. If SM and GW are collocated,
the KDC generates a secret key KSM GW and securely
sends it encrypted using LTKSM to SM and using
LTKGW to GW.

• If the key-establishment is between GW/SM and a SA,
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the KDC first verifies that the GW and the SM related
to the SA have already established a secret key. Finally,
the KDC issues a secret key KSA GW (resp. KSA SM )
and securely sends it to SA and GW (resp. SA and SM).

In [9], Yan et al. present an authentication and encryption
protocol for the AMI, where SMs are interconnected through
a multi-hop wireless network, and form a logical linear
communication path to reach a remote collector node (GW).
The authors assume the existence of trusted KDC (utility),
which shares a secret key with each SM and securely issues
a secret key to each pair of SMs in the communication path.
A SM encrypts its reading using the key shared with the GW,
and authenticates the data it sends (including data received
from previous SMs in the path) using the key shared with
the next SM in the path. In this way, each SM could verify
the authenticity of the data it receives, and also guarantee
the confidentiality of the metering data that it generates.

A. discussion

Authentication protocols based on symmetric-key cryp-
tography coupled with KDC [9] [10], and those based on
IBC coupled with a PKG [8], are known for their relatively
low induced overheads (computation, storage, transmission),
and lightweight management requirements (no need for PKI,
since certificates are not used). In the other side, authentica-
tion protocols based on PKC are known for their relatively
expensive overheads, especially for resources-constrained
devices, and require the costly deployment of a PKI to issue
and manage a large number of digital certificate. However,
the fine performance of [8] [9] [10], comes at the expense
of some security issues and some hard to fulfil assumptions:
• All the three protocols assume the existence of a single

trusted entity (usually the utility) in the whole SG,
playing the role of the PKG in [8] and the role of the
KDC in [9] [10]. Assuming the existence of a single
trusted entity (PKG or KDC) in the AMI is a hard to
fulfil assumption, and do not scale to a so large network
(millions of SMs, SAs, etc.). It is not trivial that the
large number of manufacturers of SMs, SAs, GWs, e-
cars, etc., would accept to trust the same single entity
for key management. Moreover, would this single entity
be able to efficiently manage the security of a large
number of entities and systems involved in the AMI?

• In [8] based on IBC, the PKG issues the private keys
of all entities of the SG. As a consequence, there is a
key-escrow problem, and thus, non-repudiation service
could not be guaranteed.

• In [9] [10], the KDC issues a secret shared key for
any pair of communicating entities A and B in the
AMI (SM, GW, SA, etc.). As a consequence, the pri-
vacy of communications in the AMI is not completely
preserved, since the KDC can easily eavesdrop on the
encrypted messages, or even impersonate any entity
without being detected. Moreover, the end-customer’s

privacy in [10] is not preserved, since information
related to the SAs in its HAN could be divulged during
the key-establishment phase between a GW/SM and
SAs.

• [10] assumes the existence of a GW per HAN/SM,
whereas in practice there is one GW to serve a set
of SMs. Requiring a GW per HAN, either means
integrating a GW (with all its advanced features) with
each SM, or deploying a separate GW per SM/HAN.
Both solutions are financially expensive due to the
large number of deployed SMs. Assuming that one GW
serves a set of HANs, the use of ISP to check whether
the SM and the GW are collocated will fail, since the
GW and the SM are now in two different locations.
As a consequence, preventing wrong/malicious key-
establishment could not be guaranteed.

• Assuming that the utility plays the role of the KDC
or the PKG is problematic, since in many countries
(e.g., USA) several independent electricity utilities may
operate in the same region. In this case, we will end up
with several KDCs/PKGs, which make all the previous
authentication protocols not directly applicable.

Finally, all the proposed protocols do not consider the
case where SAs of HANi could successfully mutually
authenticate with the SM of a neighboring HANj . This
situation could make the SAs to be controlled by the SM of
HANj instead of the SM of HANi. Meanwhile, the same
problem occurs, except for [8], when establishing secure
communications between a SM and the right GW: e.g., a
SM communicate with the GW of a neighboring building
and not the GW of the the local building.

III. MOTIVATION, ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS

A. Motivation and Assumptions

To provide an efficient authentication for the AMI, we
mainly make use of symmetric-key cryptography and IBC,
and rarely consider using classical PKC (RSA, DSA, and
even ECC) [4], since it requires the use of certificates, where
certificate distribution/fetching and certificate validation will
add extra overheads that some resource-constrained devices
in the AMI (SMs, SAs, etc.) could not easily offer. The only
exception is for PKGs, which still use classical ECC [11].

Moreover, in order to provide non-repudiation service and
protect the end-customer’s HAN privacy, we do not rely on
a KDC for authentication and key management. Instead, we
use a variant of IBC called certificate-less IBC [12], where
each entity’s private key is partially issued by the PKG, the
other part of the key being securely issued by the entity
itself. Using certificate-less IBC, we can now provide non-
repudiation service for the AMI, which was not possible
using the basic IBC as in [8].

Unlike [8] [9] [10], we assume the existence of several
trusted key management authorities (PKG), where entities
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Table I
USED NOTATIONS

SM Smart meter
SA Smart appliance
GW Gateway
EP Energy Provider
IDA unique identity of entity A
NA a nonce value generated by A
PA A’s public-key
SA ID-based private key of A, or simply A’s private key
PKGi the ith Private Key Generator
PPKGi

Public key of PKGi

SPKGi
master-secret Private key of PKGi

MAC Message Authentication Code
KA B an l-bit secret shared key between entities A and B
MACK (M) a MAC generated over message M using key K
EncK (M) message M encrypted using key K
σSA

(M) a signature generated over message M using SA

p a large prime of length | p |>160 bits
Fp a finite field, Fp=[0, p-1]
E(Fp) an elliptic curve defined over Fp

aP scalar to point multiplication: addition of P a times
x ‖ y concatenation of x and y

served by different PKGs could authenticate and estab-
lish secure communications. In this way, the scalability is
improved, no single point of failure exists, and the end-
customer’s privacy is enhanced.

Finally, we assume that the SMs and the GWs deployed
on the AMI network are owned and managed by the utility,
which owns also the electricity distribution and/or trans-
mission power network. In the other side, SAs inside the
end-customer’s HAN are owned and managed by the end-
customer. In our paper, we make a distinction, which is not
made by the other works, between the utility and the energy
provider:
• The utility owns the physical electric infrastructure until

the end-customer’s electricity point of delivery (SM),
over which electricity is delivered.

• The energy provider; with which the end-customer
signs a contact, supplies the end-customer by energy
(by buying it from energy produces), and bills it for the
consumed energy. The utility is informed about each
signed contract between any end-customer (SM) and
any energy provider.

B. Notations
Table I summarizes the notations used through the remain-

ing of the paper.

IV. OUR PROPOSED ID-BASED AUTHENTICATION
PROTOCOL FOR THE AMI

In this section, we propose and describe an ID-based
authentication protocol for the AMI, which provides source
authentication, data integrity, non-repudiation and preserves
the end-customer’s HAN privacy.

Our protocol involves three phases: System setup phase,
Node initialization/Private key generation phase and Data
Source Authentication phase.

A. Phase I-System Setup

We assume the existence of t trusted entities in the SG,
PKGi i = 1, ..., t, playing the role of private key genera-
tion authorities. It is evident that t is infinitely negligible
compared to the number of entities involved in the SG.
The t PKGs agree on the use of the same elliptic curve
E(Fp), with the simplified domain parameters ParamE =
(a, b, p, n, P ), where:
• p is the order of the finite field Fp over which is defined
E(Fp).

• a, b ∈ Fp are the coefficients of E(Fp).
• P ∈ E(Fp) is a generator point of a cyclic subgroup

of E(Fp), and n is a big-prime and is the order of P .
The PKGs also agree on the use of two n-degree cyclic

groups: G1 ⊂ E(Fp) (additive group, e.g., the subgroup of
E(Fp) defined by P ) and GT (multiplicative group, e.g.,
an extension field of Fn), on a symmetric pairing function
e [13] and on two hash functions:
H1 : {0, 1}∗ ×G1 → G1 and H2 : GT ×GT → {0, 1}l.
e has the following properties [13]:
• Bilinearity: e(aR, bS)=e(abR, S)=e(R, abS)=e(R,S)ab,
∀ a,b ∈ F ∗n , ∀ R,S ∈ G1

• Non-degeneracy: e(P, P ) 6= 1GT
, where 1GT

is the
identity element of GT , P is the generator of G1.

• Computability: there exists an efficient algorithm im-
plementing and computing e.

Then, each PKGi performs the following:
• Picks a random master-secret private key
SPKGi

∈ Fn
∗ and computes its public-key

PPKGi=SPKGiP , then sets its IBC system parameters:
Parami=(n,G1, GT , e, P, PPKGi

, H1, H2)∪ParamE .
• Securely gets the identity IDPKGj

of each remaining
PKGj along with an authentic copy of PPKGj

. Then,
PKGi issues a cross-domain certificate to each PKGj ,
where Texp is the certificate’s expiration date:

Certi→j = IDPKGi
, IDPKGj

, PPKGj
, Texp︸ ︷︷ ︸

π

σSPKGi
(π)

PKGi makes Certi→j available by publishing it on a
public repository referenced to it by @Diri.

For signature generation/verification over the certificates, we
use the ECDSA signature scheme [11]. Figure 3, summa-
rizes Phase I

B. Phase II-Node Initialization/Private Key Generation

Each entity involved in the AMI (SM, GW, SA, e-car,
etc.) is issued a partial ID-based private key by one of the t
PKGs at the manufacturing phase. Each manufacturer signs
a contract with one or more PKGs, in order to securely
provide each device it produces with its partial ID-based
private key, along with the necessary IBC system parameters.
We assume that the initialization step is performed over an
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ParmE ={a, b, p, n, P} 
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Get remaining 
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Get remaining 
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issued private 
keys by PKGi 

Keying domain t:  
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private keys by 

PKGt 

Figure 3. System Setup Phase

already established secure channel between PKGi and the
manufacturer.

Thus, a device A with a unique built-in identity IDA (e.g.,
serial number, MAC address, IPv6 address, etc.), served by
PKGi will be securely initialized as follows:

• A is loaded with Parami, @Diri
• Then, A picks a random kA ∈ F ∗n and sends to PKGi:
IDA, kAP .

• PKGi sends to A its partial private key:
DA=SPKGiH1(IDA, kAP )

• A computes its total ID-based private key SA=kADA,
and sets PA=< kAP , kAPPKGi

>. A securely stores
kA and SA, since it needs them for signature genera-
tion, public-key decryption and key-establishment.

At the end of the initialization, A is the only entity knowing
SA. Even PKGi does not know it since it could not know
kA. A is said to belong to the keying domain i defined
by PKGi (see Figure 3). In the same way, each EP will
securely get its partial private key, then computes its total
private key.

Finally, each entity A={SM,GW} purshased by the
utility, goes through a second step of initialization before its
deployment. Mainly, the utility pre-loads the SM/GW with
its identity IDUtility and a unique long term shared secret
key LTKA.

C. Phase III-Data Source Authentication

In this phase, two communicating parties A and B of the
AMI (EP, GW, SM, SA, etc.), first mutually authenticate (the
first time they met), then securely exchange messages. Two
cases can be distinguished:

• Case I: Intra-domain communications: both A and B
belong to the same keying domain i defined by PKGi.

• Case II: Inter-domains communications: A and B
belong to two different keying domains i and j, defined
by PKGi and PKGj respectively.

We only consider Case II, since Case I is trivial. We
consider three scenarios of communication, where all the
communicating entities belong to two different keying do-
mains:
• between EP and SM.
• between SM and GW.
• between SM and SA

For simplicity, we assume that during a communication the
initiator always belongs to domain i, whereas the responder
belongs to domain j. Also, we give the details of the ID-
based signature generation/verification we use at the end of
the section, and not for each scenario.

1) Communication between EP and SM: When the end-
customer signs a new contract with an EP to be its energy
supplier, the EP initiates a communication with the corre-
sponding SM, by by setting a request Req1 (association with
a new EP) and generating an ID-based signature over M1,
then sends the following message to the SM:

Req1, IDEP , PEP , IDPKGi
, NEP , IDSM︸ ︷︷ ︸

M1

σSEP
(M1)

(1)
Upon reception of (1), the SM checks the message

freshness (not replayed) from the received nonce value
NEP . If expired or not already held, the SM checks from
@Dirj whether or not there exists a certificate Certj→i
issued from PKGj to PKGi. Assuming it exists, the
SM checks Certj→i’s validity using PPKGj

following the
ECDSA signature scheme [11]. If the certificate is valid
(certificates signature is valid), the SM trusts PPKGi , and as
consequence assumes that PEP is a valid public-key. Finally,
SM checks the signature on (1). If valid, the SM sends a
request Req2 to the utility to check whether IDEP is a
valid energy provider, and whether or not it must accept
Req1:

Req2, IDSM , IDEP , NSM︸ ︷︷ ︸
M1a

,MACLTKSM
(M1a) (2)

Upon reception of (2), the utility checks that the message
is fresh and authentic, then checks if there is a new asso-
ciation between IDSM and IDEP (a new energy supply
contract has been signed). If it is the case, the utility sends
the following approval confirmation message (otherwise
sends a deny message):

OK, IDEP , IDSM︸ ︷︷ ︸
M1b

,MACLTKSM
(M1b ‖ NSM ) (3)

Upon reception of (3), the SM checks if it is fresh and
authentic (MAC is valid) and that the response of is ’OK’.
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If all verifications are positive, the SM considers that it
has successfully authenticated the EP. The SM responds to
the EP to both authenticate itself and also to confirm the
acceptance of Req1:

OK, IDSM , PSM , IDPKGj
, NSM , IDEP︸ ︷︷ ︸

M2

, σSSM
(M2 ‖ NEP )

(4)
Upon reception of (4), the EP verifies that it is fresh.

If expired or not already held, the EP checks from @Diri
whether or not there exists a certificate Certi→j . Assuming
it exists and is valid, the EP trusts PPKGj , and consequently
assumes that PSM is valid. The EP checks the ID-based
signature on 4. If the signature is valid and the response is
’OK’, it considers that it has successfully authenticated the
SM and sends the following message to conclude the mutual
authentication phase:

Finish, σSEP
(Finish, IDEP , IDSM , NSM ) (5)

Now, the EP and the SM can successfully generate
and verify signatures over their exchanged messages, thus
ensuring data source authentication and non-repudiation.
They could also establish a shared secret key, as described
in Section IV-C2, to secure their communications if non-
repudiation is not mandatory.

2) Communication between SM and GW: A newly de-
ployed SM in a residential building needs first to authenticate
the GW of the building, before sending its metering data
to the AMI head-end via this GW. The deployment of the
SM is done by an authorized employee of the utility. To
avoid associate the SM with a wrong GW (neighboring GW
or a fake GW), all what is needed is that the employee
indicates to the SM the IDGW to which the SM needs to
communicate. Assuming the employee securely initializes
the SM with IDGW , the following steps are performed
between the SM and the GW:

The SM sets an attach-req request to ask to be attached
to the GW, generates an ID-based signature over M3, then
sends the following message to IDGW

attach− req, IDSM , PSM , IDPKGi , NSM︸ ︷︷ ︸
M3

, σSSM
(M3)

(6)
Upon reception of (6), the GW checks its freshness. If

expired or not already held, the GW checks from @Dirj
whether or not there exists a certificate Certj→i. Assuming
it exists and is valid, the GW checks the validity of the
signature on (6) using PSM . If valid, using secret values
kGW and SGW , and public-key PSM , the GW computes a
secret key K=KGW SM=

H2(e(SGW , kSMP )e(kGWH1(IDSM , kSMP )kSMPPKGi
))

then sends the following message to the SM, to notify the

acceptance of the request:

attach− ok, IDGW , IDPKGj , NGW︸ ︷︷ ︸
M4

,MACK(M4 ‖ NSM )

(7)
Upon reception of (7), the SM checks its freshness and
makes sure that it originates from the pre-configured IDGW .
If expired or not already held, the SM checks from @Diri
the existence of a certificate Certi→j . Assuming it exists
and is valid, the SM computes using secret values kSM and
SSM , and public-key PGW , the secret key K=KSM GW=

H2(e(SSM , kGWP )e(kSMH1(IDGW , kGWP ), kGWPPKGj
))

then checks the received MAC. If the verification succeeds,
then SM concludes that the GW is authentic and that
KSM GW=KGW SM (otherwise detects that the GW is
misbehaving and stops communication with it). Then, the
SM sends the following message to authenticate itself to the
GW:

finish,MACK(finish, IDSM , IDGW , NGW ) (8)

The GW verifies the authenticity of (8). If the MAC is
valid, the GW concludes that the SM is authentic and that
KGW SM=KSM GW . Henceforth, the SM and the GW use
KSM GW to provide data source authentication. However,
if they need to provide non-repudiation, they can still use
their private keys. Now let prove that KSM GW=KGW SM ,
for simplicity we omit H2 in the proof.

We have KGW SM=H2(α β), where

α = e(SGW , kSMP ))

= e(kGWSPKGjH1(IDGW , kGWP ), kSMP )

= e(kSMH1(IDGW , kGWP ), kGWSPKGjP )

= e(kSMH1(IDGW , kGWP ), kGWPPKGj )

β = e(kGWH1(IDSM , kSMP ), kSMPPKGi)

= e(kGWH1(IDSM , kSMP ), kSMSPKGiP )

= e(kSMSPKGiH1(IDSM , kSMP ), kGWP )

= e(SSM , kGWP )

From α and β, we can easily deduce that
KGW SM=H2(αβ)=H2(βα)=KSM GW

3) Communication between SM and SA: When a new
SA is deployed in the end-customer’s HAN, it first needs
to authenticate itself to (associate itself with) the SM of the
HAN, and also requires the authentication of the SM. To
avoid associating a SA with a wrong SM (e.g., the SM of a
neighboring HAN), the end-customer explicitly indicates to
the SA IDSM to which the SA needs to associate. Assume
that the SA is provided with a data input interface (e.g.,
small keyboard), or could be connected to a PC and then
be accessible through a software interface. In this case, the
end-customer (SA’s owner) could initialize the SA with the
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appropriate IDSM (the SM of its HAN). As a consequence,
the SA and the SM could mutually authenticate and establish
a secret key KSA SM for data source authentication, as
described in Section IV-C2, without involving any online
third party (KDC or PKG).

4) ID-based Signature Generation/Verification: We based
our ID-based signature on the Hess ID-based signature
scheme [14], while providing some modification to reflect
the use of Certificate-less IBC. Let A belonging to domain
i be the signer, B belonging to domain j be the verifier, and
M the signed message. In addition, assume that B already
trusts PKGi. Moreover, SA=kASPKGi

H1(IDA, kAP ) is
A’s private key and PA=< kAP, kAPPKGi

> is A’s public
key.
A generates the signature < R, v > as follows:
• Picks k ∈ Fn∗, and P1 ∈ G1

∗, then computes

r = e(kP1, P ) (9)

• Computes
v = H(M ‖ r) (10)

and sets
R = vSA + kP1 (11)

where H is a one-way hash function (e.g., SHA1)
• Outputs σSA

(M)=< R, v >

B verifies the signature < R, v > using IDA, PA and
PPKGi

as follows:
• Computes r′, where:

r′ = e(R,P )e(−vH1(IDA, kAP ), kAPPKGi
) (12)

• Accepts the signature only and only if

v = H(M ‖ r′). (13)

Now, let prove that if the signature is verified (equation
13 held), then A really generated the signature over M using
its private key SA corresponding to IDA and PA, where SA
is partially generated PKGi.

From (9), (10) and (13), we deduce that

r′ = e(kP1, P ) (14)

Finally, from (12) and (14), we have:

e(kP1, P ) = e(R,P )e(−vH1(IDA, kAP ), kAPPKGi
)

= e(R,P )e(−vH1(IDA, kAP ), kASPKGi
P )

= e(R,P )e(−vkASPKGi
(IDA, kAP ), P )

= e(R,P )e(−vSA, P )
= e(R− vSA, P )

Now, we get that

e(kP1, P ) = e(R− vSA, P )

By equality, term to term of the both pairing functions, we
have

kP1 = R− vSA ⇒ R = vSA + kP1

Thus, we find here the initial signature as generated by A
in 11.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

Our ID-based authentication protocol for the AMI
achieves secure authentication and non-repudiation. It also
improves the privacy for the end-customer’s. Any pair of
communicating nodes of the AMI could mutually authen-
ticate each other, then if authentic, securely exchange data
either by signing them (if non-repudiation is required), or by
establishing a shared secret key and generating MACs over
the data (if non-repudiation is not required). Moreover, a SM
and a SA could mutually authenticate without involving an
online third party as the KDC in [9][10], thus, preserving
the end-customer’s privacy. Finally, the inclusion of a nonce
value in each exchanged message protects the receiver
from replay attacks. Indeed, a receiver accepts an authentic
message from A as a fresh, only and only if the new nonce
NA carried in the message is grater than the last nonce
received from A.

In our proposed solution, two nodes A and B are able to
mutually authenticate, if and only if :
• They belong to the same keying domain i: In this case,

both are issued a partial private key from the trusted
PKG PKGi.

• They belong to two different keying domains: In this
case, they could not directly trust each other’s public-
key, since they do not trust the public-key of the PKG
of the other domain. Each node needs to get a cross-
domain certificate, issued by the PKG of its local
domain to certify the public key of the PKG of the
other domain. If such cross-certificate exists, then both
entities could mutually authenticate, and also establish
a shared key to protect their communications. If such
certificate does not exist, then they will not be able to
communicate.

A node X cheating on its ID or the ID of its PKG, is not able
to pass the authentication phase in the three scenarios, since
it could not have the appropriate private key corresponding
to its identity and to its public-key. Consequently, X is not
able to generate a valid signature that the other side will
successfully verify, and cannot generate the same shared key
as generated by the other party. As a consequence, X will
be detected as misbehaving/cheating, and the communication
with him will be stopped.

Our ID-based authentication protocol covers communi-
cations between the SM and the EP, a feature that is not
described in the related works presented in Section II.
Authentication in our protocol is very useful, especially
since the end-customer is able to freely move from one EP
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to another, in the context of SG. Also, in the new SG, the
tendency is to make a separation between the utility (infras-
tructure provider) and the EP (electricity provider), since
they are two separate entities. However, the intervention of
the utility will remain, as seen in Section IV-C1. Indeed, the
utility protects the SM from malicious/illegal association to
any new EP.

The use of certificate-less IBC removes the key-escrow
problem in [8], and thus guarantees non-repudiation. Indeed,
an entity A is the only entity knowing its private key SA.
Thus, A could not repute a signature that it has generated
and that could be verified using PA, by claiming that another
party (e.g., PKGi) generated it, since PKGi does not know
SA.

Finally, for authentication between SM/GW, and SM/SA,
an authorized human intervention is performed to avoid a
wrong/malicious association. Indeed, for SM/GW, an autho-
rized field personal from the utility will indicate to the SM
the identity of the associated GW, in order to send its meter
readings and receive messages from utility and its EP. For
SM/SA, the owner of the SA will indicate the identity of
the SM to which the SA need to communicate with.

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Authentication is an important requirement to protect the
AMI from several attacks, such as impersonation and data
modification. In this paper, we present an ID-based authen-
tication protocol for the AMI that induces low overheads,
provides non-repudiation and authentication services, allows
efficient key-establishment and preserves the end-customers
privacy. Moreover, our solution is scalable since it considers
several key management authorities. As a future work, we
will evaluate the performances of the protocol, through
simulation and implementation. Then, we will extend it
to provide also confidentiality for communication in AMI,
and enforce end-customers privacy through anonymization
techniques, so that the generated metering data could not be
linked to a particular SM/end-customer.
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Abstract—We describe a novel framework for designing and 

implementing agent based simulations of the smart electrical 

grid. The framework is based on two primary concepts. First, the 

eletrical grid system is separated into semi-autonomous 

microgrids, each with their own set of hierarchically organized 

agents. Second, models for automating decision-making in the 

grid during crisis situations are independently supported. 

Advantages of this framework are scalablity, modularity, 

coordinated local and global decision making, and the ability to 

easily implement and test a large variety of decision models. We 

believe that simulators based on this kind of framework will be 

valuable for evaluating the effectiveness and reliability of 

alternative methodologies for configuring automated self-healing 

in the grid with little human intervetion. The primary 

achievement of work is the software design for directly 

supporting decision model independence.  

Keywords-Multi-agent Multi-agent System; SmartGrid; 

Distributed Computing; Intelligent Systems; Self-healing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A primary objective of smart grid software architectures is 

to provide intelligence and communications technology to 

support powerful and efficient automation. A power system is 

exposed to faults created by natural calamity, terrorism and 

equipment or operator failures. Once a fault occurs in a power 

system, it is necessary to quickly isolate the malfunctioning 

components from the rest of the network to minimize outages. 

A power failure can range in magnitude and impact from a 

relatively modest curtailment to a catastrophic regional 

blackout. Because most power failures cannot be prevented 

[6], it is desirable for the Smart Grid to have self-healing 

capabilities that respond appropriately to disruptions when 

they occur, restore the power system to a healthy state, 

minimize consumer outages, and involve little or no manual 

intervention. 

Due to the large scale and complexity of the Smart Grid, 

anticipating all possible scenarios that lead to performance 

lapses is difficult [7]. There is a high degree of uncertainty in 

accurately estimating the impact of disruptions on the 

reliability, availability and efficiency of the power delivery 

system. These uncertainties result in hesitation on the part of 

decision makers in committing to smart systems for grid 

management. We report here on research that is focused on the 

use of simulation models to promote trust in Smart Grid 

solutions in safe and cost effective ways. 

Recently developed Smart Grid simulators and analysis 

tools include GridLAB-D and the Graphical Contingency 

Analysis (GCA). Both are projects developed at the U.S. 

Department of Energy's (DOE) Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory (PNNL). GridLAB-D is a sophisticated simulator 

that provides detailed information of the power grid’s state, 

including power flow, end-use loads, and market functions and 

interactions. The GCA is a visual analytic software tool that 

aids power grid operators in making complex decisions. By 

using human friendly visualizations and classifications of 

critical areas and by allowing the operators to simulate 

possible actions and their consequences, the tool helps human 

operators to analyze large amounts of data and make decisions 

in a reasonable amount of time. Due to the large amounts of 

data representing the grid status at any given time, even when 

aided by simulation and analysis tools, there are still 

limitations on how quickly human operators can make 

efficient decisions in near real time. 

Because of the limitations of human operators in 

comparison with automated control, there is considerable 

research being done on how to fully automate control of the 

electrical grid by using software agents. A software agent is an 

encapsulated software system situated in an environment 

where it can conduct flexible and autonomous actions to meet 

its design objectives [2]. A Multi Agent System (MAS) is 

composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents that can 

sense, act, communicate and collaborate with each other. In 

our previous work [1], we presented guidelines for an agent-

oriented smart grid simulation design. The agents in our MAS 

exhibit autonomy or partial autonomy, are decentralized, and 

have local views and knowledge. This design is related to 

other agent-based simulators that have been developed 

[4][5][16][17].  

A fully automated grid relying on a multi-agent system will 

also presents some challenges and disadvantages along with its 

many advantages however. For example, developing agents 

able to function on par with human experts for the various 

scenarios that can happen in the smart grid, this will require a 

significant amount of research and experimentation. Relying 

on autonomous agents will also introduce a number of security 

issues. An agent could be hacked and controlled by an attacker 

who could manipulate the decisions and communications of 

the agent to perform malicious behavior. The trustworthiness 

of any particular agent or even the system as a whole could be 

called into question because of both the security risks and the 

general difficulty in replicating human expertise. Much must 

be done in order to overcome these inherent disadvantages of 

autonomous agent based systems. 
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Supporting knowledge bases and decision-making 

capabilities within individual agents is a key challenge in 

Smart Grid designs. In order to successfully evaluate 

intelligent systems that allow agents to employ appropriate 

decision models for self-healing scenarios that can occur in the 

Smart Grid, intensive testing should be done using simulators. 

We are carrying out extensive experimentation with our own 

simulator based on the discussed framework. The following 

types of questions are being answered through 

experimentation within the simulator.  

 What decision model is most appropriate for handling 
self-healing in a particular situation in the smart grid?  

 What decision model can guarantee that reliability and 
efficiency is maximized for a given power system?  

 How can decisions be made quickly enough to avoid 
potential cascading failures, yet be deliberate enough to 
maintain high efficiency in the overall system?  

Unfortunately, previous smart grid simulators, despite 

their valuable contributions, do not provide suitable simulation 

frameworks for answering these kinds of questions. 

In this work, we present a simulator design aimed at 

directly supporting the research and experimentation required 

for full automation of distributed decision making in the grid. 

Our design assumes that the Smart Grid is naturally 

modularized into microgrids. A microgrid is a regional 

grouping of electrical generation, storage and consumption 

units that can be isolated from the centralized grid. microgrids 

typically have some ability to function autonomously if 

necessary. The new framework is fundamentally based on 

Distributed Control and Decision Model Independence. This 

paper is divided as follows: Section II discusses the previous 

research works in more details. Section III discusses the 

Distributed Control aspects of the simulation framework, 

including its advantages challenges. Section IV discusses 

Decision Model Independence. In section V we present our 

conclusions and describe future work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There have been several attempts to create simulation 

systems for a smart grid using multi agent systems. In one of 

the earliest works [3], the authors created an accurate hardware 

simulation of a simple microgrid using MATLAB and 

Simulink to model the functionality of low level electrical 

circuits. Their agent implementation was very simple, with 

voltage monitoring to activate a circuit breaker and secure 

critical loads, with no complex decision making. Their focus 

was on showing that a microgrid can be managed as part of the 

global grid and is still able to work autonomously in an 

islanded mode. Their simulation of agent interaction and 

collaboration was not thoroughly tested, evaluated or 

analyzed. Their contribution was valuable in showing that the 

smart grid could be modularized into smaller independent 

units with their own agents and that those modules could work 

autonomously and as part of the whole. 

In [10], a centralized multi-agent framework for power 

system restoration was designed. In [11] and [12], 

improvements were done to the framework while still 

maintaining a centralized design. Multi-Agent systems that 

utilize centralized control are typically not able to respond 

quickly enough to perform global decisions and actions in near 

real time. Thus, such systems fall short of being able to 

address critical situations like a cascading failure that could 

have catastrophic consequences if not dealt with promptly. In 

[13] and [14], new multi-agent frameworks for the power grid 

based on decentralized multi-agent systems are presented. The 

frameworks presented in [13] and [14] are decentralized multi-

agent systems, but have the disadvantage of only allowing 

nodes to communicate with their neighbors. When nodes only 

acquire information from their neighbors, it greatly limits the 

quality of the decisions that the nodes can make, due to 

insufficient data. In [15], a hybrid multi agent framework that 

combined centralized and decentralized architectures was 

proposed. All of these approaches are topology dependent, 

with the exception of [14] and [15], which used a topology 

independent framework. By allowing the framework to work 

irrespective of the physical structure of the grid, a high level of 

flexibility and scalability can be obtained. Other agent-

oriented Smart Grid designs are described in [4] and [5]. 

In [8] and [1], we describe our MAS simulator, including 

innovations in supporting power grid topology, dynamic agent 

generation, and scalability. The simulator is based on a 

topology independent framework that places the physical 

aspects of the power grid and the actual agents in separate 

independent layers.  

A major goal of our simulator is to support the appropriate 

decision models for the various self-healing scenarios that can 

occur. This addresses the previously unmet need to allow 

researchers to easily configure the type of decision model used 

by the agents, to compare how agents perform in the same case 

scenario when using different reasoning processes. More 

importantly, we also address the need for researchers to 

develop their own models and easily integrate them in the 

simulator for testing. 

The framework we present in this research work addresses 

many of the shortcomings of traditional centralized and 

decentralized schemes by utilizing a hierarchical distributed 

control scheme. It also supports direct comparisons among 

different decisions models, by implementing them in a 

separate independent layer from the agents. We see 

considerable potential for the simulator to help in the building 

of smarter electrical grid architecture.  

III. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL 

To address the large size and complexity of the smart grid, 

we break the problems that were handled by a centralized 

controller into smaller problems handled by multiple 

distributed controllers. It is critical to utilize a granularity that 

allows the units to work independently and autonomously as 

well as to integrate and coordinate with each other in order to 

guarantee that the system works efficiently as a whole. 

Our design is inspired by the concept of an Intelligent 

Autonomous Distributed Power System (IDAPS) that was 

proposed by the Advanced Research Institute of Virginia 

Tech. [9]. An IDAPS is essentially a microgrid that contains 

sufficient intelligence and resources to be fully autonomous, 

yet function within the global grid. We specifically design 

microgrids so that they are capable of disconnecting 

themselves from the rest of the grid under certain situations 

and work autonomously in islanded mode [3].The intelligence 

in the microgrid handled by the multi-agent system associated 

with the microgrid and its quality depends directly on the 

multi-agent design employed. 

A. Multi-Agent Design 
In our design, we establish hierarchical relationships 

among the agents, where the agents on higher levels supervise 
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those in the levels below. With this arrangement, an agent can 

either be entirely autonomous (acts on its own) or semi-

autonomous (works under direction from a supervisor) [18]. In 

our framework, we implement a three level hierarchical 

system of agents, in which the agents in the second level are 

supervised by the agents in the first level and agents in the 

third level are supervised by those in the second. In general, 

this means that the agents in the first level exhibit full 

autonomy in that they act of their own accord without direct 

instruction, while the agents on the second and third layer act 

semi-autonomously in that they receive instructions form their 

supervisory agents. 

In our modeling of autonomous micro-grids, we use a three 

layered design, the two upper layers of which consist of the 

two hierarchical agent levels as described above. The bottom 

layer is a simple hardware simulation called the physical layer. 

The purpose of this bottom layer is to mimic the behavior of 

the electrical components themselves. This layer simulates 

devices such as relays, transformers, capacitors, power lines, 

consumers and generators that run on their own, with no 

intervention or added intelligence. This separation between the 

intelligent agent layers and the physical simulation allows 

researchers to run two basic scenarios in the simulator, one, at 

the base hardware level without autonomous actions like the 

grid would normally operate, and another, using intelligent 

autonomous agent support. 

The top layer, called the management layer, hosts the 

management agents that make the high level decisions. These 

agents are continuously sending data that represents the status 

of the microgrid at a given point in time. A management agent 

organizes, analyzes, and parameterizes models with the data, 

in order to detect situations in the grid that require healing. If 

such a situation is detected, it creates a strategy to handle the 

disruption and heal the system. This strategy is expressed as a 

set of different roles to be performed by the middle layer 

agents, known as corrective behaviors. The management agent 

is the main decision maker in our simulation framework, but 

the agents in the middle layer do have a certain amount of 

autonomy in how they carry out the high level decisions 

generated by the management agent. 

We refer to agents in the middle layer as distributed energy 

resource (DER) agents, user agents, device agents, and control 

agents. These agents collaborate with each other as well as 

report to and follow the instructions of the management 

agents. We describe each in turn. 

1) User agents: act on behalf of consumers to ensure that 

businesses, organizations, homes, or other electricity 

consumers have the power they need. 

2) DER agents: act on behalf of the DERs within the 

microgrid. DERs are generation sources that are independent 

from the main power distribution circuit. These generators are 

typically small companies or special consumers that also 

participate in the power market, such as a wind power unit or 

geothermal generator. DER agents act on behalf of their 

generators by engaging in power supply negotiations with 

users. 

3) Device Agents: act on behalf of the individual electrical 

grid components (such as switches and transformers). The 

device agent reports the device’s sensor and meter readings to 

the control agents. It also has the ability to perform actions 

such as using a relay to reroute power, or closing a circuit 

breaker. 

4) Control agents: are in charge of monitoring a section 

of the grid by collecting data from all of the agents in that area. 

These agents carry out data fusion and are sent on to the 

management agent as the representation of the current status of 

the system. 

In order for the agents in the middle layer to communicate 

with simulated physical components in the first layer, it is 

fundamental to have middleware to facilitate the 

communication. This is achieved by encapsulating the bottom 

layer within an environment agent. An environment agent 

contains all information about the grid topology and all device 

status information at any given time. Middle layer agents can 

query the environment agents to gain information about the 

physical grid. They also communicate with the environment 

agent when they seek to alter the behavior of the physical grid. 

This simulates, at an abstract level, how the agents can be 

integrated with smart meters and other sensors in a real grid. 

 
 

Figure 1 shows a graphic representation of the communication 

flow between the layers, illustrating the kinds of intelligence 

that is integrated into each layer. High level decisions are 

carried out by a management agent, and the physical 

components with no intelligence reside at the bottom. The 

middle layer agents have limited intelligence. 

IV. THE PRIMARY ADVANTAGES OF THIS FRAMEWORK 

USING DISTRIBUTED CONTROL ARE MODULARITY, 

SCALABILITY AND EFFECTIVE LOCAL AND GLOBAL 

DECISION MAKING 

A. Modularity 
The complexity of large systems such as the smart grid can 

be managed with a divide and conquer approach. As much as 

possible, each autonomous unit is responsible for managing 

and solving local problems that pertain to the unit itself. When 

a critical situation occurs in the unit it is simple to isolate that 

unit from the global grid to prevent the crisis from propagating 

to other sections of the grid, which happens easily for 

cascading failures. Modularity also allows the different agents 

within the microgrid to tune themselves and adapt to use the 

decision models and strategies that optimize resource usage 

and maximize efficiency for that particular microgrid, with its 

own topology, organization and operation.  

Management 
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of communication 

between layers 
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B. Scalability 
Separation into well-defined independent autonomous 

units simplifies the process of testing at the unit level. 

Integration testing, referring to testing how the modules 

coordinate and integrate together, is also facilitated. The 

design supports the scalability of the system, because every 

microgrid enjoys autonomy in that all the subordinate agents 

in the microgrid report to their management agents and 

communication is done exclusively between elected 

management agents in each microgrid. This means that if we 

verify that a number of units work properly when tested 

independently and also work properly together when tested 

through integration testing, that is good evidence that adding 

more units would also scale well.  The main purpose of our 

design is to allow for easy scaling of the system. With our 

approach we can create a larger macrogrid by connecting 

several microgrids together. It is convenient for a user to 

create a simulation of a large grid by developing several 

different microgrids in the simulator, followed by connecting 

them together.  

Once a user has generated several microgrids and 

established connections between them, the simulator should 

give him/her some flexibility on how to run those microgrids. 

Many microgrids could be set to run on the same computer or 

one microgrid per computer. Therefore, the only limits to the 

scalability of the system are the resources available to the user. 

The simulator itself shouldn’t have specific limits, since 

different instances of it can be run to support each microgrid, 

and the microgrids if connected can communicate and interact 

with each other. 

C. Local and Global Decision Making  
In designing a distributed control system, it is often very 

difficult to coordinate effective local and global decision 

making. For example, in distributed systems, if agents are only 

able to communicate with neighboring agents, there is a severe 

restriction on the quality and quantity of the data that can be 

collected. For local decisions this restriction of data is 

acceptable for the decisions that are correspondingly limited in 

scope, but for global decisions this data restriction can easily 

result in ineffective and potentially harmful decisions. 

However, centralizing decision making and forcing the nodes 

to report to and be controlled by a single entity is also 

problematic due to excessive communication requirements. 

Our design combines the two extreme approaches by allowing 

local microgrid-based decisions to be handled locally, while 

still supporting certain global interactions.  

Separating the extremely large and complex electrical grid 

system into small independent microgrids facilitates effective 

local decision making. These decisions are handled by the 

management agents contained in every microgrid. These 

agents constantly receive data reflecting the status of the local 

microgrid in near real time, and therefore are enabled to make 

decisions that optimize the local performance of the microgrid. 

However, there are circumstances under which it is desirable 

for microgrids to adjust their level of autonomy. This tuning of 

autonomy levels depends greatly on the specific decision 

model in effect in the management agents. We describe this in 

more detail in the next section.  

 
 

In the electrical grid, it is highly desirable to distribute 

decision-making.  Our design allows each microgrid to 

essentially act as a single node in the larger grid. For example, 

If an individual microgrid requires electrical power from 

outside, it can communicate and negotiate with its connected 

neighbors establish a contract for that power. Under outage 

conditions, a microgrid node can island itself from its 

neighbors to avoid propagation of the disruption. Islanding to 

avoid cascading failures is described in [19]. A key advantage 

of a Smart Grid is the ability to access an open market for 

power with speed and agility [20]. This means that a microgrid 

node that requires additional power can access the power 

market, select its preferred provider based on attributes such as 

price or location, and then negotiate an automated contract 

with the provider in near real time. This ability can make 

significant advances in removing inefficiencies that are 

pervasive in the standard grid. 

V. DECISION MODEL INDEPENDENCE 

We envision that the true promise of the Smart Grid lies in the 

development of multiple types of decision models that carry 

out their calculations automatically and trigger actions that are 

appropriate to the situation with little or no human 

intervention. The following types of decisions are candidates 

for automation: 

 Power rerouting. When devices or power lines fail, 
models that are equipped with details of the network 
topology and distribution costs and parameters can be 
charged with rerouting power along alternative 
pathways. The decisions must avoid exceeding the 
capacities of the available lines and devices, honor 
reliability requirements, and head off possibilities for 
cascading failures. 

 Resource allocation. When it is critical to rapidly 
access new or reserve power supply sources, the 
decisions must consider many available combinations 
and prioritize them in terms of their advantages and 
disadvantages. Cost, transmission distance and routing 
options, risks and reliability, and contract terms are all 
factors that must be included in parameterizing these 
models. 

 Dynamic pricing. When it is advantageous to shift 
power sources or limit power consumption at 
prescribed times to achieve cost savings, dynamic 
pricing models can negotiate and establish new power 
supply schedules at reduced cost. 

An important new innovation of our simulation framework 

is that of supporting the decision models independently within 

the design. By placing the decision model agents on an 

independent layer, the monitoring and action-oriented agents 

can carry out their functions with no encumbrance from 

extensive special interactions and communications. This is 

Figure 3. Local and Global Control Interactions  
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accomplished through middleware that adheres to 

communication standards between the decision support agents 

and the others.  

A. Decision Process 
The management agents play a central role in the decision-

making process. Management agents receive extensive near-

real time data that characterizes the state of the system. The 

management agents are equipped with meta-level reasoning 

capabilities that determine if the current state of the grid is 

acceptable or in need of healing. In the latter case, it generates 

a strategy that is evaluated by calling upon decision model 

agents that carry out and return results aimed at corrective 

actions. 

Multiple decision models have been designed and 

prototyped and are at some stage of maturity. These include 

the following:  

 Integer linear programming. These models are capable 
of identifying optimal rerouting options and resource 
allocations. They are designed for decomposition so 
that local management agents can invoke only the 
portions of the global model that pertains to their 
microgrid. 

 Fuzzy logic. These models are based on fuzzy set 
membership functions that capture degrees of fit with 
key resource allocation parameters, such as cost, 
distance, risk and reliability. The fuzzy sets drive a 
rule-based expert system that produces the suggested 
allocations. Although heuristic in nature, this type of 
decision model can function very quickly and easily in 
near-real time decision making. 

 Bayesian Belief Networks. These models are based on 
probabilities associated with system states. These 
models are capable of polling the grid for additional 
information that forms the basis for producing posterior 
probabilities with enhanced accuracy. 

 Market-driven pricing models. These models work 
within a maket economy in which energy resources are 
traded. This type of model includes dynamic pricing 
based on smart building and smart meter infrastructure, 
and provides an area of great promise in improving 
grid performance and efficiency. 

In general, state variable data is made available via 

middleware in an Application Programming Interface (API). A 

key advantage of this approach is that researchers are free to 

readily test the models above as well as any other developed 

decision model. The model builder must convert data from the 

API to match the data types of the decision model. This 

method is analogous to the presentation layer in the OSI 

networking model. 

 

After a decision model is invoked, it has defined a set of 

actions and corrective behaviors that can ultimately be carried 

out middle layer agents. 

B. Adjustable Agent Autonomy 
In some cases it is desirable for certain agents to be only 

semi-autonomous in that they make decisions only in a context 

controlled by a management agent.  For example, a semi-

autonomous user agent may have preferences and 

configurations that can be compromised by a decision model 

for the betterment of the microgrid. Fully autonomous agents 

must adhere to their settings regardless of decision model 

recommendations. . Semi-autonomous agents have a “wait” 

state in which they take actions to deal with a problem only 

upon a directive from a management agent. 

Management agents can strategically choose to elevate the 

autonomy level of a semi-autonomous agent, based on the 

current decision model and system state. For example, a 

component of a management agent strategy to heal the system 

could be to promote some semi-autonomous agents to fully 

autonomous status either temporarily or permanently. The 

inherent flexibility of adjustable autonomy is a powerful 

capability that allows an agent-oriented system to respond to 

events that cannot be foreseen. It is critical that an agent-based 

system for a large complex system such as the Smart Grid 

support only agents with a high level of trust, to alleviate 

suspicions expressed by people that agent decisions could go 

awry. Adjustable, situated autonomy increases the level of 

trust. Thus, we believe that adjustable autonomy is an 

important element of decision making in the Smart Grid.  

The key advantage of Decision Model Independence is 

the ease in experimenting with and evaluating alternative 

decision models. Any single scenario can be evaluated with 

multiple models for side-by-side comparisons.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Distributed multi-agent control accomplishes modularity, 

scalability, and a balance between locally and globally 

effective decisions. We have discussed the advantages of an 

agent-based framework as a methodology for fully automating 

the electrical grid. By supporting decision models separate 

from the monitoring and action agents, alternative models can 

be easily evaluated. Adjustable and situated agent autonomy 

adds further depth and power to the design.  
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Abstract—At an early stage of information and
communications technology and high-performance
computing, performance and reliability were two
important factors in research and development. It
was highly essential that the hardware was able to
function adequately, performing strategic operations.
Energy consumption was not considered as a serious
topic, since the technical characteristics of hardware
and software were limited and the amount of comput-
ing nodes in a computing cluster, i.e., a data centre
was small. Gradually the situation has evolved a lot:
nowadays there are multiple data centres located
in geographically diverse locations and the software
has become more complex. Modern data centres
are equipped with a large amount of computing
nodes having vast computing power. However, all this
progress has not come without a price, since more
computing power equals more total power consump-
tion. Consequently, energy consumption has become
a major topic nowadays. This work presents two
algorithms for optimizing energy and emissions in
high-performance grid computing, in which multiple
data centres are interconnected to each other. The al-
gorithms are validated in a simulation environment by
comparing them to standard round-robin algorithm.
Our simulation experiments show that the solution
is able to reduce energy consumption and emissions
drastically without increase in job turnaround or wait
time.

Keywords-HPC; grid computing; energy; emissions.

I. Introduction
Energy consumption is an increasingly important

consideration in computing. Data centres consume sub-
stantial amounts of energy, at an increasing financial and
environmental cost. In 2006, U.S. servers and data centres
consumed around 61 billion kilowatt hours (kWh) at a
cost of about 4.5 billion U.S. Dollars [1]. This is equal
to about 1.5% of the total U.S. electricity consumption
or the output of about 15 typical power plants. High
energy consumption naturally causes huge environment
pollution. It has been estimated that ICT, as a whole,
covers 2% of world’s CO2 emissions [2].
In High-performance Computing (HPC), the ever-

growing demand for higher performance seems to in-
crease the total power consumption, even though more

flops per watt are achieved. In order to provide even
greater computing capabilities, HPC data centres can be
interconnected to each other to form larger, federated or
HPC grid data centres. The connection is implemented
by using special grid software (e.g., UNICORE [3]) that
manages the job submissions to all data centres belonging
to the grid.
The energy consumption between the data centres

may vary radically due to the different characteristics of
the centres. For example, the server hardware in each
centre may be different and consume different amount of
energy. The centres may also locate geographically far
from each other and the surrounding climate can cause
large differences in the needed cooling, i.e., the Power
Usage Effectiveness (PUE) [4] values between different
centres may vary due to the surrounding climate. Also,
since the energy sources can differ between the centres,
the CO2 emissions of the data centres may vary radically
depending on the available energy sources. The differences
between the data centres naturally enable optimizations
regarding energy consumption and CO2 emissions. In
this paper we introduce two algorithms for selecting the
data centre inside the grid in energy- and CO2-aware
manner. The performance of the algorithms is studied
by simulations and the results show significant savings
in energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section

II describes the related work. Section III introduces
the cluster selection algorithms. Sections IV and V
present the simulation model and scenario, respectively.
Simulation results are presented in Section VI. Conclusion
and future work are presented in Section VII.

II. Related work
As described in [5], several methods for saving energy

in single HPC data centres have been studied. The
methods include mainly the use of energy-efficient or
energy proportional hardware, Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) techniques, shutting down idle
hardware components at low system utilizations, power
capping, and thermal management. In our prior work
[5], we used an energy-aware job scheduler to schedule
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the jobs inside single data centres and shut down idle
computing nodes whenever possible. We also noted that
merely the choice of a different scheduling algorithm can
affect the energy consumption of a data centre. In this
paper we extend our scope from single HPC data centres
to HPC grid data centres, and introduce two algorithms
for selecting the data centre inside the grid in energy-
and CO2-aware manner.

To the best of our knowledge, there has not been much
previous research that addresses the energy efficiency
or CO2 emissions of the grids from the whole grid
perspective; mainly only optimizations inside a single
data centre have been studied. Perhaps the most similar
approach to our approach is Heterogeneity Aware Meta-
scheduling Algorithm (HAMA) [6]. HAMA first selects
the most energy-efficient cluster for the job based on
the power consumption of the servers and the efficiency
of the cooling system. Additionally, when running the
job, DVFS is used to reduce the power consumption of
the CPU. The simulation results show that HAMA can
reduce up to 23% energy consumption in the worst case
and up to 50% in the best case as compared to other
algorithms (EDF-FQ, which prioritizes jobs based on a
deadline and submits jobs to resource sites in earliest
start time (FQ) manner with the smallest waiting time).
Without DVFS, HAMA can still result in power savings
of up to 21%.
Lynar et al. [7] have explored the effect on energy

consumption by using different resource allocation mech-
anisms, both in a cluster and in a grid. The results show
that different resource allocation methods can result in
a significantly different energy usage while computing
a stream of tasks. The Pre-processed Batch Auction
(PPBA) and batch auctions almost always result in
significantly lower energy use than a random resource
allocation. By using a simple batch auction allocation
method, energy consumption can be reduced up to 37.5%,
and possibly even more by using the PPBA method.

Patel et al. [8] have presented an energy-aware policy
for distributing computational workload in the Grid
resource management architecture. They introduce a data
centre energy coefficient that is taken into account as
a policy when making allocation decisions for compute
workloads. This coefficient is determined by the thermal
properties of each data centre’s cooling infrastructure
including regional and seasonal variations. The estimated
energy savings in case of three data centres located in two
different time zones were large enough to give sufficient
reason for the economic viability of the approach.
Shah and Krishnan [9] also analyze the climatic

conditions as a means to reducing cooling energy costs.
They show that dynamic optimization of the thermal
workloads based on local weather patterns can reduce
the environmental burden by up to 30% in their case

study. Additionally, the data centre operational costs
can be potentially reduced by nearly 35%. Due to the
variability of fuel mixes encountered in a global grid, they
also found that the use of pure energy consumption as
a metric for environmental sustainability — a common
practice in the ICT literature — can be erroneous.
The GREEN-NET framework [10] consists of an

ON/OFF model, which includes prediction heuristics
and green advice for the users and takes the decision
to switch on or off the nodes, and an adapted energy
efficient Resource Management System (RMS) at the
grid level.

III. Optimization in the HPC Grid
The optimization algorithm in the HPC grid focuses

on optimizing the scheduling process in the UNICORE
middleware [3]. The scheduling process is triggered by
submitting a job from the UNICORE Commandline
Client, or from the UNICORE Rich Client to the
UNICORE Workflow Engine. The UNICORE Workflow
Engine queries a UNICORE Service Orchestrator (USO),
on which cluster the job should be submitted. As a
default, the USO uses round-robin algorithm for choosing
the cluster. After cluster decision, the job is submitted
to the RMS of the chosen cluster. The RMS takes care
of executing the job according to the used scheduling
algorithm, e.g., FIFO or backfilling.

In this work, we focus on reducing the energy consump-
tion and the CO2 emissions. The CO2/energy related
optimizations should not affect the current Service Level
Agreement (SLA) or QoS agreements, or alternatively,
a new green SLA [11] could be used. In HPC, there are
no clear SLAs between users and data centres, but a
reasonable turnaround time can be seen as sort of a QoS
agreement. A possible green SLA for HPC data centres
could mean that the users allow certain delay for the
execution of their job. As a bonus, they will get some
extra computing time for free.

For decreasing CO2 emissions and/or energy consump-
tion in federated HPC data centres, the optimization
algorithm will be used for performing the cluster selection
in CO2/energy-aware manner. In addition to cluster selec-
tion algorithms, also energy-aware single site scheduling
algorithms will be used. As depicted in Figure 1, the
USO in UNICORE receives job requests coming from the
users. The jobs include the requirements for the needed
resources (e.g., number of nodes/cores, RAM, etc.). If
the user wants to use the green SLA, it is also included
in the job requirements. The grid optimization algorithm
is used to select the most suitable cluster for the job
and the job is subsequently submitted to the RMS of
the selected cluster. The RMS uses energy-aware job
scheduling algorithms to schedule the job and power off
idle servers. The energy-aware job scheduling algorithms
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Figure 1. Job submission in a federated HPC data centre

for single site data centres were defined in our previous
work [5].
A. Carbon Usage Effectiveness

Carbon Usage Effectiveness (CUE) is a sustainability
metric developed by the Green Grid organization [12].
The main purpose of the metric is to address carbon
emissions associated with data centres. The CUE can be
calculated as follows:

CUE = SiteEmissions

ICTEnergy
, (1)

where ICTEnergy is the energy consumpted by the ICT
equipment in the data centre. An alternative approach
for calculating the CUE is to multiply the Energy Source
Coefficient (ESC) by the data centre’s PUE:

CUE = ESC ∗ PUE, (2)

where PUE is a metric for defining how efficiently the
power in the data centre is used, i.e., how much power
is actually used by the ICT equipment and how much
power is used for cooling and other equipment. ESC is
defined as follows:

ESC =
∑

ESP ∗ EEC, (3)

where Energy Source Percent (ESP) indicates the percent-
age of the energy generation source, and Energy Emission
Coefficient (EEC) indicates how many kilograms of CO2
are emitted per 1 kWh of energy. Example values of the
EEC can be found in Table I [13]. By using the formulas
described earlier and the values in Table I, we are able to
estimate how much emissions are caused by data centres
with different energy sources:

SiteEmissions = CUE ∗ ICTEnergy (4)
= PUE ∗ ESC ∗ ICTEnergy.(5)

Table I
Energy emission coefficient factors

Generation type Conversion factor
(kgCO2 per kWh)

Closed cycle gas turbine 0.360
Coal 0.910
Electricity, France interconnector 0.083
Electricity, Ireland interconnector 0.699
Non pumped storage hydro 0.0
Nuclear 0.0161
Open cycle gas turbine 0.479
Oil 0.610
Pump storage 0.0
Other 0.610

B. Algorithm/policy description
This subsection describes the functionalities of the

default round-robin cluster selection algorithm, as well as
the two developed algorithms for optimizations: Fastest
possible (FB) that tries to minimize the waiting time,
and CO2-aware (CUE) that tries to minimize the CO2
emissions.
1) Round-robin: Round-robin (RR) algorithm is gen-

erally used in USO for selecting the cluster. Round-robin
algorithm balances the number of jobs between different
clusters by always choosing the next cluster compared to
the previous selection. After the last cluster, the selection
is started again from the first cluster.
2) Fastest possible: Fastest possible (FB) cluster se-

lection algorithm tries to select the cluster that could
possibly execute the job with minimal waiting time. For
this, the algorithm first checks if there are enough idle
nodes/cores in some cluster for executing the job. If
yes and the cluster’s queue is also empty, the job is
submitted to that cluster. If not, an estimated waiting
time for the job in each cluster is calculated by using
the current status of each cluster: number of nodes and
cores, status of running jobs, number of jobs in the queue,
and walltimes of each queued job. The cluster with the
shortest estimated wait time is then selected.

The algorithm relies on the dynamic cluster properties
(status of nodes and queues), which can be obtained by
a single site monitoring system. Otherwise, this dynamic
information is not available for the USO, so the normal
cluster selection algorithms can exploit only static cluster
information for the decision making.
It should be noted that the wait time can only be

estimated. The walltimes of the jobs are given by the users
and, in general, they are inaccurate [14], [15]. Also, the
used scheduling algorithm affects in which order the jobs
are executed (especially backfilling). Thus, it is possible
to calculate only the maximum wait times for the jobs,
not the exact wait times.
3) CO2-aware: This algorithm tries to find the cluster

with the smallest amount of estimated CO2 emissions.
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The CO2 emissions of the job are CUE * ICTEnergy-
OfTheJob. The simplest way is to select the cluster with
the smallest CUE value. This works if the clusters have
significant differences in their CUE values (CUE = ESC
* PUE). If there are only small differences in the CUE
values, then additional estimations should be done, since
the job may consume different amount of ICT energy
in different clusters due to the different computing node
properties (CPU, RAM, etc.), and this difference may
become a greater factor than CUE for the CO2 emissions.
The ICT energy of the job can be estimated by using the
job requirements (number of nodes/cores, walltime) and
cluster’s computing node properties (CPU, RAM, etc.)
as inputs for power consumption models such as those
described in [5] and [16].
However, selecting always the cluster with the least

amount of estimated CO2 emissions would cause huge
load and queue on the cluster with the least CO2
emissions. This would mean large delay for the users.
Thus, some form of load balancing is needed for this
algorithm. In the conducted simulations (described in
the next sections), we used a queue size limit: If the
queue exceeded its size limit, the job was submitted to
the cluster with the second least CO2 emissions, and
so on. In the case of green SLA, the users set a certain
deadline for the completion of their job. This limit can be
used for load balancing: The estimated completion time
for the job can be calculated as a sum of the estimated
wait time and walltime of the job. If this is in the limits,
the cluster can be chosen. If not, the same calculations
should be made to the cluster with the second least CO2
emissions, and so on. If the user sets too strict a time
limit for the job that none of the clusters can fulfill,
the job should be either denied or the cluster should be
chosen by the Fastest possible algorithm.

If CO2 emission related information is not available for
the cluster, a similar kind of algorithm can be used for
selecting the cluster with minimal energy consumption
by replacing CUE by PUE.

IV. HPC Grid Simulation model
The simulation model has been developed with the

OMNeT++ discrete event network simulator [17] and
the INET Framework [18]. The design of the model is
similar as in [5], except that the model is extended from
a single site scenario to a federated site scenario.
Figure 2 illustrates the network topology used in the

simulations. It consists of three backbone routers, three
gateway routers, three data centre modules, five clients
and a USO module. In this scenario, the clients send
HPC job requests to the USO, which is responsible for
choosing an appropriate data centre, i.e., an HPC cluster,
for executing the job. The USO has been adapted for the
simulation so that it is capable of using the developed

USO

Data Centre 2

Data Centre 1

Data Centre 3

Figure 2. Network topology

optimization algorithms and making decisions based on
the dynamic properties of the cluster. Normally, only
static information of the cluster is available for the USO.

For the decision making, the USO can query the status
and properties of each cluster from the corresponding
RMS. Once the cluster is chosen, the USO forwards
the job request to the RMS of the chosen cluster. The
RMS uses the policies and scheduling algorithms of the
cluster to choose suitable servers for job execution. When
the job execution finishes, the RMS informs the USO,
which again forwards the information to the client that
submitted the job for execution.

The data centre module can be seen in Figure 3, which
is similar as in the single site scenario. It contains a
RMS, a fixed number of servers and a router between
them. The RMS handles all incoming job requests
arriving to the data centre and allocates the jobs to the
servers for execution according to the selected policies
and algorithms. Thus, the RMS also functions as a
scheduler in the simulation. The RMS supports 6 different
scheduling algorithms: standard FIFO, Backfill First
Fit and Backfill Best Fit algorithms and their energy-
aware counterparts developed previously (see [5] for more
information on these).
The RMS module includes parameters for the PUE

and the CUE. By using these two values, the USO is
able to select a cluster that is the most energy-efficient
or produces the least amount of CO2 emissions.

V. Simulation scenario
In this section, we describe the simulation scenario and

parameters. For evaluation we consider a scenario that
includes three data centres and 75 clients that are sending
job requests to the USO. The simulation is stopped once
1500 jobs have been completed. During the simulation
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Figure 3. Data centre module

Table II
Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Simulation runs 10
Number of jobs 1500
Number of data centres 3
Number of clients 75
Number of gateway routers 3
Number of backbone routers 3
USO cluster selection algorithm RR, FB, CO2-aware
RMS scheduling algorithm FIFO, BFF, BBF
Server memory 4 * 2 GB = 8 GB
Server cores per CPU 2
Server CPUs 2
Server CPU idle power 15 W
Server core voltage 1.2 V
Client job cores 1, 2, 4
Client job load Uniform(30,99)
Client job nodes Uniform(1,20)
Client job memory Uniform(100MB, 2GB)
Client job run time Uniform(600s, 86400s)

we measure the energy consumed by each data centre
and present the obtained results in the next section.
General simulation parameters are presented in Table II.
Uniform(a,b) means randomly selected value according
to a uniform distribution between a and b.
In Table III, we can see the parameters for the three

clusters in the considered federated HPC data centre.
The clusters have different characteristics, such as, the
number of servers, PUE, and ESC. The energy sources
(O = Oil, C = Coal, H = Hydro, N = Nuclear) for the
clusters were selected so that both extreme ends in terms
of ESC were represented in the simulations, while the
third one represents something in the middle of them.
Also, servers have different operating systems (OS) and
processor architectures.

VI. Results

In all of the following figures, the algorithms are
shortened as follows:

Table III
Data centre parameters

Parameter Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Servers 30 40 50
Energy source C 50% H 20% C 80% O 20% H 40%

N 30% O 20% N 40%
PUE 1.5 1.8 1.3
ESC 0.45983 0.85 0.12844
CUE 0.689745 1.53 0.166792
OS Linux Windows Linux
CPU arch. AMD Intel Intel
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Figure 4. Total ICT energy consumption. Black lines represent
the average value and the floating bars show the range of values
from minimum to maximum

• FB = Fastest possible USO cluster selection algo-
rithm

• CUE = CO2-aware USO cluster selection algorithm
• RR = Round-robin USO cluster selection algorithm
• FIFO = First In, First Out job scheduling algorithm
• BFF = Backfilling first fit job scheduling algorithm
• BBF = Backfilling best fit job scheduling algorithm
• E-FIFO, E-BFF, E-BBF = energy-aware counter-

parts for the job scheduling algorithms (idle nodes
are powered off whenever possible)

Figure 4 presents the total ICT energy consumption
of the three clusters for different USO cluster selection
and job scheduling algorithms. As can be seen, RR
with normal job scheduling algorithms consumes the
most amount of energy. RR with normal job scheduling
algorithms represents a generally used, un-optimized
algorithm combination in federated HPC data centres.
Thus, it serves as a comparison point when calculating
the energy savings and CO2 emission reductions.

Figure 5 presents the energy savings achieved by using
Fastest possible and CO2-aware USO cluster selection
algorithms instead of the default RR algorithm, and
by using energy-aware job schedulers on each cluster.
The energy-aware job schedulers are compared to their
normal counterparts; for example, the first bar (E-FIFO
FB) means the savings compared to FIFO RR. The last
three bars present the savings when using RR but with
energy-aware job scheduling. It can be seen that by using
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energy-aware job scheduling, 22% to 35% energy savings
can be achieved. Together with FB and CUE cluster
selection, the savings are about 25% to 38%. However,
if we only change the cluster selection algorithm, and
keep the normal job scheduling algorithms, we can see
from the Figure 6 that with FB we can save 17% to
30 %. Since the cluster selection is performed before job
scheduling, we can say that about 8 % of the total savings
are due to the energy-aware job scheduling, while the
rest is due to the FB cluster selection. When comparing
to RR with energy-aware job scheduling (as depicted in
Figure 7), we can see that FB and CUE cluster selection
algorithms can save additionally about 3% to 5%. For the
explanation, we have to take a look at the jobs’ average
wait and turnaround times and the simulation duration.

Figure 8 presents the average wait times of the jobs in
case of different USO cluster selection and job scheduling
algorithms. As can be seen, the average wait time is
clearly shorter with the FB USO algorithm. The CUE
USO algorithm with backfilling has about the same
average queuing time as RR, even though RR with FIFO
clearly has the longest waiting time. Also, there are
basically no differences between RR with energy-aware
and normal job scheduling. This is true also in general,
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Figure 7. ICT energy savings compared to RR with energy-aware
job scheduling
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as reported in [5]: energy-aware job scheduling does not
cause significant increase in wait time.

Figure 9 depicts the simulation duration, i.e., how long
a time it took to execute all the 1500 submitted jobs.
The graph shows the same as Figure 8: because the wait
times are longer with RR USO cluster selection, also the
simulation duration is longer.
Figure 10 presents the average job turnaround times

in case of different scheduling algorithms. The story is
the same as in previous figures: RR is slower due to the
longer queuing time.
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Based on the results above, we can conclude that RR
cluster selection with normal job scheduling algorithms
can be very inefficient in terms of energy. This is because
RR only balances the number of jobs among the clusters.
It does not take into account the differences in the
clusters (e.g., number of nodes/cores) or the differences
in the submitted job characteristics (e.g., number of
nodes/cores, walltime estimate). This can lead to a
situation where one cluster is over utilized with many jobs
waiting in the queue, while the other clusters can be under
utilized at the same time, with nodes running idle. The
energy-aware job schedulers (E-FIFO, E-BFF, E-BBF)
power off the idle nodes whenever possible, and this is why
a substantial amount of energy can be saved. On the other
hand, the FB cluster selection algorithm inherently takes
into account the differences in the clusters and submitted
jobs: it always selects the cluster with the estimated
minimal wait time, and thus balances the utilization
between the clusters. Then fewer nodes are running idle
and energy is saved.
Figure 11 presents the total CO2 emissions of the

federated HPC data centre. As can be seen, RR with
normal job scheduling causes the largest CO2 emissions.
Using energy-aware job scheduling reduces the emissions
due to the reduced energy consumption. Using FB cluster
selection reduces the energy consumption still a bit more
due to the better load balancing among clusters, and thus
the CO2 emissions are also smaller. CUE cluster selection
algorithm favours the cluster with the best CUE value,
i.e., least amount of CO2 emissions, and hence achieves
the greatest savings in CO2 emissions, about 37% to 45%
compared to RR with normal job scheduling. The CO2
savings are depicted in Figure 12 as percentages.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

The results show that the generally used round-robin
cluster selection algorithm can lead to unbalanced uti-
lizations among clusters. This can be very inefficient in
terms of energy consumption and CO2 emissions. Using
energy-aware job scheduling to power off idle computing
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nodes whenever possible greatly enhances the energy-
efficiency. Load can also be balanced by replacing round-
robin cluster selection by the Fastest possible selection
algorithm. This leads to energy savings due to the better
utilization of clusters and shorter wait times. Using both
energy-aware job scheduling and FB cluster selection
simultaneously leads to greater energy savings than using
only one of them. The greatest CO2 emission savings can
be achieved by using CUE cluster selection algorithm
to favour the cluster with least CO2 emissions. The
actual savings in each case depends on the cluster and
job characteristics. In these simulations, for example,
the energy sources were chosen so that one cluster had
rather small CUE, another one rather big CUE, while
the third one was something between them. With smaller
differences in CUE, also the possible savings in CO2
emissions would be smaller.
Based on the simulation results presented above, we

propose to use FB cluster selection algorithm for the
jobs without green SLA, since it leads to energy and
CO2 emission savings due to the better utilization of
the clusters, and to better QoS due to the shorter wait
time. For the jobs with green SLA, we propose to use
the CUE cluster selection algorithm, since it can lead
to even greater CO2 emission savings than FB, while
keeping the QoS (in terms of time) at the user specified
level. It can be used also without green SLA, if some
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other parameter (e.g., queue size limit) is used for load
balancing to prevent excessive load on the "greenest"
cluster.

Previous research in the energy-efficiency of HPC grid
computing has mainly focused on performing optimiza-
tions inside a single data centre. This work presented a
global view by taking into account the whole grid: the
characteristics of the data centres, compute nodes and
the computing hardware. The most comparable approach
to our work is HAMA, described in [6]. The results of
HAMA are similar to our approach: energy savings are
between 23% and 50%.

Our future topics include building a high-performance
computing test bed and testing our proposed solution
in a laboratory environment. In the simulation studies
presented in this paper, the PUE was assumed to be
constant. However, PUE is not static in the long term.
Instead, it changes over time as a function of outside
temperature, for example. Future work would be to
investigate the impact of dynamic PUE on the energy
consumption and explore how the proposed solution is
able to cope with it.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a framework to reduce
the aggregate power consumption of the Internet using a
collaborative approach between Autonomous Systems (AS). We
identify the low-power paths between the AS and then use
Traffic Engineering techniques to route packets along the paths.
Such low-power paths can be identified by using the available
power-to-bandwidth (PWR) ratio as an additional constraint in
the Constrained Shortest Path First algorithm. For re-routing
the data traffic through these low-power paths, the inter-AS
Traffic Engineered Label Switched Path that spans multiple AS
can be used. Extensions to the Border Gateway Protocol can
be used to disseminate the PWR ratio metric among the AS
thereby creating a collaborative approach to reduce the power
consumption. Since calculating the low-power paths can be
computationally intensive, a graph-labelling heuristic is also
proposed. This heuristic reduces the computational complexity
but may provide a sub-optimal low-power path. The feasibility
of our approaches is illustrated by applying our algorithm to a
subset of the Internet. The techniques proposed in this paper
for the inter-AS power reduction require minimal modifications
to the existing features of the Internet.

Keywords-Border Gateway Protocol; Autonomous systems;
Traffic engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimates of power consumption for the Internet predict a
300% increase, as access speeds move from 10 Mbps to 100
Mbps [2]. Various approaches have been proposed to reduce
the power consumption of the Internet such as designing
low-power routers and switches, and optimizing the network
topology using traffic engineering approaches [3].

Low-power router and switch design aim at reducing the
power consumed by hardware components such as trans-
mission link, lookup tables and memory. In [7], it is shown
that the link power consumption can vary by 20 Watts be-
tween idle and traffic scenarios. Hence, the authors suggest
having more line cards and fully utilize them. Operating at
full throughput will lead to less power per bit. Therefore,
larger packet lengths will consume lower power. The two
important components that have received attention for high
power consumption are static and dynamic RAM-based
buffers (SRAM, DRAM) and Ternary Content Addressable
Memories (TCAM). A 40 Gb/s line card would require more
than 300 SRAM chips and consume 2.5 kW [1]. Some
variants of TCAMs have been proposed for high speed lines

with reduced power consumption [10]. But these schemes
cannot scale forever.

At the Internet level, creating a topology that allows route
adaptation, capacity scaling and power-aware service rate
tuning, will reduce power consumption. In [9], a subset
of IP router interfaces are put to sleep, using an Energy
Aware Routing (EAR) after calculating shortest path trees
of the network from each router. Such a technique is useful
in setting up paths within an Autonomous System (AS).
In [5], the authors provide a way to introduce hardware
standby primitives and apply traffic engineering methods to
coordinate and reduce power consumption under given net-
work operational constraints. Power savings while switching
from 1 Gbps to 100 Mbps is approximately 4 W and from
100 Mbps to 10 Mbps around 0.1 W. Hence, instead of
operating at 1 Gbps the link speed could be reduced to a
lower bandwidth under certain conditions for reduced power
consumption. A detailed review on energy efficiency of the
Internet is given in [6].

Multilayer traffic engineering based methods make use of
parameters such as resource usage, bandwidth, throughput
and Quality of Service (QoS) measures, for power reduc-
tion. In [13], an approach for reducing intra-AS power
consumption for optical networks using Djikstra’s shortest
path algorithm is proposed. The input assumes the existence
of a network topology for constructing an auxiliary graph.
This topology is easy to obtain for intra-AS scenario. Traffic
is then re-routed through the low-power optimized links.

We propose a collaborative approach that uses inter-AS
power reduction. Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
label switched paths that traverse multiple AS carry traffic
from a head-end to a tail-end. AS use the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) for exchanging routing and topology related
information. One of the attributes of BGP namely, AS-
PATH-INFO is used to derive the topology of the Inter-
net at the AS level. The Constrained Shortest Path First
algorithm (CSPF) uses the AS level topology with available
power-to-bandwidth (PWR) ratio as a constraint, to deter-
mine the low-power path from the head-end to the tail-end.
The PWR ratio can be exchanged among the collaborating
AS using BGP. Explicit routing can be achieved between the
head and tail-ends through the low-power paths connecting
the AS using inter-AS Traffic Engineered Label Switched
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Path (TE-LSP) that span multiple AS. Since calculation
of such low-power paths can be computationally intensive
certain heuristics may be needed to reduce the computation
time. A graph-labelling heuristic is proposed to reduce the
computation time, which may lead to sub-optimal low-power
paths. We illustrate our approaches by applying it to a subset
of the Internet topology.

The uniqueness of our approach is that it can be used
for inter-AS power reduction and requires cooperative effort
from Internet Service Providers (ISP). Further, we use BGP
the existing protocol in the Internet not only for detecting
the topology but also to exchange power information and
then construct low-power path.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we discuss in detail the pre-requisites for the algorithm.
Section III introduces the proposed technique for calculating
the low-power path. We also show that by using a graph-
labelling technique, we can reduce the computational com-
plexity of the low-power path algorithm, but may obtain a
sub-optimal low-power path. In Section IV, we discuss the
implementation issues. We present our conclusion and future
work in Section V.

II. PRE-REQUISITES FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we discuss the pre-requisites for the
implementation of the proposed scheme.

A. Constructing network topology using BGP strands
The inter-AS topology can be modelled as a directed

graph G = (V,E, f) where the vertices (V) are mapped
to AS and the edges (E) map the link that connect the
neighbouring AS. The direction (f) on the edge, represents
the data flow from the head-end to the tail-end AS. To
obtain the inter-AS topology, the approach proposed in [12]
is used. In this approach, it is shown that a sub-graph of
the Internet topology, can be obtained by collecting several
prefix updates in BGP. This is illustrated in Figure 1 which
shows the different graph strands of an AS recorded from the
BGP packets. Each vertex in this graph is assigned a weight
according to the available power-to-bandwidth (PWR) ratio
of the AS, as seen by an Autonomous System Border
Router (ASBR) that acts as an entry point. Figure 2 shows
the merged strands forming the topology sub-graph where
the weight of the vertices are mapped to the ingress edges. A
reference AS level topology derived from 100 strands of AS-
PATH-INFO received by an AS in the Internet is presented
in Figure 3. For a detailed discussion on completeness of
Internet topology information using BGP refer to [8], [11].
Any other algorithm that gives a complete AS topology
could also be used.

B. PWR ratio calculation
In the topology sub-graph, each AS shares its PWR ratio.

To calculate this ratio we need the available power and
maximum bandwidth with an ASBR.
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Figure 1. Strands obtained from BGP updates, vertices A,B,C,D and G
are the head-end AS; D,H and X are the tail-end AS. The vertex weights
represent the PWR ratio of an AS, and the link direction shows the next
AS hop.
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Figure 2. Strands combined to get the Internet topology. The PWR ratio
is mapped to the ingress link of the ASBR.

The entry point to the AS is through ASBRs that advertise
the prefixes reachable through the AS. Hence, the numerator
of the PWR ratio is calculated for the AS at each ingress
ASBR. We obtain the summation of power consumed at the
major Provider (P) and Provider Edge (PE) routers within
an AS. These can be obtained by using any of the intra-
AS power calculation techniques. The average available
power is obtained by subtracting the consumed power from
the maximum power rating, summing the values for all
the routers and then dividing the result by the number of
routers. Other alternatives include using a weighted average
depending on the category of the router advertising the
consumed power, or to take the average or sum of the
maximum power rating of all the routers within an AS.
The average available power is divided by the maximum
bandwidth available at each of the ASBR’s egress link.
This step is necessary as the requested bandwidth for any
path from the head-end to the tail-end using the ASBR is
limited by the bandwidth available in the ASBR’s egress
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Figure 3. Internet topology graph derived from 100 strands of AS-PATH-INFO attribute by an AS through an ASBR. The top-most node (myas) represents
the head-end and the bottom-most node (8043) represents the tail-end AS.

links. Simple Network Management Protocol can be used to
extract this power information [4].

The highest available bandwidth amongst the egress links
of the ASBR is used as the denominator in the PWR
ratio computation. This PWR ratio must be computed and
disbursed much ahead of time before the inter-AS TE-LSP
explicit path is computed using the CSPF algorithm. The
correctness of this ratio is of importance to compute the
inter-AS TE-LSP route through the low-power AS. If the
entry point to the AS is through a different ASBR then the
PWR ratio assigned to the ingress link of the ASBR might
vary. Hence, it is possible that an head-end AS might see
different PWR ratios for an intermediate AS.

As an illustration, consider an AS X which is one of the
AS in the vicinity of another AS Y . Let this ASBR of X
have 3 egress links denoted as E(1), E(2) and E(3), and

2 ingress links labelled I(1) and I(2). We now calculate
the PWR ratio for I(1) and I(2). Assume that the routers
in X have average available power of 200 kW/hour. From
Figure 4 we can calculate the PWR ratio for I(1) and I(2) as
200 kW/(60 ∗60 ∗1.5 Gb) = 3.7037∗10−8. We could scale
this to 0.37037. This ratio is a mapping function defined for
each of the ingress link of the ASBR of an AS. Note the
absence of ingress link for the head-end AS.

The PWR ratio can then be advertised to the other
neighbouring AS through the control plane using BGP
extensions. BGP ensures that the information is percolated
to other AS. On receipt of this PWR ratios by the AS at the
far-end of the Internet, the overall AS level topology can
be constructed. Note that view of the Internet is available
with each of the routers without using any other complex
discovery mechanism. Some sample link weights shown in
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Figure 4. Calculation of PWR ratio by an ASBR of an AS. The I’s
are ingress links and E’s are egress links. 200 kW/hour is the average
available power in the AS. 1.5 Gb is the maximum available ASBR egress
link bandwidth.
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Figure 5. Dotted lines represent low-power path but has a longer number
of hops than the shortest path.

Figure 2 are obtained by using such a mapping function on
the ingress links.

C. Explicit routing using TE-LSPs

The head and tail-ends may reside in different AS and the
path could span multiple intervening AS. To generate this
path we can use Traffic Engineered Label Switched Paths
(TE-LSPs). TE-LSPs can influence the exact path (at the
AS level) for the traffic and this path can be realized by
providing a set of low-power consuming AS to a protocol
like Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP). RSVP-TE then
creates TE-LSPs or tunnels, using its label assigning proce-
dure. The routers use these low-power paths created by the
explicit routing method rather than using the conventional
shortest path algorithm. This influences the exclusion of a
number of high power AS on the path from the head-end
to the tail-end AS. For example, the dotted line in Figure 5
represents the explicit route that is chosen by making use
of such TE-LSPs from head-end AS “A” to the tail-end AS
“X”. Note that if the metric used is the number of hops,
then the route chosen could be different.

III. LOW-POWER PATHS

In this section, we present the low-power path calculation
algorithm. The algorithm consists of two sub-algorithms: the
first algorithm is executed by all the ASBRs in the network
and the other by all the Path Computation Elements (PCEs)

in their respective AS. PCEs have been proposed by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for path computa-
tion activities. We can use the existing PCE architecture for
our algorithm. The algorithms for the ASBRs and PCEs are
given as Algorithm 1, 2 and 3.

Algorithm 1 ASBR low-power path algorithm
Require: Weighted Topology Graph T=(AS, E, f)

1: Begin
2: if ROUTER == ASBR then
3: /* As part of IGP-TE */
4: Trigger exchange of available bandwidth on band-

width change, to the AS internal neighbours;
5: BEGIN PARALLEL PROCESS 1
6: while PWR ratio changes do
7: Assign the PWR ratio to the Ingress links;
8: Exchange the PWR ratio with its external neigh-

bours;
9: Exchange the PWR ratio with AS’s (internal) AS-

BRs;
10: end while
11: END PARALLEL PROCESS 1
12: BEGIN PARALLEL PROCESS 2
13: while RSVP packets arrive do
14: Send and Receive TE-LSP reservations in the ex-

plicit path;
15: Update routing table with labels for TE-LSP;
16: end while
17: END PARALLEL PROCESS 2
18: end if
19: End

A. Illustration

We illustrate the technique with a simple example. Con-
sider the AS level topology sub-graph shown in Figure 5
constructed using the strands shown in Figure 1. The PWR
ratio calculated at an ASBR is assigned to the ingress link.
AS “H” has two edges coming into it: one from “B” and
the other from “G”. Note that the power metrics for the two
strands are different. “G” to “H” is lower than that of “B”
to “H”. This means that the lower power metric into “H” is
better if the path from “G” to “H” is chosen rather than “B”
to “H”. The dotted lines in Figure 5 represent low-power
path.

To construct a path with “A” as the head-end and “X”
as the tail-end in the AS level topology the paths “A”,
“B”, “H”, “X” and “A”, “B”, “E”, “X” have the same
number of hops. However by using CSPF with the PWR
ratio as the constraint, the path “A”, “B”, “D”, “G”, “H”,
“X” is power efficient. The routing choice will depend on
the reservation of the bandwidth on this path. If available
bandwidth exists to setup a TE-LSP, then the explicit path
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Algorithm 2 PCE low-power path algorithm
Require: Weighted Topology Graph T=(AS, E, f)
Require: Source and Destination for inter-AS TE LSP with

sufficient bandwidth

1: Begin
2: if ROUTER == PCE then
3: Calculate the shortest paths from the head-end to the

tail-end using CSPF with PWR ratio as the metric;
4: if no path available then
5: Signal error;
6: end if
7: if path exists then
8: Send explicit path to head-end to construct path;
9: end if

10: Continue passively listening to BGP updates to update
T=(AS, E, f);

11: end if
12: End

“A”, “B”, “D”, “G”, “H”, “X” is chosen. The Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) adheres to its usual operation
and tries to setup a path. If bandwidth is not available in the
low-power path thus calculated, then we may fall back to
other shortest paths, provided there is available bandwidth.
The low-power path algorithm given as Algorithm 2 is
executed by the PCE. Algorithm 1 prepares the topology
and feeds it as input to the PCE as a weighted topology
graph.

Using the CSPF algorithm to calculate the route from
source to destination could be time consuming for large
networks. But the topology is dynamically updated and
hence the computation of the shortest path can be triggered
based on need. We now give a heuristic method based on
graph-labelling that reduces the computation time but could
trade-off the low-power path.

B. Equivalence class with total ordering

The heuristic is based on avoiding high PWR ratios
by partitioning the weighted links into equivalence classes
based on a range of PWR values. For each partition a
label is applied such that each link in the partition has the
same label. A total ordering relationship is then defined
on the equivalence class. The heuristic starts including
partitions with minimum label value iteratively until we get a
connected component, which includes the head-end and tail-
end AS. We apply the CSPF algorithm with the weights as
label values on this sub-graph to obtain the low-power path.
The modified algorithm which uses this scheme is given as
Algorithm 3. It should be noted that this algorithm could
provide sub-optimal power paths as the intermediate steps
carry incomplete Internet topology information.

Algorithm 3 PCE low-power path algorithm with graph
labelling
Require: Weighted Topology Graph T=(AS, E, f)
Require: Source and Destination for inter-AS TE LSP with

sufficient bandwidth

1: Begin
2: if ROUTER == PCE then
3: Group the links into “N” partitions with a label for

each partition depending on the PWR ratio
4: Sort the labels in ascending order.
5: repeat
6: Include the links that have the least label value;
7: Remove the partition with this label;
8: until there is a path from the head-end to tail-end AS
9: Calculate the low-power path using labels from the

head-end to the tail-end using CSPF ;
10: if no path available then
11: Signal error;
12: end if
13: if path exists then
14: Send explicit path to head-end to construct path;
15: end if
16: Continue passively listening to BGP updates to update

T=(AS, E);
17: end if
18: End

C. Illustration of graph labelling

We briefly illustrate the graph-labelling algorithm in Fig-
ure 6. In this figure, the links are categorized into three
partitions based on the PWR ratio. PWR ratio less than 0.1
are labelled as “G”, between 0.1 to 0.3 are labelled as “Y”
and the rest “R”. The total ordering is defined as “G” <
“Y” < “R”, where the “G” links have low PWR ratios than
the “Y” links. The path could be established through the AS
that has “G” as the ingress link; the path being 1245, 1339,
34234, 23411 and 16578.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION NOTES AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present some notes on feasibility of
implementation of our scheme in a live network.

First, the requested bandwidth should be available on the
low-power path, but the CSPF algorithm is run with multiple
constraints, one of which is the bandwidth requirement
for the flows to be transported through the TE-LSP. The
PWR ratio can then be applied to the available paths thus
computing the low-power paths. Second, as we are using
traffic engineering with link state routing protocols, there
is a reliable flooding process that gets triggered when
updates about the change in characteristic arise. We propose
addition of some attributes with no change to the protocol
implementation. There may be a time lag when the far ends
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Figure 6. Application of the graph-labelling heuristic. We consider 3 labels
“G” < “Y” < “R”. Using algorithm 3 the “G” path from the head-end 1245
to the tail-end AS 16578 is chosen in the first iteration.

of the Internet receive the attribute and the time it originated.
This however cannot be avoided as with other attributes and
metrics.

In MPLS-TE, when the TE metrics are modified, there
is a reliable flooding process within an Interior Gateway
Protocol (IGP). Such triggered updates apply to the PWR
ratio as well. The proposed PWR ratio is advertised to
the neighbouring AS and the information percolated to all
the AS, in a AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC attribute. This
attribute can be implemented as shown in Figure 7. The
frequency of the updates for this attribute should be fixed to
avoid network flooding.

The AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC for each ASBR is cal-
culated, and advertised as the PWR ratio for the AS. This
AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC is filled into an appropriate
transitive non-discretionary attribute and inserted into a
unique vector for a set of prefixes advertised from the AS.
Such advertised prefixes may have originated from the AS
or be the transit prefixes. The filled vector is sent to the
ASBR of the neighbouring AS, and later propagated to all
the ASBRs. If the elements denoting AS in a vector of AS-
PATH-INFO is not the same as the ones that need to be
advertised in a AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC, then a suitable
subset of AS-PATH-POWER-METRIC is to be identified
and sent in the BGP updates. A vector of size 1 also can be

32 Bit AS Number

PWR Ratio for the AS

Advertising ASBR’s IP router ID

64 bit sequence number for  restarts, aging
and comparison of current PWR ratio

32 bits

Five 32-bit
words

Figure 7. Proposed PDU format with a new attribute for AS-PATH-
POWER-METRIC.

A B D

A C E D

D X

0.1

0.1
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0.1

0.20.020.2

0.2

Figure 8. Example of strands where more than one PWR ratio is advertised
by “D”.

A B D X

C E

0.2 0.1 0.2

0.2

0.02

0.2

Figure 9. Low-power path derived using the algorithm that uses low value
ingress link but through the same AS.

employed if the AS in question is the only one for which
PWR ratio has changed in the originating AS.

The power consumed by each router may fluctuate over
short time intervals. In order to dampen these fluctuations,
which can cause unnecessary updates, power can be mea-
sured when falling within intervals of suitable size (say a
range of values). This is as opposed to measuring power
as a discrete quantity. This method of power measurement
reduces the frequency of triggered updates from the routers
due to power change.

Multiple ASBRs advertising differing PWR ratio can lead
to AS that have low PWR ratio through an ingress link and
not through other. Consider the case of multiple ASBRs that
belong to the same AS, advertising differing PWR ratios.
This could lead to power values that belong to different
classes with intervening classes in between. These advertised
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PWR ratios could lead to one ASBR being preferred over
the other thus taking a different path from head-end to tail-
end. This also entails that there may be multiple paths to the
AS through these different ASBRs. As an example, consider
Figure 8 which shows a set of strands that derive a topology
as in Figure 9. Here, “D” is reachable via two paths but the
PWR ratios differ. This illustrates the case where the better
metric wins out. The average power consumed would not
have an effect but the bandwidth available on these ASBR
egress links would definitely influence the path.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a scheme for reducing
the power consumption of the Internet using collaborative
effort between AS. The topology of the Internet is depicted
as a graph using the strands obtained from the AS-PATH
attribute of the BGP updates. CSPF algorithm is run on
this topology by using the PWR ratio as a constraint.
The PWR ratio is advertised through the ingress links of
the ASBRs associated with AS using BGP updates. The
CSPF algorithm determines the low-power consuming path
between AS and routes data packets from head-end to tail-
end. Explicit routing is handled through the use of TE-LSPs.
Since using CSPF can be time consuming a heuristic algo-
rithm to derive the low-power paths using graph-labelling
is proposed. Our work complements the current schemes
for reducing power consumption within a router such as
switching off or bringing to power-idle-state certain select
components within the forwarding and lookup mechanisms.

The scheme proposed in this paper assumes that the PWR
ratio information is reliable. It is possible that ISPs could
fake the PWR ratio information. However, ISPs usually have
service level agreements (SLAs) for carrying traffic. One
method is to link up each ISP with a power application
level gateway to ensure that proper ratios are advertised. This
could be mandated at least amongst the cooperating ISPs.
Further the proposed algorithms might lead to increased
latency as the number of hops increase, which could be
critical for time sensitive applications. Since the PWR ratio
could vary dynamically with traffic, the impact of traffic on
the algorithm would also be of interest. Our future work will
quantify and analyse these issues.
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Abstract—The need for computing power keeps on growing.
The rising energy expenses of data centers have made server
consolidation and virtualization important research areas.
Virtualization and its performance have received a lot of
attention and several studies can be found on performance.
So far researches have not studied the overall performance
and energy efficiency of server consolidation. In this paper we
study the effect of server consolidation on energy efficiency with
an emphasis on quality of service. We have studied this with
several synthetic benchmarks and with realistic server load by
performing a large set of measurements. We found out that
energy-efficiency depends on the load of the virtualized service
and the number of virtualized servers. Idle virtual servers do
not increase the consumption much, but on heavy load it makes
more sense to share hardware resources among fewer virtual
machines.

Keywords-virtualization; energy-efficiency; server consolida-
tion; xen; kvm; invenio; cmssw

I. INTRODUCTION

The need for computing power in data centers is heavily
growing due to cloud computing. Large data centers host
cloud applications on thousands of servers [1], [2]. Tradi-
tionally, servers have been purchased to host one service
each (e.g., a web-server, a DNS server). According to many
studies the average utilization rate of a server is around 15%
of maximum but depends much on the service and it can be
even as low as 5% [3], [4].

This level of utilization is very low compared to any field
in industry. A common explanation for the low utilization is
that data centers are build to manage peak loads. However,
this is not a new data center specific issue, since high peak
loads are common in many other fields. Even with this low
level of utilization the computers are usually operational
and consuming around 60% of their peak power [5]. Low
utilization level is inefficient through the increased impact on
infrastructure, maintenance and hardware costs. For exam-
ple, low utilization reduces the efficiency of power supplies
[6] causing over 10% losses in power distribution. Thus,
computers should run in near full power when they do value
adding work, because then they operate most efficiently
when comparing consumed energy per executed task [3].

A solution for increasing utilization is server consolidation
by using virtualization technologies. This enables us to

combine several services into one physical server. In this
way, these technologies make it possible to take better
advantage of hardware resources.

In this study, we focus on energy efficiency of different
virtualization technologies. Our aim is to help the system
administrator to decide how services should be consolidated
to minimize energy consumption without violating quality
of service agreements.

We studied energy consumption of virtualized servers with
two open source virtualization solutions; KVM and Xen.
They were tested both under load and idle. Several synthetic
tests were used to measure the overhead of virtualization on
different server components. Also a couple of realistic test
cases were used; an Invenio database service and CMSSW,
The CMS Software Framework, physics analysis software.
The results were compared with the results of the same tests
on hardware without virtualization. We also studied how
overhead of virtualization develops by sharing resources of
physical machines equally among different number of virtual
machines and running the same test set on each virtual
machine set.

II. RELATED WORK

Virtualization and its performance is a well-studied area
but these studies mainly focus on performance, isolation,
and scheduling. Even though energy efficiency is one of
the main reasons for server consolidation and virtualization,
it has not received much attention. Many of these studies
evaluate overhead differences between different virtualiza-
tion solutions.

Regola et al. studied the use of virtualization in high
performance computing (HPC) [7]. They believed that virtu-
alization and the ability to run heterogeneous environments
on the same hardware would make HPC more accessible
to bigger scientific community. They concluded that the I/O
performance of full virtualization or para-virtualization is
not yet good enough for low latency and high throughput
applications such as MPI applications.

Nussbaum et al. [8] made another study on the suitabil-
ity of virtualization on HPC. They evaluated both KVM
and Xen in a cluster of 32 servers with HPC Challenge
benchmarks. These studies did not find a clear winner.
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They concluded the performance of full virtulization is
far behind that of paravirtulization. Also running workload
among different number of virtual machines did not seem
to have an effect. Verma et al. [9] also studied the effect
of having the same workload on different number of virtual
machines. They found out that virtualization and division
load between several virtual machines does not impose
significant overhead.

Padala et al. [10] carried out a performance study of vir-
tualization. They studied the effect of server load and virtual
machine count on multi tier application performance. They
found OS virtualization to perform much better than par-
avirtualization. The overhead of paravirtualization explained
by L2 cache misses, which in the case of paravirtualization
increased more rapidly when load increased.

Another study from Deshane et al. [11] compare scal-
ability and isolation of a paravirtualized Xen and a full
virtualized KVM server. Results said that Xen performs
significantly better than KVM both in isolation and CPU
performance. Surprisingly, a non-paravirtual system outper-
forms Xen in I/O performance test.

As we can see from previous work, the energy-efficiency
has not received much attention. Our study focuses mainly
on the energy-efficiency of virtualization.

III. TESTS AND TEST ENVIRONMENT

Our tests aimed at measuring the energy consumption
and overhead of virtualization with a diverse test set. We
used both synthetic and real applications in our tests and
measured how performance is affected by virtualization. We
compared the results of the measurements, that were done
on virtual machines, with the results of the same tests on
physical hardware. First we measured the idle consumption
of virtualized machines using different number of virtual
machines. Then we compared different virtualization tech-
nologies and operating systems.

A. Test Hardware

The tests were conducted in our dedicated test envi-
ronment. The test computer was a Dell PowerEdge R410
server with two Intel Xeon E5520 processors and 16 GB of
memory. Hyper-threading was disabled for the processors
and clock speed was the default 2.26 GHz for all cores.
The Turbo Boost option of Intel was enabled. The system
had a single 250 GB hard disk drive. As a client computer
we used a server with dual Xeon processors running at
2.80 GHz. Network was routed through D-Link DGS-1224T
gigabit routers. Power usage data was collected with a Watts
up? PRO meter via a USB cable. Power usage values were
recorded every second. For physics analysis tests (CMSSW)
and some idle tests, we used a dual processor Opteron 2427
server with 32GB of memory and 1 TB hard disk.

B. Used Virtualization Technologies

The operating system used in all machines, virtual or
real, was a standard installation of 64-bit Ubuntu Server
10.04.3 LTS. The same virtual machine image was used
with both KVM and Xen guests. The image was stored in
a raw format, i.e., a plain binary image of the disc image.
We used the Linux 3.0.0 kernel. It was chosen as it had
the full Xen hypervisor support. With this kernel we were
able to compare Xen with KVM without a possible effect
of different kernels on performance.

For CMSSW tests, a virtual machine with Scientific Linux
5 was installed with CMSSW version 4.2.4. For these tests
real data files produced by the CMS experiment was used.
These data files were stored on a Dell PowerEdge T710
server and shared to the virtual machines with a network
file system, NFSv4.

C. Test Applications

Our synthetic test collection consisted of Linpack [12],
BurnInSSE 1, Bonnie++ [13] and Iperf [14]. Processor per-
formance was measured with an optimized 64-bit Linpack
test. This benchmark was run in sets of thirty consecu-
tive runs and power usage was measured for whole sets.
In addition, processor power consumption measurements
were conducted with ten minute burn-in runs with 64-bit
BurnInSSE collection using one, two and four threads. Disk
input and output performance was measured using Bonnie++
1.96. The number of files for a small file creation test was
400. For a large file test the file size was 4 GB. For Bonnie++
tests, the amount of host operating system memory was
limited to 2.5 GB with a kernel parameter and the amount
of guest operating system memory was limited to 2 GB.
For hardware tests, a kernel limit of 2 GB was used. The
tests were carried out ten times. Network performance was
measured using Iperf 2.0.5. Three kinds of tests were run:
one where the test computer acted as a server, another where
it was the client and a third where the computer did a
loopback test with itself. Testing was done using four threads
and a ten minute timespan. All three types of tests were
carried out five times.

As real world applications, we used two different systems.
The first one was based on the Invenio document repository
[15]. We used an existing Invenio installation, which had
been modified for the CERN library database. The Invenio
document repository software suite was v0.99.2. The doc-
ument repository was run on an Apache 2.2.3 web server
and a MySQL 5.0.77 database management system. All this
software were run on Scientific Linux CERN 5.6 inside a
chroot environment. Another server was used to send HTTP
requests to our test server. The requests were based on
an anonymous version of a real-life log data from similar
document repository in use at CERN. The requests were sent

1http://www.roylongbottom.org.uk
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using the Httperf web server performance test application
[16].

The second real application was a physics data analysis
that used the CMSSW framework [17]. This analysis task
is a very typical one in high-energy physics. We used real
data created at CERN. The data was stored in a ROOT
image[18] files, which our case were of size 4GB. Normally,
a data analysis with this data takes days to perform, thus
we limited the number of events of one analysis task to
300. With this limitation the analysis takes 10 minutes on
the Opteron hardware. The data was located on network file
system, NFS, and reading it caused very little network traffic,
2kB per task.

IV. RESULTS

A. Idle consumption

First we studied idle energy consumption with different
virtualization solutions and with different number of virtual
machines. We also tested the effect of having different
operating systems in virtual machines.

Figure 1 shows the power consumption of two differ-
ent virtualization solutions. We had three virtual machines
running idle in both cases. The figure shows how energy
consumption of two different virtualization solutions behave
when the servers are idle. It shows how overhead of virtu-
alization depends on the virtualization solution and kernel
version. The difference between KVM and hardware is less
than 3%, which is already a big improvement compared to
three separate physical machines running idle. This test was
run with the Dell R410 server.
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Figure 1. Typical idle power consumption

The second idle measurement was run on the dual proces-
sor Opteron server. Test measured the energy comsumption
of the physical hardware for 20 minutes. Figure 2 shows how
the operating system affects the idle consumption. The same
test was repeated with different number of virtual machines
on the same physical hardware. The energy consumption
cumulates with the virtual machine count when we have
Scientific Linux 5 (SLC5) but with Ubuntu it remains almost
the same as hardware.
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Figure 2. Energy consumption of idle virtual machines

B. Synthetic tests

We used synthetic tests to stress different server compo-
nents; CPU, I/O and network. With these tests we studied
in which situations virtualization causes the most overhead.
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As seen in Figure 3, when running a set of synthetic
disk operations Xen uses slightly more energy compared to
hardware. With KVM the situation is different. When using
the default writethrough cache, KVM uses around 350%
more energy than hardware. About 90% of the test time is
spent doing the small file test part of Bonnie++. Switching
to writeback cache, results of KVM are actually slightly
better than hardware results. Writeback cache writes only
to a cache and stores data to the disk only just before the
cache is replaced. This is a cache mode that is not safe for
production use and is available mainly for testing purposes.
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In Figure 4, power consumption is tested under full CPU
load between 1 and 4 threads running BurnInSSE64. With 1
thread, KVM and hardware use the same amount of power,
but Xen uses around 10% more. With 4 threads the situation
is the other way around: Xen uses less power than KVM
and hardware. The explanation to this can be seen in Figure
5. Even though Xen uses more power in the single-threaded
LINPACK test, it is slower: the CPU is not running at its full
turbo boosted speed, but Xen has a systematic overhead in
power consumption compared to the others. With 4 threads,
Xen’s CPUs are not running at full speed so the power usage
is not so great as with hardware or KVM, and the effect
of overhead in power consumption is overshadowed by the
power usage of 4 computing threads.
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Figure 6. Power consumption under Iperf network traffic test

Iperf test results in Figure 6 show a similar trend: KVM
uses slightly more power than hardware while Xen conse-
quently uses slightly more power than KVM. Interestingly,
when a Xen virtual machine was running as server it used
slightly more power than when running as client. With
KVM and hardware it was the other way around. In the
loopback mode, one can find similar results with Xen as
in the LINPACK test in Figure 5: for some reason, Xen’s
performance is capped and consequently bandwidth in the
loopback mode is much worse than with KVM or hardware,
and on the other hand mean power consumption is lower.

C. Realistic load

Realistic tests were designed such that we would get better
understanding of energy usage in two different real world
situations: web services and physics analysis.

The first realistic test was a CERN document server
repository case. In this test, we sent HTTP requests, which
were based on CERN library log data, to a virtualized web
server. We measured both performance and power consump-
tion. We ran the same test with and without virtualization.
We compared two virtualization solutions and hardware to
measure the overhead of virtualization. In all Invenio tests,
the Invenio installation was in a chroot environment with a
complete SLC5 installation. To assure that chroot between
the operating system and the Invenio web application did
not have any negative effects on test results, a comparative
test was performed between the base system and another
chroot environment using a copy of the base system as the
new root.
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In Figure 7, we have the results for Httperf rates 5 and
15. On the left side we have one virtual machine with rate 5
workload and on the right side 3 virtual machines with load
5. It shows the power consumption levels when we have
more virtual machines and load.
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Figure 8 shows the results of comparison of hardware,
Xen and KVM with different number of virtual machines.

We tested overhead of virtualization by increasing the
number of virtual machines with similar workload. These
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Figure 9. The effect of workload on virtual machine performance with
KVM using different amounts of virtual machines

results are illustrated in Figure 9
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Figure 10. The effect of workload on virtual machine performance with
KVM using different virtual machine resources

In Figure 10, we have the results of a test where, instead
of growing the number of virtual machines, we increased
the load and resources of one virtual machine. Table IV-C
shows the rates and resources given to virtual machines in
these tests. The MaxClients setting refers to the maximum
clients setting in Apache web server configuration.

Table I
SETTINGS FOR CHANGING LOAD AND RESOURCES OF A SINGLE

VIRTUAL MACHINE

VCPUs Memory (GB) MaxClients Request rate
2 5 8 5
4 8 15 10
6 15 24 15

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the effect of virtualization on
quality of service. They show a cumulative distribution of
response times the Httperf test application reported for the
HTTP requests.

In Figure 11, we have the results of running workload of
15 queries per second on 3 virtual machines and on hard-
ware for comparison. Corresponding performance results are
shown in Figure 8. These figures show how the response
times increase when the same workload is divided into 3
virtual machines.
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Figure 11. The impact of virtualization solution on quality of service
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Figure 12. The impact of different loads on quality of service

To better show the virtualization overhead effect on
different workload and number of virtual machines we
compared KVM with rates 5, 10, and 15. The results of
this experiment can be seen in Figure 12. Corresponding
performance measurements are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 13. Running 15 jobs in different number of virtual machines

As our second realistic load, we had a physics analysis
application. Here we consider one run of the test application
as a job. In Figure 13, we have the results of running 15
jobs in 5 different virtual machine sets. The figure illustrates
how the energy efficiency degrades as the number of virtual
machines increases. 15 virtual machines running one job is
6.8 times less energy efficient than running 15 jobs on one
virtual machine.

Figure 14 shows the effect of workload on energy-
efficiency. We tested different workloads on 5 identical
virtual machines sharing the the same physical server.
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Figure 14. Running different workload on 5 virtual machines

V. CONCLUSIONS

The overhead of virtualization is a well-known fact re-
ported in many publications. Although the technologies have
been improving a lot during the past five years, the perfor-
mance of a virtualised system is still far from the hardware
level. However, this does not mean that virtualization could
not be useful in improving energy-efficiency in large data
centers but it means that one should know how to apply this
technology to achieve savings in energy consumption.

We studied the energy-efficiency virtualization technolo-
gies and how different load affects it. Our research indicates
that idle power consumption of virtualized server is close to
zero. However, this depends a lot on the operating system
running on the virtual machine, but it is always a small
number compared to idle energy consumption of a physical
server. Our study also indicates that virtualization overhead
has great impact on energy-efficiency. This means that it
would make more sense to share the physical resources
among few virtual machines with heavy load instead of
larger set of light-loaded ones.
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